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ABSTRACT
“I HAVE GONE BEYOND MY SPHERE”: NETWORK ANALYSIS AND
RHETORICAL FEMINISM IN WOMEN’S WRITING 1650-1750
Donna Downing

The concept of a contrasting public sphere and private sphere is both enduring
and contested. The model of the eighteenth century public sphere offered by Jürgen
Habermas offers a rational-critical approach to public discourse, while bracketing
difference. Interlocutors of Habermas see such exclusion as problematic, particularly
from a feminist standpoint. In contrast to Habermas’ static model, this project offers a
networked, motile vision of public and private spheres that allows for interconnections
and relationships, and which not only incorporates conceptual differences, but in fact
relies on them. In this flexible model, rhetorical feminism, where the ideology of
feminism is brought to bear on rhetorical studies, reveals itself. Rhetorical feminism
offers alternatives to traditional and dominant forms of writing and rhetoric. It does not
require an explicit intentionality to advance the standing of women or their equal rights,
but in practice, rhetorical feminism often has that effect. Cheryl Glenn finds the
beginnings of this concept in the nineteenth century, yet I locate it as early as 1650.
Considering a networked “lifeworld,” to use Bruno Latour’s term, rather than binaries of
public and private spheres allows us to re-engage with the writings of women in this
period, and understand them as case studies in of rhetorical feminism. Margaret Fell Fox

and Mary Astell operated in religious and philosophical networks, and Eliza Haywood, as
a periodicalist, helped create networks of discourse that crossed the realms of public and
private. Quaker women created one of the first international faith movements, built and
sustained by networked circulation of printed texts. Mary Astell was known in her day as
a High Church Tory, and she inserted herself into discussions on weighty philosophical
matters. Eliza Haywood was a mogul in her time, with enormous commercial success
across fiction and periodicals. Women writers in this study were able to deploy rhetorical
feminism to renegotiate some of the terms of various patriarchal systems in their period,
thereby advancing the standing of women. Themes of particular concern to women,
including education, marriage, authorship, and coffeehouse culture productively intersect
with discourses of religion and politics.
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INTRODUCTION

The quote in the title of this dissertation belongs to Mary Astell, and although
written in 1704, in its entirety, it seems just as timely today: “I have gone beyond my
Sphere; however, since all the World is Mad, why should I not be so?1” Today’s world
indeed seems “Mad,” as it reels from the global pandemic of Covid-19 and the aftermath
of the Trump presidency. Our contemporary public sphere exists largely on virtual social
networks, including Twitter. A recent tweet from philosopher Sara Ahmed is directed at
the particular and gendered difficulties the Covid-19 pandemic has created for women, in
domestic as well as administrative spaces, but her words are also starkly relevant to the
domestic conditions of women during the long eighteenth century: “ . . . if we need to
transform institutions to survive them, . . . we need to survive what we are trying to
transform.” During the instability of the years between 1650 and 1750, English women
writers both survived and transformed their institutions as they claimed new rhetorical
territory in their public writing across petitions, prophecies, pamphlets, and periodicals.
The joining together of literary study, rhetorical study, network theory, and feminism
enriches all four areas of inquiry, allowing us to go beyond the breaking down of barriers
into real convergence. In this project, we can see the multiplicities involved as these
writers became pivotal early advocates for women's intellectual advancement and societal
participation.
This dissertation examines the model of the public sphere offered by Jurgen
Habermas as well as interlocutors who find it too static, and instead, favors a flexible,

1

Mary Astell, Prefatory Statement to Dr. Davenant, in Moderation Truly Stated, xxxix.
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networked approach to the spheres of the long eighteenth century. Examining the
eighteenth century through network theory, put forth by Bruno Latour, helps us recognize
the rhetorical feminism at work in this period, which accommodated various networks
into which women wrote. Cheryl Glenn locates the emergence of rhetorical feminism in
the nineteenth century, but I argue it can be found much earlier, in the mid to late
seventeenth century.
Over the span of this survey, I identify rhetorical modes in which women
approached the changing nature of domesticity as it strained under multiple networks of
patriarchy. As Karen Harvey writes in The Little Republic, patriarchy was not “a rigid
system of male governance, but a flexible ‘grid of power’ in which several different
groups attained status and authority” (2012, 4).
Despite scholars’ agreement that public and private “spheres” are constructed,
and not reflective of actual living conditions, the concept, and the Habermasian model,
remain stubbornly durable. References to “the public sphere” are ubiquitous in panel
discussions year after year, not only at the Modern Language Association (MLA)
Conference, but also at the American Society for Eighteenth Century Studies (ASECS)
Annual Meeting, as well as the Conference on College Composition and Communication
(CCCC). Across these wide-ranging conversations, assumptions about the gendered
nature of private and public spheres are hard to shake.
When considering both the eighteenth century and today, networks of feminist
thought continue to recirculate familiar and intractable concerns in terms of the
institutions which women must survive, and transform. This dissertation discovers
instances of rhetorical feminism in networks of women’s writing, across their divergent
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texts and interests. Various networks of religion and spirituality, politics, and commercial
interests overlapped, intersected, contradicted with each other, and collided with everevolving attitudes about the conditions of women. By theorizing the writing practices of
women in the second half of the seventeenth century into the eighteenth, we can deduce
to what end women not only participated in, but helped define, a public sphere. We can
connect their public writings to the discursive project of the public sphere, even as we
know that project is contingent, transient, and perhaps incoherent. As networks illustrate,
any version of the public sphere certainly comes with some assembly required.
We continue to live with the fallout of the eighteenth century; studying its
literature, rhetoric, and culture is far more than antiquarian curiosity. Americans are
living through constitutional crises that return us to our eighteenth century founding
documents; their vocabularies are once again in our everyday parlance: treason, sedition,
insurrection, and inalienable rights. It is critically important that we understand the
nuanced relationships between past and present structures of power, and how iterations of
Enlightenment rhetoric continue to echo in our institutions.
Chapter one illustrates that networks are not a modern concept. Networks are
metaphorical and denote systems of interconnection. Network analysis converges here
with Habermas’ theory of the eighteenth century public sphere, and with his interlocutors,
to push against a binary of public and private and reveal an understanding of a
multivocal, complex public sphere. Chapter two is focused on how Quaker women
writers renegotiated the terms of patriarchy under which they would agree to live.
Margaret Fell Fox as well as other lesser-known Quaker women writers built and
sustained the networks of the early Quaker movement using rhetorical feminism. Writing,
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publishing, preaching, traveling, and ministering were all ways in which Quaker women
followed a “calling” beyond domestic life, and therefore modified their legal
subordination to men. Chapter three provides a different case study in the work of Mary
Astell; I argue her conservative religious and political beliefs were intrinsic to her
particular brand of rhetorical feminism. Her public advocacy on issues important to
women, including education and marriage, was based on theological and philosophical
ground. Chapter four discovers networks of periodical culture, and finds two publications
helmed by Eliza Haywood as examples of rhetorical feminism. Eighteenth century
periodicals circulated in networks of hegemony and were simultaneously agents of
collaboration, sociability, and even resistance. They housed both opposition and discord,
without coming apart, perhaps offering a model of how citizens with disparate interests
and beliefs could manage to come together and peaceably live in groups.
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Chapter One: Networks and the Eighteenth Century Public Sphere

“We engage with networks not because it would be irresponsible not to, true though that
might be, but because it becomes increasingly impossible not to.”
(emphasis in original) - Ahnert et al 25

The concept of the public sphere, as distinguished from a private, or domestic
sphere has been a matter of much debate2 particularly as to whether it reflects an actual
historical reality of the eighteenth century, or if it functions more as a critical lexicon.
Even as it is contested, the very term “public sphere” is a durable one; a powerful
conjurer of crowds in taverns, coffeehouses, town squares, and other places of public
assembly. Despite our definitional debates, we can perhaps agree that the public sphere
did not simply emerge, and that it was instead assembled by multiple points in
overlapping networks of discourse in eighteenth century England. Periodicals, books,
coffeehouses, sermons, courtrooms, enterprise, commerce, political instability and
monarchical upheavals coalesced in messy, complicated ways. The public sphere, like the
Enlightenment, is contingent, and both are less tied to a period than they are to a process,
one which perhaps we undergo again and again. Given these contingencies and
overlapping vectors, Actor-Network-Theory can provide a more plastic and mobile

2

Responses to Habermas’ The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere: An Inquiry into a Category
of a Bourgeois Society (1968) Cambridge: MIT Press, 1991 that are discussed in this chapter include
“Rethinking the Public Sphere: A Contribution to a Critique of Actually Existing Democracy” by Nancy
Fraser, Social Text 25/26 (1990): 56-80; Publics and Counterpublics by Michael Warner, New York: Zone
Books, 2005 and Performing Authorship in Eighteenth Century Periodicals by Manushag Powell,
Lewisburg, PA: Bucknell UP, 2012. For a wide range of responses, see Habermas and the Public Sphere,
Ed. Craig Calhoun. Cambridge: MIT Press, 1992. Fraser’s and Warner’s responses appear in that collection
as well, but my references in this chapter refer to their publications as cited above.
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approach for examining the eighteenth century public sphere, and women’s writing in it,
between 1650-1750. Bringing network analysis to bear on the public sphere model
popularized by Jürgen Habermas in The Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere
(1962) reveals methods of women’s engagement across various networks, via as
rhetorical feminism, in their textual practices. Uncovering networks where women read,
wrote, corresponded, edited, published, and otherwise participated in public discourse can
help not only recover their voices, but can illuminate the intersections and assemblages
which converged and came to be known as the “public sphere,” even as we question our
use of the term. Further, we can reconcile elements of our own contemporary public
sphere with their origins in the long eighteenth century, since, as Tina Lupton writes,
“small bits of the eighteenth century are continually turning up in our own” (2016, 168).
In his Dictionary of the English Language, Samuel Johnson defined a network as “any
thing reticulated or decussated, at equal distances, with interstices between the
intersections” (394). Johnson offers an illustrative quote on the term from both Spenser
(“Might in their diverse cunning ever dare, With this so curious network to compare”)
and Addison’s Spectator (“A large cavity in the sinciput [front of the head] was filled
with wide ribbons, lace and embroidery, wrought together in a curious piece of
network”). Such divergent definitions manifest the term’s multiple interpretations.
Centuries later, we continue to reticulate and decussate what we have wrought together in
an attempt to comprehend the concept of networks.
I revisit women-authored texts circulating in England between the years 1650 and
1750 to reveal the networks within what we have come to understand as the “public
sphere.” Instead of a network, the construct of the public sphere has historically
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represented social reality as a binary in terms of public, or masculine, and private, as
domestic and feminine. These purported spheres illuminate that in this period, crises of
gender were inseparable from political, religious and social dislocations. Habermas
claimed that a bourgeois public sphere emerged in this period partially in response to
such shifts, particularly in the conception of authority. He claims that such authority was
no longer external and hierarchical in the years after the Restoration, and that the concept
of authority began to move towards one that was more internal and communal. The
critical element of this alteration is reason, or the ability to engage in rational-critical
debate, with a goal of consensus. Habermas was not the first to give primacy to reason,
although he did recirculate that idea into new and widening networks of discourse. A
history of ideas cannot be separated from how those ideas were conveyed in print via
circulation.
This project contributes to this trend of more inclusive frames of reference for the
public sphere in an effort to rethink how directly the past impacts our contemporary
public rhetoric and opinions. Nancy Fraser’s “actually existing” public sphere provides a
helpful backdrop, as we can trace networks that actually existed by the evidence of
relationships left behind. The further we go back in time, the more challenging it is to
find these traces. In the case of eighteenth century women writers, the challenge is
daunting, as many details about women’s lives and work remain elusive. Exciting
projects in the digital humanities space are mapping and digitizing the connections that
researchers are finding, and this chapter will dig into their various approaches, goals and
methodologies, as well as their limitations and potential.
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Network Theory
As the opening quote to this chapter suggests, network analysis is hard to avoid.
This dissertation encourages us to think of networks not as computational, or involving a
process that requires mathematical precision. Rather, networks are always metaphorical.
The very term “network” connotes some type of regularity in form, but in the humanities,
we regularly acknowledge irregularity in form, particularly, as we will see, in chapter
four of this project, when considering periodicals. We cannot define networks until we
agree upon communities, and those groupings almost always include linkages, overlaps,
and other such run-ins with other communities. Humans are wired to seek patterns, and
network theory is particularly attractive to humanistic analysis because it decenters and
decentralizes a locus of power. As Ahnert et al remark, “networks strain against
hierarchies of power amid calls for decentralization of infrastructure” (25). Social
network analysis can break down barriers between humanities and science, between
literary studies and rhetorical studies, but it can also go beyond “breaking barriers” and
encourage convergences as we consider the multi-layered discourses of the long
eighteenth century.
Network theory offers an alternative theoretical model we can use to examine
women’s writing aside from the traditional trajectory, and perhaps binary, of rise and
decline, which suggests a march of progress followed by eventual regression. Instead,
network theory highlights circulation: with circularity, we return to what may be familiar,
mimic it in a form of imitation (Irigaray), use it strategically (Spivak) remix it (Lessig)
and send it off into new networks, where it may grow and expand, or die off. Bruno
Latour’s work on Actor-Network-Theory is particularly relevant to eighteenth century
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studies, and was the subject of a special edition of the journal The Eighteenth Century in
2016. Scholars including Tina Lupton, William B. Warner, Jonathan Lamb, and Sean
Silver explain the ways in which Latour’s work is invested in how the past is embedded
in our current habits.
Networked approaches to rhetoric are outgrowths of historical social networks,
and reflect a new understanding of rhetorical epistemologies. Composition and rhetoric
scholars are concerned with ontologies, and of late have taken an interest in objects and
relations between writers and the tools and technologies used to create writing (Barnett,
Boyle, Cooper3). Recent scholarship in materialist, vitalist and object-oriented network
theory in rhetoric and composition (Hawk, Palmeri) theorizes how the socially connected
aspects of writing studies are connected to relations among humans and nonhuman
objects. Once we understand the connections between people, texts, objects (things),
ideas and other “actors,” we can perhaps understand the eighteenth century in England as
a historical period that gives rise to our contemporary world. Networks reveal social
values and priorities, just as ontologies privilege some categories of organization over
others. Foucault’s ontology privileged cultural specificity (1970), identifying one’s
culture as the primary unit of analysis. In the academy, English departments often
privilege temporality, agreeing by consensus that time periods such as early modern,
eighteenth, nineteenth, twenty and twenty-first centuries contain meaningful distinctions

3

Works on new materialism include Scot Barnett and Casey Boyle’s Rhetoric, Through Everyday Things,
and essays by Marilyn Cooper including “How Bruno Latour Teaches Writing” in Thinking with Bruno
Latour in Rhetoric and Composition Studies, edited by Paul Lynch and Nathaniel Rivers. See also Vibrant
Matter by Jane Bennett, and a particularly welcome addition to the field, Object-Oriented Feminism edited
by Katherine Behar, which makes the valuable contribution that women are particularly familiar with this
so-called rhetoric of things, or “objectification.”
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and that a value exists in their specialization. Ontologies and periodizations establish
hierarchies and priorities.
Actor-Network Theory (ANT), popularized by Latour,4 is at its core, sociological,
and has a wide range of applications across the social and natural sciences. An actor or
actant can be any stimulant–human or non-human–that collides with another and
stimulates change. In eighteenth century studies, network theory would reject the notion
that a single causative factor, such as a move from feudalism to capitalism, or the anxiety
about monarchical succession, was responsible for the great upheaval of change that
accompanies the years between 1650 and 1750. Latour identifies common “modes of
existence5,” which include science, fiction, religion, politics and economics. In this
project, I propose that rhetorical feminism was a tactic used by women writers over the
long eighteenth century to insert themselves into these “modes of existence.” I will
discuss rhetorical feminism in terms of the particularly religious mode of existence in
chapters two and three of this project.
Uncovering existing networks across which women read, wrote, edited, published
and participated in public discourse can help not only recover their voices, but help us
understand what we comprehend as “real,” since as Latour suggests, the larger the
network, the more “real” it appears. Digital humanities projects discussed in a later
section of this chapter reveal that since men had more capacious networks, they did
appear dominant in society (more “real,” and so perhaps more visible in the public
sphere). Texts are both engendered and constrained by the networks which support them,

4

See Latour, Reassembling the Social, (2005) and Rita Felski, “Latour and Literary Studies.” PMLA
(2015).
5
Latour, Inquiry into Modes of Existence (2013)
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or suppress them, and the networks in which they circulate. ANT demands attention to
relationships, and urges us to reassemble those relations from their scattered dispersions.
Although the humanities’ interest in them may be somewhat novel, networks are not new,
and attending to them reveals connections that may have always existed.
In a 2018 interview, Latour explains ANT’s relevance to the political public
sphere in the United States, and how one’s exposure to limited networks points to the
lack of a shared reality. Since that interview, with the wider circulation of conspiracy
theories circulating in growing social networks, we can see how a believer in Q-Anon
possesses a very different sense of reality than citizens who engage with, and believe,
multiple news sources. The common world is dependent upon consensus, yet when
networks are so separate and discrete, that common viewpoint becomes ever more
elusive. It is here where Habermas’ notion of rational-critical debate in the public sphere
connects. Our shared common world, our public sphere, is dependent upon social
networks where ideas circulate, a circulatory system with its origins in early eighteenth
century England, around the time that coffeehouse culture and media of the time gained
steam in shaping and reinforcing public opinion. Network theory can help us understand
how books become popular, how tweets become trending, how pandemics spread, and
how political candidates get elected. It can help us understand how the stock market
works, how to get a job, and how to succeed in a college environment. Importantly,
networks of nonhuman (or posthuman, or supernatural) relations are just as prevalent and
influential as maps of human relations.
Actors may support or extend an existing network, or begin a new one; networks
may even contain actors that contradict in some way (and they often do). Actors may
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cause change intentionally, but intentionality is not necessary or always present. Network
theory differs from other methodologies in that analysis is concerned with the interactions
between factors that contribute to the creation of difference. Agency is found in
attachments, affinities, relationships, and mediation. Perhaps prevailing social forces like
capitalism and patriarchy do not solely or even directly determine outcomes, but they
might “authorize, allow, afford, encourage, permit, suggest, influence, block, render
possible, forbid and so on” (Latour 72). It is in these affordances and influences that
social change is rendered visible.
Contradictory evidence belies the existence of two separate spheres of public and
private existence during the eighteenth century. Instead of erasing such evidence,
networked associations can find a place for them in a new frame of reference. All identity
rests at points of intersection: one must consider the race, gender and socioeconomic
conditions of writers in the eighteenth century to more fully appreciate the texts they put
in circulation. Similarly, network analysis provides a methodology that seeks to identify
agents of change not in single causation, but in the relationships between and among
events, people and entities. Agency is distributed along the interplay of these relations, at
the points of intersection.
Skepticism surrounds aspects of network theory, but even for critics, it’s hard to
deny that networks form the paradigm of life on this planet, and likely throughout the
universe (Stamets). As we look up to the skies overhead, we view the constellations of
stars in linked galaxies. As we look down at the ground beneath our feet, we are just
beginning to understand the complex mycorrhizal fungal networks that sustain all plant
and animal life beneath Earth’s soil. Ecologists call forests the “wood wide web”
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(Macfarlane) to explain the similarities between the technological and botanical
networks that have become clearer in recent years. Previously, it was thought that
plants compete for resources of water, sunlight and air, but now it seems clear there is a
more collaborative and supportive structural network in nature that works less
competitively and more sustainably. Misconceptions that the forest was a competitive
system have been replaced with more nuanced understanding that the inherent structure
of forests is one of coordinated sustenance and support, even among unrelated species.
The similarities between interstellar, underground and human neural networks cannot
be dismissed. Networks are inherently apt at crossing from one domain to another.
Latour defines a network as a “quite specific double movement of two
phenomena that are interrelated yet irreducible to one another: the assemblage or ‘series
of associations’ that ‘makes circulation possible’ versus the ‘flows’ (of information,
material, people and so on) that can move only ‘once everything is in place.’” The
network, then, is the setup comprising infrastructure, technologies, people, ideas, politics,
laws, etc. The setup seems stable, but is revealed as quite unstable whenever any crisis
interrupts the flow. The system has always been contingent and volatile; we just did not
necessarily notice. We might also not have noticed how the setup is potentially capitalist,
authoritarian, misogynist and elitist. It is the frame that affords the interactions and the
relationships. What has come to seem natural is allowed to circulate by existing networks
and frames – sometimes what we have come to accept as natural, or biological–
something like the belief that domestic labor is women’s work.
Latour has engaged with a tradition that sees agency as “a distributed property
that belongs to networks of actors, both human and non-human, and thereby to
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distinguish agency from subjective intentionality” (Alworth 309). This metaphysical
inquiry links to the materialist and vitalist traditions that range from Deleuze and Gattari
to rhetoric and composition scholars Byron Hawk, Frank Farmer and Jason Palmeri, as
they adapt this focus on narratology and a “rhetoric of things” to the development of the
discipline of rhetoric and composition. In 1973, Mark Granovetter argued for the
“strength of weak ties,” which is his claim that our acquaintances, outside of our closeknit friends, provide bridges to other social groups, and help foster communication and
transmission among diverse groups of people. Focusing his research on the importance of
“friends of friends” in job searches, Granovetter goes so far as to call his argument a
“network theory.” His hypothesis had become an important sociological principle, much
like Stanley Milgram’s “six degrees” phenomenon. In Milgram’s experiment, random
individuals were instructed to mail a package to an individual they didn’t know, by
mailing it first to people they did know, who they thought might be likely to know the
intended recipient. Although Milgram expected hundreds of intermediaries to be
necessary, the average was between five and seven steps. In an homage to the popular
Hollywood parlor game, Six Degrees of Kevin Bacon, in which the actor can be linked by
movies to any other actor, a consortium of digital humanities scholars created an early
modern mapping of social networks, titled Six Degrees of Francis Bacon, which I will
discuss later in this chapter. Improvements in computing power, programming, scripts
and searchable databases have added to the complexity and value these projects can offer
to literary analysis. But they do not replace the humanists, the literary scholars, who
develop research questions and interpret the data analysis. Anyone can count the number
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of times the word “learn” appears in Mary Astell’s writing, but literary scholars must ask
questions about what we interpret from her deployment of that term in different contexts.

Eighteenth Century Public Sphere Theory
The historical period following the Restoration in England enjoyed an effusive
print culture and emerging print marketplace, phenomena which Habermas cites as
contributors to the creation of a discursive public sphere. Other scholars locate the
emergence of a political public sphere even earlier, in the post-Reformation years, when
English citizens began to debate the power of the church, state, and even the nature of
authority itself (Knights, Pincus, Lake). In the tradition of Western political thought,
following the Greek model of the republic, Lawrence Stone argues that norms and values
pointed in the direction of defining a domestic sphere constituted by nurturing,
reproduction, caregiving and housework, where women were to be confined.
Knights argues that the later Stuart period in fact makes strides toward democracy
and representative society. Whigs and Tories flourished, general elections were held
every two years or so, and both men and women debated church, state, authority and
politics. Political culture was truly national. However, involvement of the people raised
questions about their fitness to participate. While the press and coffeehouses were useful
avenues of informing citizens, many worried that the available media was corrupted by
personal and political agendas. Seventeenth century England was rife with polemic,
anxiety about “truth claims” (Dolan 6) and “misrepresentation” (Knights 7). Peter Lake
and Steven Pincus extend Knight’s argument, claiming that “a narrative of the emergence
of the public sphere … can be used to talk coherently about the entire period from the
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Reformation into the eighteenth century.” (270) A key piece of this contention relies on
circulation of texts and ideas between and among connections of people.
While the public sphere is always connected to and networked with the power of
the state, Lake and Pincus argue that its existence in post-Reformation England may have
originally been intended as a temporary step in a process aimed at gaining public
consensus on issues. The networks set off by such discussion, however, continue their
work without much concern for intention. The public sphere is constituted of a complex
matrix of activity, “a series of exchanges not so much between the rulers and the ruled as
between elements within the regime and their allies, clients and connections” (275). The
public sphere was a network that allowed connections between and among political
agendas, religious controversies and economics. Importantly, as we consider this
emerging sphere through the frame of network theory, it is clear that the interaction is
essential to agency – it would be difficult to argue that one single factor or opinion that
supersedes others. It is the “interaction of ideas, political and factional maneuver, and
socioeconomic and institutional changes” (287) that hold primacy. As Mark Vareschi
argues in Everywhere and Nowhere: Anonymity and Mediation in Eighteenth Century
Britain, anonymity was one method by which writers participated in the public sphere.
His study underscores the ubiquity of anonymity, and underscores the importance of
literary networks in which anonymous publication was involved. The “author function”
was less important than the circulation of ideas. The impact of such a growing media
environment was wide and deep and remains both historical and current.
Network theory can provide a more flexible approach to eighteenth century public
sphere theory than Habermas’ model, which has been criticized over the years as too
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static. Habermas claims the public sphere was not political, and that such differences
could be bracketed in rational discussion. Yet in the public sphere, although Addison and
Steele had claimed to their publishing projects were aimed to “establish among us a
Taste of Polite Writing,” (Tatler 58.7,1711) they also noted that women, in particular, had
no place in politics, noting that “nothing was so bad for the face as Party Zeal. It gives an
ill-natured Cast to the Eye, and a disagreeable Sourness to the Look; besides, that it
makes the Lines too strong, and flushes them worse than Brandy” (Spectator 57, 1711).
From Habermas’s construction of the eighteenth century public sphere to periodicals, we
see evidence of women’s choices consistently being judged and even foreclosed.
The concept and impact of “the media” has long been entwined with the
foundations and success of democratic principles, and I will explore the ideas of
periodicals and truth claims further in chapter four. A cultural preoccupation with “fake
news” is not new, but it seems to have hit crisis proportions in our current political
climate. When a government is corrupt and unreliable, the press may be the last defense,
a final safeguard before a democracy slips into authoritarianism. Discussions of the
public sphere are both academic and practical. The public sphere and the mediation of
information between the press and a nation’s citizens are transdisciplinary and practically
unlimited in scope, impacting political theory, history, government, education, and
religious belief. How the public made sense of its options, debated and achieved
consensus is the focus of Habermas’s formative work, The Structural Transformation of
the Public Sphere (1962). The next sections will address his model of the public sphere
and will also discuss responses to and critiques of his model.
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Habermas’s treatise describes a bourgeois social realm, a collective space of
rational-critical debate: the part of our social world where ideas are considered and
opinions formed. Over the years, critics have alternatively called Habermas’ model of the
public sphere idealistic, utopian, optimistic and incomplete. In any case, the impact and
import of Habermas’ theory cannot be overstated, as it continues to inspire relevant
debate nearly 60 years after its first publication and three decades after its translation into
English. I argue that a networked rereading of the public sphere proposed by Habermas
extends his very project of rational-critical debate into a feminist frame of reference. We
can expand our understanding of the historic public sphere not constructed of duality and
bifurcation, public and private, but one of linked social networks: webs, nodes and other
affinities inclusive of both domesticity and professionalism. Margaret Ezell (1993) and
Toni Bowers (2009) have encouraged literary scholars to develop new vocabularies and
frames of reference to engage with recovered voices. I contend that a networked ontology
of the public sphere more closely resembles the reality of eighteenth century women
writers in particular, and in fact does feminist work. As we will see in later chapters,
women’s writing offers examples of rhetorical feminism that resisted the attempted
enclosure of women into a domestic, private sphere.
Habermas points to the development of the public sphere as one of the necessary
elements of modernity. Since Latour believes instead that in fact “we have never been
modern,” I ask, how can we gain clarity by thinking with these two arguments? A
networked approach can allow that modernity remains aspirational – that if we reexamine
the networks upon which our assumptions lie, instead of taking their conclusions at face
value, we can untangle the associations that led to beliefs which now seem natural. We
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might also wonder if our current social world is moving toward or away from
Habermas’s ideal public sphere, where arguments and deliberation are the methods by
which we achieve consensus. If we are turning away from his ideal, to a world where
status and class reign supreme, what are the social implications? Habermas’ bourgeois
subjects are public – borne out of coffeehouse culture. Richard Squibbs suggests that
perhaps Habermas identifies a literary sphere which was a training ground for the actual
public sphere to get off the ground. Habermas saw the literary debates as providing an
opportunity for actual debate to take place – the “formation of an actual public” (Squibbs
55). How can Habermas’ discursive public sphere lend itself to discussion of network
theory? Tracing the discursive relations between and among writers in the early
eighteenth century reveals the networks that were “actually-existing” and show the
interplay, rather than bracketing, of gender, race and status, as well as profession,
business relations and family connections.
Habermas’ construction of the public sphere is often termed utopian (Fraser,
Kramer) since in his imagined rational-critical bourgeois realm, members of the public
deliberate as peers, bracketing social differences, including economic status and gender.
In his model, citizens reject private agendas and are invested cooperatively in creating a
bourgeois model of civil society. Habermas clearly assigns the importance of “talk” and
deliberation to the public sphere. Citizens reach consensus about the nature of public
affairs, despite their differing social views and economic conditions. As Fraser describes,
it is “a theater for debating and deliberating rather than for buying and selling” (57).
Habermas claims a universally open access to the public sphere; however, Fraser offers
that Habermas’ rational-critical model is idealist and incomplete, in terms of its
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accessibility to all. As a counterpoint, Gretchen Holbrook Gerzina’s study of Black
London explains that many later eighteenth century writers of color, including Ignatius
Sancho, Phyllis Wheatley, Olaudah Equiano and Ottobah Cugoano did write into the
public sphere: there was neither an impermeable whiteness nor universal access to it.
Such increasing participation and a fully-formed black community in eighteenth century
London with “black pubs, churches, community meeting places” (6) challenged English
views on race. Propaganda on the supposed inferiority of blacks circulated in the public
sphere, intersecting with economic networks, with its goal as the justification for the
continuation of slavery.
The Habermasian theory of the public sphere is specifically discursive in nature;
that is, his construction is “talk-based” and can be considered an assemblage of people
who debate issues of public concern. Morality, politics and special, personal interests
may be developed in private, but, in his view, can be left aside as citizens struggle to
arrive at a consensus across shared interests. Along with its discursive nature,
Habermas’s public sphere is also decidedly bourgeois; Marxist critics have criticized his
omission of proletariat or plebeian public spheres (Garnham 360), but Habermas
maintained that the bourgeois public sphere provided a model for those as well.
Habermas finds a place for discourse outside of the state and the marketplace, and
outside of the home. The problem with that space is equity of access and representation,
questions that continue to be relevant because of the increased contact points, the larger
networks, at play in the public sphere. What Habermas brackets are the forces, or actors
and actants, that pose the greatest threats to democracy: unfettered capitalism and “the
development of the modern interventionist welfare state” (Garnham 361). Today,
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Habermas’s model may seem more utopian than ever – how likely is it that we can set
aside the associations to business and politics that formulate much of individual
identities? Benhabib argues that Habermas’ model is not a literary public sphere, nor a
political or market-based one, but one that “envisages a democratic-socialist restructuring
of late-capitalist societies” (73). We must rethink the relations between citizenship,
politics and discursive circulation of ideas. Habermas’s model neither restricts access to
the sphere nor sets the agenda, but we are obligated to ask, who is excluded from
participation in that sphere, and who does set the agenda? Do we share a moral
imperative to renegotiate aspects of what is “right” and what is “good”?
Communicative action lies at the heart of the theory and practice of democracy.
Rights and duties of citizens are defined in terms of freedom of assembly and freedom to
impart and receive information; otherwise it would be impossible to reach consensus and
make appropriate judgment. Yet when these relations are mediated, the dynamic is
indirect. Habermas imagined face to face communication in a single physical space: the
coffeehouse. Now, our public sphere is virtual and expansive, instead, and our consensus
is almost guaranteed to be provisional, because our information is constantly changing.
The pervasive power of ideology rests not on how ill-informed or manipulated people
may be by outside forces, but on the non-transparency of the public sphere, which makes
interpretation difficult and based on relations. Our identities are constructed in how we
relate to others: wife, mother, daughter, worker, consumer, and our identities are
reinforced by what we see and with whom we interact, as evidenced by our online social
networks.
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Debate around whether a public sphere actually exists -- whether it is in fact an
ideal of what a productive, democratic society can, or maybe should, achieve, is a central
notion for social or political theory. The stakes of this discussion are high: do democratic
societies have a legitimate path going forward? At time of this writing, crisis in Britain
over Brexit and in the US over a White House-led shutdown of the federal government
raise the same concerns. Whatever we call our shared social world, ”the public, public
space, or “res publica,’ it will never lose its intimate rootedness in the domain of political
life” (Benhabib 74). When considered as an active, generative network rather than a static
entity, the construct of the public sphere can be useful as a model that establishes a set of
questions to ask about politics, past and present.
While I contend that we need fresh approaches in considering a public sphere of
lived experience inclusive of domesticity and professionalism, I also recognize that we
must examine the discourses that have resulted from the binary of private and public.
Responses to Habermas’s Structural Transformation of the Public Sphere from Nancy
Fraser, Michael Warner and Manushag Powell focus on the eighteenth century
convention of the coffeehouse. Long before the ubiquitous Starbucks, we can trace
associations that travel from the past to our present, from the private to the public sphere,
particularly when we can visualize them as “nodes'' in an interactive digital space.
Writers built networks with each other, as well as with editors, printers, booksellers and
readers. Now, we will turn to those interlocutors of Habermas that have the most direct
bearing on the writers under study in this dissertation.
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Interlocutors of Habermas
Whether or not Habermas’s construction of the eighteenth century public sphere
as rational and deliberative was idealist (Landes), sexist (Fraser), exclusive (Warner) and
perhaps inconsistent (Powell), there is little disagreement that the early years of the
eighteenth century in England gave birth to innovative social networks: discursive,
textual, and personal ways in which people connected. Political and economic changes
throughout Europe shifted the early modern period into what many now acknowledge as
modernity, a way of life similar enough to the way we currently live and do business that
we recognize common features, and recognize how our experience is rooted in the past .
Warner’s public is one "that comes into being only in relation to texts and their
circulation" (50) which requires the reader to put texts and circulation together to form a
public. Fraser focuses on inequalities and self-interest in deliberation; a plurality of
contesting publics, and a move away from a sharp separation between civil society and
state to considering how these spheres penetrate each other. Powell sees any possible
public sphere as far from rational, especially as it played out in various periodical “paper
wars” over the eighteenth century.
Fraser is less invested in the utopian ideal Habermas puts forth and is more
interested in “actually-existing democracies” in her response to his theory of the public
sphere. She notices the masculine normativity of Habermas’s construction and his
underlying assertion that to be public is to be male. Schools, clubs and societies were
closed off to women during this period yet in Habermas’s model, are considered
universal elements of the public sphere. The notion of bracketing social difference
suggests a level of privilege not necessarily available to all social classes. Competing,
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multiple and overlapping publics existed in the eighteenth century; for example,
women-only volunteer groups and reading groups. Elite women were officially
excluded from the public sphere yet found a way to participate. Working class women
had no such decision to make. Fraser’s vision of the public sphere is that it was always
contested; never neat.
Fraser breaks with distinct claims made by Habermas, calling “the specific form
in which [he] has elaborated this idea is not wholly satisfactory” (57). She contends that
we cannot bracket status differentials and that multiple publics take us closer to a
democracy, not further away from Habermas’s ideal. In Fraser’s public sphere, private
interests are sometimes allowable and there is less of a sharp distinction between
society and state. Habermas claims alternative publics signal its decline; Fraser
disagrees, while admitting deliberation will always lean toward the dominant. Publics
made up of women, LGBTQ citizens, people of color and the working class constitute
alternative publics. These publics are subaltern, but emancipatory potential lies in the
dialogue between dominant and subaltern publics. In Habermas’ public sphere, there
was rational deliberation; in Fraser’s public sphere, there is contestation and
communication. Citizens can cross lines of difference but they must acknowledge, not
bracket, the difference.
Further, Fraser notes that Habermas fails “to thematize the gender subtext of the
relations and arrangements he describes.” While “the role of the worker in maledominated, classical capitalist societies,. . . is a masculine role,(45)” women are
conversely assigned the role of consumer in a sex-based division of domestic labor.
Perhaps more importantly, “the citizen role which he claims connects the public system
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of the administrative state with the public lifeworld sphere of political opinion and will
formation... too, is a gendered role in classical capitalism, indeed, a masculine role.”
Once the “gender-blindness of Habermas’s model is overcome,” Fraser notes, it becomes
clear that “male dominance is intrinsic rather than accidental to classical capitalism. For
the institutional structure of this social formation is actualized by means of gendered
roles” (45). The gendering of public and private spheres in this time period constitutes
and solidifies historical, economic, and political factors, such as the rise of contractual
government and growth of a capitalist economy.
Up against this dominant narrative, Michael Warner identifies some publics that
he terms sub-publics, and those are not necessarily “subaltern,” in Fraser’s terminology.
Real “counterpublics,” as he terms them, are aware of their subordinate status up
against the dominant public sphere. Warner understands that “the phenomenon of
publics requires a disciplinary flexibility” (16) and that “a public is the social space
created by the reflexive circulation of discourse” (90). He claims that publics are
volatile and socially marked, can’t be closeted, are aware of risks, and are sustained
through the circulation of texts among their members. These groupings do not exist for
deliberation or just contestation: members must make a decision, stake a claim, and
make that claim repeatable. You wouldn’t wake up one day to find yourself in a
counterpublic; rather, you would be interpellated into its discourse (89). Counterpublics
are revolutionary and never advocate for change within existing power structures.
“Anything that addresses a public is meant to undergo circulation. This helps us to
understand why print, and the organization of markets for print, were historically so
central in the development of the public sphere” (91).
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The circulation of reading materials in the public sphere is the focus of Powell’s
attention to eighteenth century periodicals. Periodicals will be discussed in more detail in
chapter four, but briefly, she contends that the public sphere of the eighteenth century
was neither unified nor consistent. In fact, she doubts an identifiable public sphere exists
at all. Powell cites periodicals as the genesis for public discourse, with “the goal and
burden of the periodical writers, or so they claim, to police the audience into behaving as
an ideal English society” (3). She cites those popularized by Jonathan Swift and
Alexander Pope as poisonous toward women. In an explanation of periodical writers
using authorial personas known as eidolons, Powell claims that “frequently the authors
are marginal figures trying to write themselves out of the margins” (30). She disagrees
with Habermas’ classification that the public sphere was rational, since discussions of
politics in taverns and coffeehouses were far from bloodless, with the “fraught
heterogeneity of periodical authors [as] a key analog to the increasingly persuasive
critical attacks against the ideas of a unified public sphere that has been supposed to
emerge from periodical and coffee-house discourse” (35). Erin Mackie describes the
reality of the coffee-house and other iterations of the public sphere as far removed from
an idealized, rational version; instead, it was “too often degraded by the characteristic
vices and foibles of modern urban life: vanity, partisanship, news addiction, and all the
multifarious forms of false wit and nonsense” (Mackie 86).
Constructions of the public sphere can be considered an assemblage of multiple,
overlapping and conflicting models. Iterations of the public sphere were in fact
identifiable in families, religious congregations, coffeehouses, women’s reading groups,
and were different from the salon culture of France. The English tradition of the public
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sphere gave rise to American values, history and, I argue, a rhetorical tradition with a
simmering misogynist foundation that has continued into our present day.
Networks and Rhetorical Feminism
Habermas wrongly claims that coffeehouse culture was made up exclusively of
men, and at the same time, dismisses what he views as women’s concerns: “Critical
debate ignited by works of literature and art was soon extended to include economic and
political disputes, without any guarantee . . . that such discussions would be
inconsequential. The fact that only men were admitted to coffee-house society may have
had something to do with this, whereas the style of the salon, like that of the rococo in
general, was essentially shaped by women. Accordingly the women of London,
abandoned every evening, waged a vigorous but vain struggle against the institution”
(33). Pointing out the deficiencies in the Habermas model, instead of dismissing it, can be
a feminist project. Seyla Benhabib argues that women also need a model of public
discourse: “As feminists, we have lacked a critical model that can distinguish between the
bureaucratic administration of needs and collective democratic empowerment over them”
(Benhabib 94). As each succeeding generation of women writers is suppressed or
forgotten (Siskin), the connections between and among them are lost as well. Concerning
this suppression, Claudia Van Gerven writes that “it becomes clear that for a woman
must be extraordinary to outlive her generation—And a man need not (71).” An
exception to a period characterized by what Siskin calls “a great forgetting” of women
writers and their texts is the peculiar canonization of Jane Austen. Isolation from a
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tradition, rather than participation in it, ensures marginality. As Cheryl Glenn and other
rhetorical scholars note, women were left out of the canon of rhetoric as well.6
A feminist perspective on public sphere theory reveals how Enlightenment ideals
of reason and liberty have long seemed normative. Yet these ideals must also be
interpreted within an exclusionary and misogynistic framework. Natural rights were
exclusively granted to male property owners7. Women in the eighteenth century may
have made “progress” on the education front, but many found their employment choices
more limited as capitalist and patriarchal networks worked to foreclose previously
available possibilities (Honeyman). However, it was not those forces alone that erased a
rich tradition of women’s writing. In network theory, we can account for the prevalence
of misogyny across multiple networks; subjugation of women and erasure of women’s
writing do not have one causal agent but multiple, overlapping actors-- some human,
others nonhuman. Complex networks both supported women’s participation in a public
sphere, while at the same time illuminating competing networks that actively punished
any threat to established patriarchy.
Women were, from the outset, largely part of many of the new social networks of
the eighteenth century, despite the prevalence of competing networks that worked to
exclude them, particularly capitalism. Some networks did not extend to women of color
for reasons of economics, geography, enslavement and aesthetics. Yet my argument
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One could argue Siskin’s “great forgetting” is not exclusive to the eighteenth century. See Glenn’s
Rhetoric Retold; and Reclaiming Rhetorica, Ed. Andrea Lunsford.
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I characterize the public sphere as white, with an understanding that the culture of dispossession of
women and nonwhite people in eighteenth century Europe is premised on property ownership rather than
the more modern construct of whiteness. In this period, conditions were foreclosed for women and people
of color, but it was not until the nineteenth century in America that institutionalized racism became the
dominant form of dispossession.
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pushes back against Habermas’ two-sphere model of public and private spheres
(professional and domestic) since networks reveal that women participated across both
imagined spheres, writing political tracts and sermons as well as editing and publishing
periodicals. As evidenced in the 2016 presidential election and the Supreme Court
confirmation hearings for Judge Brett Kavanaugh, white women are not a uniform group
with one political agenda -- and I argue they weren’t any more unified in eighteenth
century England. Like any social assemblage, women have competing interests, which
intersect at points of race and socioeconomic status. In the eighteenth century and today,
white women often express support and solidarity with white men, even if such support
translates to an upholding of established patriarchy. We must see all women, and their
writing, as ubiquitous and not limited to one sphere or another. When we essentialize the
contributions of women writers into a tragic binary (“the odds were stacked against her”)
or heroic (“nevertheless, she persisted”), we trivialize and even erase the complex
participation of women writers across the political spectrum. Rather, a networked
approach allows for complex and contradictory allegiances, agendas, beliefs and
interests.
Further, a link between Enlightenment thought, Habermas and contemporary
white feminism exists in the recirculation of what we consider “universal.” Scholars have
argued that in his 1784 essay, Kant effaced Enlightenment concerns that were particular
and could not be universalized. By bracketing certain elements of potential disagreement,
Habermas has perhaps continued that tradition. Over centuries, since some women’s
writing could not be universalized, it was erased. Similarly, public feminisms have been
dominated by white, bourgeois women, as the white woman writer was constructed in the
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eighteenth century. In recent years, white feminists have been accused of positioning
themselves as neutral and universal, ignoring or co-opting experiences, contributions and
struggles of women of color: that which is universal is considered feminism, and what is
particular is not given as much of a voice. White women are both positioned as victims
of violence and also as perpetrators of it against people of color. Both acts and allegations
of violence can be used to uphold the intersecting networks of racial capitalism,
colonialism and patriarchy.
Writing and rhetoric are necessarily intersectional, constructed from social
vectors and forces that produce discourse, and are always situated in aesthetic and
ideological traditions. Publishing under any context constitutes powerful cultural
production. Writing under forces that actively suppress, deny and erase that production
is especially powerful and worthy of reflection. Rhetorical feminism is one tactic
women writers used to penetrate these various intersecting networks. Similar to the
actors and actants identified in Network Theory, interventions using rhetorical
feminism do not require an explicit agenda and intentionality. Rather, rhetorical
feminism specifies that rhetoric acknowledges or references the writer’s situated
knowledge and lived experience. In the eighteenth century, across networks of religion,
politics and periodicals, whether intentionally or not, women writers employed
strategies of rhetorical feminism. This practice builds on to the ideology of feminism as
it offers new approaches, instead of hegemonic rhetoric and its dominant forms.
Rhetorical feminism, coming as it does from marginalized voices of women,
sometimes lacks the privilege to be direct, and instead, can be located in various
intersecting networks. It acknowledges lived experience, “uses and respects alternative
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delivery systems, especially those long considered feminine, such as silence and
listening” (Glenn 4). Rhetorical feminism engages in a dialogic conversation;
potentially appropriates traditional rhetorical styles for one’s own purposes; is
pedagogical in nature, and finally, offers hope when optimism is not necessarily
warranted. Traditional rhetoric was male dominated and more on this is a “good man
speaking well.” Andrea Lunsford claims that “the realm of rhetoric has been almost
exclusively male not because women were not practicing rhetoric–the arts of language
are after all at the source of human communication–but because the tradition has never
recognized the forms, strategies and goals used by many women as ‘rhetorical’” (Glenn
6). Yet women writers in the long eighteenth century enacted rhetorical feminism in
various ways, across multiple and overlapping networks of manuscript circulation as
well as print publication.
Networks of Manuscript Circulation and Print
As problematic as the binary of public and private spheres has shown to be in
eighteenth century studies, so too is a presumed binary of manuscript and print culture.
Texts were often scribal and in manuscript form, and their circulation was often semiprivate. Margaret Ezell sees these worlds of print and manuscript culture as overlapping,
and claims that writers who retained only manuscript circulation were in fact able to gain
public reputations as poets or philosophers (Ezell, 1987, 70). Networks of print
intersected with and generated networks of manuscript circulation, and vice versa: there
was a plurality of action taken through these overlapping writing networks.
Our understanding of authorship by women in the eighteenth century perhaps
suffers from an incomplete picture of how and where women were writing. If we only
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consider women’s print productions, we are missing what Ezell termed “social
authorship” that was wider than that print market. Letters were a familiar and acceptable
form of writing for women and they established an expectation of continued reciprocal
exchange. In her argument for letters as a “bridge genre” in the eighteenth century,
Rachel Scarborough King notes that “one of the key features of the genre of the letter. . .
was the idea that it served not only as a carrier of content, but also as a means of
connection” (36). Letters gave women a way to participate in print culture, as both
readers and writers, and increased their exposure to the growing media environment.
Letters did indeed function as literary production and could effectively advance
relationships and shared meaning as much as published works did. The men who chose
scribal publications (notably, John Wilmot, Earl of Rochester, as well as Jonathan Swift)
are well-known, but less attention has been paid to women writers who pursued this
mode. We can reimagine the traditional binary of the public print career against the
private manuscript circulation and see them as intersecting, overlapping, and mutually
constitutive. Other networks that come into contact with these are economic, as some
writers perhaps needed print circulation income, or private manuscript patronage; others,
social, as for some writers, particularly poets, it was desirable to avoid print (Bigold 9).
Political networks intersect here as well, since wider distribution was not necessarily the
goal of polemic, where material that fell into the wrong hands could prove
counterproductive, even dangerous. Contemporary analogs of this directed publication
instances of hacked emails or Wikileaks, which serve to undermine the original message
as it was intended to circulate, semi-privately, but not publicly.
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Visible networks of the eighteenth century
Throughout the eighteenth century, women’s philanthropic groups and reading
groups proliferated, crossing borders from private to public sphere. Whether in the
circulation of recipe collections, marginalia on shared book copies, or more formalized
circles such as the Bluestockings, women found a way to network with each other and
participate in creative ways8. Social networks were vital sources of support. Recovering
these connections via print has been an ongoing part of eighteenth century studies,
feminist study, and the stories behind these networks of textual participation have
implications for textual criticism, bibliographical research, and book history. Untold
numbers of women writers have yet to enjoy critical editions of their works, which will
then enable future textual analysis.
Library cataloguing processes and restricted access for special collections
contribute to our understanding of textual materials9. With more digital tools at
researchers’ disposal, the process can become more extensive, faster and searchable, and
will yield more and richer connections between and among writers and texts. This is an
area of great promise: tracing connections and associations as more women writers are
introduced to modern readers and reassessed. The following section of this chapter
describes some digital projects that explore the networked connections of writers in my
study. Some focus on questions of authorship,1 stylistic analysis and others look at webs
and nodes of human relations. To be clear, not all digital humanities projects are feminist,
but those that reveal networks of feminine production are enacting rhetorical feminism.
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Not all of these initiatives were progressive, of course, as some Reform societies sought to incorporate sex
workers. See Infamous Commerce by Laura Rosenthal, for example.
9
See Kathleen Lubey, “Making Pornography 1749-1968: The History of The History of the Human
Heart,” ELH 82 (2015) 910.
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Any exploration of texts from the early eighteenth century finds that the “archive”
does not exist as a stable and unified object (Felski, Besharo). Rather, I would encourage
us to consider it more in terms of a database , where some sections are more accessible
than others, given their relational locations. Early English Books Online (EEBO) and
Eighteenth Century Collections Online (ECCO) are databases where a researcher can
begin, and continued digital projects like the Perdita Project10 can help fill in the gaps.
The Perdita Project digital archive includes women’s writing from 1500-1723, but only
includes letters if they are part of a larger text. Relationships can be found among writers,
in terms of correspondence and other personal and professional connections. The archive
is still very much a shifting, human creation, even a process. The Re-Enlightenment
Project is another endeavor by scholars who are reevaluating the Enlightenment and by
examining “how new technologies and research tools are transforming our understanding
of what the Enlightenment was and how it worked. At the same time, we recognize that
new knowledge of the past speaks back to the present, identifying features of the
Enlightenment that we should work to recharge, reconstitute, reform, or reject.” The
Enlightenment has left us a heritage, yet it can be reexamined in light of how we
understand its conflicting networks.
A core team of researchers including Elaine Hobby, Gillian Wright, Mel Evans,
Claire Bowditch, and Alan Hogarth has been compiling a project entitled “Editing Aphra
Behn in the Digital Age.” This web-based database under development uses data analysis
of specific words and phrases across the body of Behn’s work in an attempt to study her
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Elizabeth Clarke, “The Perdita Project Catalogue 1997-2007.” Perdita Manuscripts 1500-1700.
Available by subscription www.perditamanuscripts.amdigital.co.uk
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stylistic choices as well as the evolution of them and patterns within. This project does
not seek to determine authorship but instead asks whether, and how, Behn adapted her
literary choices and word usage to a changing print culture. Data analysis can help us
understand her career, her possible challenges, her adaptations, the way she reacted to
change and even anticipated in in her writing: “If our interpretation is accurate, then this
provides a new perspective on Behn’s understanding of the likely reception of her work
by Restoration audiences, and some of the strategies required to maintain a successful
literary career.” The authors of this study claim that Behn was innovative in her use of
grammar and explores the syntactic change of works in her oeuvre across her lifespan.
Behn was innovative in grammar – this study looks at syntactic change across a lifespan,
rather than associational or interpersonal networks to reveal a network of grammar and
change inside the text itself. One finding compares the revelations of statistical analysis
to the notion that a flock of birds does not follow one leader. Birds make minute
anticipatory and reactive changes to stay with the group, as we might begin to understand
that writers do as well. Behn is thought to be ahead of her time, making predictive and
anticipatory moves – stylistic markers of her writing, drama, poetry, across her lifespan.
Also, computational analysis can reveal which works Behn returned to at later time
periods to revise.
This digital project provides visual representations of the most frequently found
words across a body of 33 Restoration comedies written by Behn, Dryden, Ravenscroft,
D’Urfey and Shadwell. Similarities in style are reflected in the distribution, as are the
very distinct styles of Dryden and Ravenscroft. E-ABIDA goes into even more detail in
an analysis of three types of frequently used words: interjections and euphemisms.
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D’Urfey turns out to be the most frequent user of “ha” while “oh” maintains a relatively
consistent use pattern as expression of a negative emotion, an attention-getter and a
narrative tool. Behn’s facility and dominance in much of the analysis performed to date
suggests that she was very much in the middle of the pack in terms of style and word
choice, despite being the only woman dramatist represented in the sample.
Another digital humanities project, Six Degrees of Francis Bacon (SDFB) focuses
on extra-authorial networks of human relations. SDFB is an open platform,
crowdsourced, extensible database that plots human relations on a digital map. Sources
for these relations include dedications, letters, family relations and other documented
methods that represent confirmed social connections. Hosted by the Carnegie Mellon
Libraries and linked to the Folger Shakespeare Library, SDFB has set a standard for
future projects in the digital humanities.
Literary scholarship has much to gain from network analysis. The network
metaphor can provide answers to questions about relationships between people and
things, but also about social practices and influence in literary texts. Some of our
associations have to be conjectural – we can rely on traces of associations in the archive,
but how can we know for sure the impact or influence a work or an author or a publisher
had on others? How can we know the aesthetic reach of a new style or topic? We can
visually and statistically map imitators or relationships, since a network visualization is a
matrix that records connections. A set of points, or nodes, populated as above with
Behn’s publishers, and a set of lines, or edges, connects pairs of nodes. Two nodes
connected by an edge are said to be adjacent. Networks are inevitably incomplete, as
there are more texts we don’t know about, social circles aren’t always documented, in the
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case of women, even less is known. New approaches like this digital analysis can
transform the way we interact with texts.
Ahnert and Ahnert contend that “a network is a collection of links, which can be
combined into a myriad of possible paths … the measurement of these paths is a crucial
way of establishing the ranked importance of the people in that network” (2015,12)
Networks are ranked by degree of connectedness. If people shared a devotion, we can
infer that they likely read the same texts; there is evidence in commonplace books of
multiple readers or collectors of the same poem.3 Collections of sermons were a network
of their own, meant to be spread far and wide. Quakers, as we will see in chapter two,
were particularly adept at creating and using networks of discourse to advance their
reach.
In chapter two, I feature a diagram illustrating the network of Quaker Margaret
Fell Fox. Below, we can compare the slim distribution network of Mary Astell, the
subject of chapter three, with the more comprehensive network of Eliza Haywood, who
will be examined in chapter four. Astell is overshadowed by the many connections to the
monarchs, who are graphically represented as one “node.” Each line, or connection
between two nodes is an “edge,” and multiple nodes and edges form a web, or matrix. It
is possible that more connections to Astell will be found as recovery scholarship
continues, and it is likely that Haywood’s network is largely due to her established routes
of periodical circulation.
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Earlier, I explained how Latour’s Actor-Network Theory works on a reassembling
principle – that by tracing associations, the methodology is not focused on breaking down
disparate elements, but on gathering them back into the fold. A third digital humanities
project that exemplifies this approach is titled Reassembling the Republic of Letters.
Described as an “open access, open source, transnational digital infrastructure,” the
project seeks to gather letters that were penned in England between 1500-1800 and were
mailed throughout the world. The scattering of such letters was the network necessary for
the transmission of culture, of ideas and arguments via correspondence. Six Degrees of
Francis Bacon, Reassembling the Republic of Letters is open to anyone who wishes to
contribute a letter to its database, and it is extensible, reaching out to connect in everbroadening ways.
Such a project is grand in scope, scale and in collaborative aims. It seeks to
“support a new generation of scholarly methods and research questions” by mere virtue
of its existence. Once letters are entered and coded, they can become searchable texts,
and can produce the sorts of results already being generated by Editing Aphra Behn in the
Digital Age and Six Degrees of Francis Bacon. A networked methodology as presented in
these current digital humanities projects can account for the associations and relations
between and among writers, texts and ideas. This new ontology can help us understand
the complexities of the earliest “modern” British society, which is the ancestor of our
American public sphere today. Network-based projects share common ideas of webs,
nodes, and edges. They do not afford binaries. Network ontologies reveal messy,
complicated connections between people and objects, including texts. Once the
relationships are made known, agency is revealed in the interplay along the networks.
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The impact of that agency often corresponds with the size of its network. As Latour
suggests, the larger the network, the more “real” it is. Digital humanities projects reveal
the fact that since men had more capacious networks, they did appear dominant in
society, more “real.”

Figure 1 The Mary Astell Network. Six Degrees of Francis Bacon
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Figure 2 The Eliza Haywood Network. Six Degrees of Francis Bacon

Uncovering networks and reassembling bodies of text are just the beginning:
creating meaningful, sustainable, and extensible ontologies to understand these networks
is equally important. Network ontologies are mappings and models that trace connections
between and among people, texts, objects and places. Digital humanities projects created
from the perspective of network analysis are on the rise, and will become more complex
than we can even imagine. Training in graphical representations of data that runs
alongside traditional text-based humanist education is helping to expand scholarly frames
of reference of historical periods. Early modern and eighteenth century England are
particular hotspots for such inquiry lately, with many emerging digital mapping projects
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ranging from large-scale academically crowdsourced efforts as mentioned here to more
granular explorations of urban landscapes.
Habermas believed that the public sphere was not political. Individuals may have
had different interests, read different genres, attended various performances or subscribed
to discrete periodicals, but there were few places untouched by political and domestic
concerns. Relationships were complex, and new digital formulations like Six Degrees of
Francis Bacon allow us to sort by various populations. A “priest group” like Jesuits
obviously contains only men, but when we sort by publishers or editors or writers, the
groups are heterogeneous. The very data itself is an object of study, as more information
is available and recorded about men as compared with women. The input of data as well
as the output of searches can open new new research questions about women writers in
the eighteenth century and how much more feminist recovery work across multiple
networks of publication needs to be done. We can undertake these research questions
from the perspective of network analysis, rather than from the presumption of a public
and private binary.
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Chapter Two: Writing the Community: Early Quaker Women’s Writing
“The word of God came unto me saying,
Write, and again I say, Write with speed.”
- Dorothy White, 1659

Networks of the private sphere intersect with networks of the public sphere when
we consider the importance of religion over the long eighteenth century. Religious belief
requires an interiority, which, due to a confluence of factors towards the end of the
seventeenth century, began to play out in public. Tony Claydon argues that the “public
sphere” did not originate with coffeehouse or periodical culture, but in church: “Sermons,
although a very traditional product, played a vital role in creating and sustaining the
public sphere” (211). In public, religious tension intersected with political loyalties as
well as issues of particular interest to women. Although the views of Anglican women
such as Mary Astell (discussed in the next chapter) and Quaker women such as Margaret
Fell Fox staunchly disagreed on theological grounds, their networks overlapped in the
ways in which they used their faiths, born of their interiority, to advance the public
standing of women. Networks of religion and feminism intersected, contradicted and
came into conflict, tied as they were to doctrine and ideology. In many ways, Astell was
perceived to represent reason, rationality, and control of passions, while Quakers seemed
ecstatic, dissenting, and followers of a mystical inner light.
Quaker women under examination in this chapter wholeheartedly believed that
they were authorized by God to condemn the subjection of their sex, and that their pious
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duty was to reject the customs that had suppressed women. Across both the Anglican
Astell and Quaker women such as Margaret Fell Fox, we can see what Karen O’Brien
calls the “profoundly divergent kinds of feminism that can arise from different Christian
epistemologies” (44). Whether supporters of the monarch and defenders of the Church of
England, or dissident, sectarian Quakers, women of the latter half of the seventeenth
century began to renegotiate the terms under which they would live under patriarchy. The
Quaker experience was one way in which women initiated those negotiations.
The founding and early years of Quakerism, along with other radical sectarian
movements that emerged after the Regicide, have long been of interest to scholars of
literary studies (Braithwaite, Jones11) and rhetorical studies (Donawerth12, Graves).
Quakers in particular were active in print culture (Peters13) and specifically, Quaker
women provide a large, archived corpus of writing to study. Hugh Barbour finds that of
3,853 Quaker tracts published before 1700, women wrote 220 tracts of them, and that 82
of the 650 identified authors were women (1986, 46). Margaret Ezell reports that “the
largest single body of early women’s printed texts in the Restoration was created by
Quakers; ironically, this material almost without exception is excluded from our literary

11

Braithwaite’s two volume work provides a notable account of the early Quaker movement and its
leaders; although he references the work of Margaret Fell Fox, he does not consider her as one of those
leaders. See Beginnings of Quakerism and The Second Period of Quakerism. Cambridge: Cambridge
University Press, 1955 and 1961, respectively.
12
Donawerth includes Fell in her 2002 anthology Rhetorical Theory by Women Before 1900 and writes in
her preface, “When I first studied the history of rhetorical theory in graduate courses at the University of
Wisconsin in 1972-73, I received excellent training in the men of the canonical tradition of rhetoric but
read no women theorists. When I first taught the history of rhetorical theory at the University of Maryland
in 1982, I taught no women theorists. I didn’t know there were any” (ix).
13

In Print Culture and the Early Quakers (2005) Kate Peters argues against a presumption that Quakers
were eccentrics driven by mysticism and claims that a small group of laypeople took advantage of
ineffective licensing regulations at the time and deployed print culture to extend their networks of
influence.
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histories of women’s writings” (1993, 133). Margaret Fell Fox’s work is often
anthologized, and more is known about nineteenth century Quakers Lucretia Mott, as
well as Sarah and Angelina Grimke, but a wealth of Quaker women writers from the
seventeenth century await modern transcriptions and critical editions. Happily, within the
last few years, scholars such as Margaret Thickstun, Teresa Feroli, and Sarah Apetrei
have worked to bring more distant Quaker women’s voices to the fore, including
Elizabeth Bathurst, Jane Docwra, Rebecca Travers, Dorothy White, and Joan Whitrowe.
In this chapter, I continue not only the recovery of early Quaker texts written by women,
but also go beyond recovery work to discuss the ways in which Quaker English women
writers built and sustained networks of support for their nascent belief system. Some of
these networks were material, some were metaphorical and supernatural, and in many
ways, these networks of early Quaker women’s writing enacted rhetorical feminism,
which will be discussed in the next section, as they improved the conditions and
advanced the standing of women.
Quaker women operated in physical and discursive networks, offering material
comfort and written support for each other and for members of their organization, many
of whom were imprisoned. Their writings often associate God with nonhuman entities:
Christ as a rock, a light, a seed, the law, the word, the cornerstone, a conscience, and a
promise fulfilled14. Spirituality was dispersed among various actants: human, nonhuman,
and even the “posthuman” risen Lord. These tracts spread networks of what I call Quaker
enlightenment, the understanding, commitment and testimony to a personal inner light.

14

See Feroli & Thickstun, Eds. Witness, Warning and Prophecy: Quaker Women’s Writing, 1655-1700,
2018. pp. 44, 53, 252, 368
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Quaker women used “plain speech” in a vernacular style that acknowledged their
lived experience. They created a rhetoric of mothering in relation to their faith, employed
rhetorical silences, and defended the rights of women to speak publicly. Quaker women
participated in the public sphere in ways women before them had not: beyond private
devotional writing, they published their spiritual tracts, preached, and left their families to
travel across the ocean to spread their message of conversion. In those cases, Quaker men
were left to care for their families’ children, an inversion of typical household duties.
This chapter begins with a definition of terms I use throughout, as they pertain to
networks of early Quaker women’s writing: enlightenment, vernacular, and rhetorical
feminism. Next, I offer a history of the roots of the Quaker movement in England, with
special attention to the role and texts written by women in these early years of the faith,
including The Just and Equall Balance (1660) by Sarah Blackborow and Margaret Fell
Fox’s Women’s Speaking Justified (1666). Margaret Fell Fox countered the traditional
networks of Christianity by helping to initiate and sustain new networks of religious
affiliation, opening up novel and radically different possibilities for belief, strongly
supported by relationships between and among innovative and prolific women writers.
Vernacular, Rhetorical Feminism and Enlightenment
The term “vernacular” is charged with multiple meetings, particularly across the
disciplines of literary and rhetorical studies. Vernacular translations of scripture from
Latin to English in the early modern period were the springboard from which women’s
access to written texts emanated, since most women were denied formal schooling in
classical languages. Access to a vernacular Bible in the middle of the sixteenth century
increased general literacy, as Jane Donawerth says, “especially with the emphasis on faith
in Christ the Word as the route to salvation” (11). Scriptural study had existed in
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networks only composed of men who had learned Latin; yet English translations opened
those networks to women. Increased attention to the “word of God” and availability of
vernacular Bibles, including the King James Bible, increased literacy generally and for
women in particular.15 In other contexts, vernacular is defined as writing or rhetoric
which employs a casual manner, one which reflects the everyday ways in which people
actually speak. Evidence of this type of vernacular exists in Quaker women’s emphatic
sermons, petitions and pamphlets, in the “plain speech” of Quaker tracts. Additionally,
vernacular, everyday lived experience is apparent in the appropriation of motherhood and
domesticity in the rhetorics of Quaker women writers.
Use of vernacular is one of the tenets of rhetorical feminism, as defined by Cheryl
Glenn in 2018 and discussed throughout this dissertation. Rhetorical feminism is an
approach to communication which works to improve conditions for women, and offers
alternatives to traditional, western, and hegemonic rhetoric. Traditional rhetoric is often
constituted by dominant and masculine forms, histories, and practices, but rhetorical
feminism offers spirituality, purpose, lived experience, and silence as communicative
methods. This chapter will show that rhetorical feminism is evident in relationships that
sprang from the Quaker movement: between Quaker preachers and those they sought to
convert, between husbands and wives, metaphorical “brothers” and “sisters,” and,
importantly, among itinerant women preachers who conceived of female friendship and
support in ways that were inventive at the time. The rhetorical appeals by which women
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See chapter three for a discussion of women’s literacy over the long eighteenth century. See Cressy,
David. “Literacy in Seventeenth Century England: More Evidence.” Journal of Interdisciplinary History 8
(1977): 141-50 and Ezell, Margaret J. M. Social Authorship and the Advent of Print. Baltimore: Johns
Hopkins University Press,1999.
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writers interpellated men of authority into their work speaks to a broadening network of
Quakerism which had its roots in the late seventeenth century, spread transatlantically,
and continues in practice today.
In this chapter, I also use the term “enlightenment” in reference to Quakers who
sought spiritual, intellectual, and social development, as they converted to a faith that
extolled their possession of an indwelling light. Quakerism held that each individual held
an inner light of Christ within, and so every individual had an equal chance of achieving
salvation, regardless of worldly position. By using the term enlightenment, I invoke the
historical time period of “the Enlightenment” with a capital E, which is freighted with
various connotations and interpretations of its own. Enlightenment is assuredly not a onedimensional narrative, as discussed more fully in chapter one, although it is sometimes
associated with increased secularism as a condition for modernization. Yet for a large
portion of the population, then and now, religious experience is and was not marginal to
culture, but is in fact, central. I offer here that religious experience is also central, and not
marginal, to the experience of these early feminists under study in this chapter, and that
what they employed can best be described not as proto-feminism, or theoretical
feminism, but as rhetorical feminism.
The Quaker faith crossed various networks of sex, gender and social class and
was interested in not only life after death, but in practically improving social conditions
of the time. The indwelling Quaker light, where individuals– including women–were
decidedly focused on the divine presence in their lives, can offer us a counterpoint to
what is often perceived as a masculinist Enlightenment, with its ties to secular reason and
exclusion of women. Religious writings examined in this chapter complicate a narrative
of progress where “enlightenment” accompanies a refutation or abandonment of religion
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and spiritual values. Perhaps the Enlightenment project can be considered as unfinished,
but it does not necessarily need to be discarded. Just as the Enlightenment was worldmaking, and laid a foundation for intellectual and philosophical inquiry, Quaker
enlightenment by way of accepting the power in one’s inner light was, to its believers,
revolutionary: the birth of a powerful new order. As Ezell says, Quakers offered “the new
heavens and the new Earth . . . a radical reconfiguration of existence” (165). Like the
Enlightenment, the Quaker faith provided a discursive space for women where their
identity was not confined to private, interior, religious beliefs, but was indeed visible,
spoken, and public.
Quakers focused on the connectedness of these various aspects of identity, and
they held fast to their personal connections between body and spirit. As the faith grew, its
impact was, in part, based on its existence as a collective, and in its collectivity was its
strength. Women Friends found unique ways to express their new faith, as they disrupted
traditional domestic arrangements and spread the influence of their communities far and
wide.
Early Years of Quakerism
Quakerism16 claims its roots in the 1640s in the midland and northern regions of
England. Quakers were one of many groups known as “seekers,” that is, Christians who
saw contemporary iterations of the church as corrupt. They believed that all the true
Christian could do was to wait, and perhaps seek out, a real and compelling revelation of
Christ; a new expression of faith, hope, and prescriptive behavior that would put them on

16
Although “Quakerism” originally referred somewhat pejoratively to the ecstatic worship practices of the
Society of Friends, a physical shaking, or “quaking,” the term was eventually adopted by the sect. I use
terms relating to Quakers and Quakerism with Society of Friends interchangeably.
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a path to salvation. Quakerism offered a new paradigm of belief in an “inner light” of
Christ, present in each human being. Phyllis Mack claims that eighteenth century
Quakers “felt themselves to be both denizens of the Enlightenment and seekers of the
supernatural” (2003, 161). Each person, it was taught, should follow their own inner
light, and via that internal light, each possessed the keys to an enlightened way of life on
Earth, as well as the promise of salvation. This individual potential varied from the
precepts of predestination found in Calvinist (Puritan) belief. John Calvin had proclaimed
that salvation was attainable only by those chosen by God, but Quaker revelation opened
a new network, separate from that of predestination.
Quakerism did not form in a vacuum: it was part of a milieu of intersecting
networks in which progressive ideas flourished. Many radical sects proliferated during
the mid-seventeenth century, including Antinomians, Diggers, Ranters, and Fifth
Monarchists17. Similar to the Baptist denomination, another contemporary religious
undertaking borne of the turbulent seventeenth century in England, the Quaker movement
emerged from the fragmentation of religious belief that accompanied the collapse of
Charles I’s regime in the 1640s (Moore). A chain of events around the English
Revolution, including parliamentary rule and the execution of the king, had unsettled
traditional notions of political and religious authority. This instability was crucial to the
development and growth of dissident sects such as the Quaker community because it
“created a constituency ripe for the message of the Holy Spirit’s capacity to transform
and perfect willing believers” (Feroli 7). As early as 1642, Charles was effectively
dethroned and with that loss, state control of religion also weakened. Into this void, a
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For a thorough discussion of Baptist, Independent and Fifth Monarchist women writers, see Hilary Hinds,
God’s Englishwomen: Seventeenth Century Radical Sectarian Writing and Feminist Criticism, 1996.
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small but growing number of English men and women began to embrace theologies that
recreated the personal connection of Jesus Christ with the apostles18. Hugh Barbour
identifies Quakers as “separatists who denied the existence of any true ministry, church,
or sacraments” (Barbour 31).
Early Quakers were often termed “ecstatic,” warned of dire prophecies, and stock
figures of a stoic Quaker woman or an enraptured “quaking Quaker” circulated in
pamphlets and on the stage19. Quakers were a minority, but one with outsized cultural
influence. Scholars disagree about whether the origins and basis of the early beliefs were
more mystical or Puritan in their origin. Rufus Jones asserts that the mystical and
profoundly mysterious aspects of Christianity were the driving force, while Geoffrey
Nutall argues that the Puritan influence was more prevalent. Quakers looked for members
who self-selected the faith and were open to conversion, or as the Quakers termed it at
the time, “convincement,” without force. A general feeling that salvation was available to
all was a common theme, and, as I will discuss later, would lay the groundwork for some
feminist work on behalf of women preachers. Along with Quakers, both Particular and
General Baptists permitted female preachers, rejected the typical highly-educated and
professional clergy, and worked to separate church from state. Quakers were not in favor

18
Examples of how radical ideas recirculate through changing networks over time can be found in the work
of modern day liberation theologians, who also aim to reduce the “trappings” of organized religion and
rediscover personal connections with the divine. Liberation theology has its roots in Latin America and
works for social justice. See A Theology of Liberation by Gustavo Gutierrez (1988); Introducing Liberation
Theology by Leonardo Boff (1987); Church: The Human Story of God by Edward Schillebeeckx (1990).
Black theology as popularized by James H. Cone is seen as an outgrowth of liberation theology. See Black
Theology and Black Power (1997) and A Black Theology of Liberation (2010).
19
See Erin Bell, “Stock Characters with Stiff-Brimmed Bonnets: Depictions of Quaker Women by
Outsiders c. 1650-1800” in New Critical Studies on Early Quaker Women, Ed. Michelle Lise Tarter and
Catie Gill. Oxford UP, 2018.
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of tithing, and they generally advocated for religious toleration, although their writing
was full of prophecies and warnings for nonbelievers.
From its earliest days, Quakerism was a collective: an active network of those
who had been “convinced” (a term used instead of “converted”). Political circumstances
of the time allowed and fostered the growth of the Society of Friends, and the successful
growth of a widespread Quaker network has been revealed as critically important as well.
George Fox has long been credited as its founder, although recent scholarship notes that
he is no longer considered a singular “Moses” figure (Feroli 7). According to Barry Reay,
“The birth of the Quaker movement was less a gathering of eager proselytes at the feet of
a charismatic prophet, than a linking of advanced Protestant separatists into a loose kid of
church fellowship with a coherent ideology and a developing code of ethics” (Reay 9). It
is particularly appropriate to study Quakerism in its early years of its formation because
of its intersection with emergent print culture in England, and also because it was a faithbased social movement that went on to have large-scale political power. It was indeed
one of the first national “movements” (Peters).
Historians traditionally divide the development of Quakerism into two periods:
the 1650s, when the sect was radical and without a cohesive doctrine or predetermined
form of worship; and following the Restoration in 1660, when a uniform doctrine was
formulated, and the practices of nonviolence and refusal to swear oaths were adopted.
The first generation of Quakers had survived the English Civil Wars, had been raised
alongside the earliest Enlightenment thought, and had borne witness to England’s rise as
a colonizing empire. By the mid 1650s, George Fox’s coalition joined with other groups
of separatists and grew from hundreds to thousands. Quaker networks continued to
evolve and develop through the 1660s and 70s “as a complex synthesis between radical
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ideas and the practical need to codify the movement in order to guarantee its survival”
(Acosta 712). Certainly the Quaker movement emerged at a time of great political turmoil
in England.
Between 1649 and 1658, Quakers were persecuted under both the Commonwealth
government, and later, under Oliver Cromwell’s Protectorate. Quakers troubled the ruling
class because they rejected many of the traditional structures that provided the
underpinnings of social order: they permitted women to preach; they refused to remove
their hats or to recognize titles; they refused to pay tithes or swear oaths, and they
disrupted church services (Reay 58). Even though Quakers did not have an explicit
political agenda, their practices certainly seemed to pose a threat to established societal
rules. Quakers capitalized on other dissenters of this period, who were dissatisfied with
the state of England (including its Anglican church). Quakers held that while Christ was
the head of the Church and scripture was law, individual faith practice could be left up to
the individual.
Quakerism created a new network that set aside a traditional hierarchical
organization in favor of a matrix by which members transmitted messages from the city
of London to England’s countryside. Networks use nodes, contact points within a
network, represented in the diagram below as circles, and edges, which are the lines that
connect them. Multiple nodes and edges construct a web. This diagram from the digital
humanities project Six Degrees of Francis Bacon, which is explored in chapter one of this
dissertation, provides a visual representation of Margaret Fell Fox’s immediate network.
Quakerism is particularly well-suited for a study of network theory because of its weblike structure. It was – and remains -- a coherent religious movement constituted by the
relationship between authors, texts and audience.
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Figure 3 The Margaret Fell Network. Six Degrees of Francis Bacon

The Quaker network consists of authors of tracts, the tracts themselves, and the
responses of audiences. The inward space where God dwelt was the human body, and so
the body became a kind of text to be read and understood. Once one’s inner light idea
was embraced, the body also became a holy temple of worship. Members were linked to
each other by this inner light, rendering them a community of caretakers and nurturers of
the flame, regardless of their gender. The faith spread rapidly through networks of
believers, with Margaret Fell Fox often considered the center of that nascent Quaker
network. This chapter continues my larger project of resisting the all-too-familiar
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narrative of women’s writing in terms of any kind of linear advance and decline, and
looks instead for a more circuitous, overlapping, networked set of circumstances for
Quaker women writers in the early years of the movement.
As will be discussed in chapter four, the circulation of printed texts led to the very
idea of public opinion. Rhetoric and print culture entwined with growth of Quakerism as
a national and transatlantic movement. Quakers provide an interesting group to study
since they still exist, unlike many other religious groups that disbanded over the years.
Quakerism as “one of the few, if not the only, radical sectarian movements of the
Interregnum that has endured, although in significantly altered form, until today” (Kunze
6). Texts and records survive and have been archived, although, given the laws enacted to
justify persecution of Quakers, some intentional silence about attendance at Meetings the
process of choosing leaders is also true. In any case, Quaker texts cannot be simply
dismissed as propaganda. Letters, sermons, and pamphlets survive illustrate their multiple
approaches to rhetoric and proselytizing. “The Quakers pamphleteering activities,
recorded in letters and by the tracts themselves, provide very clear evidence of precisely
how a national network of contacts was established, and how a coherent set of ideas was
disseminated nationally” (Peters 11).
The Society of Friends was built on a non-hierarchical structure and used
grassroots organizing principles rather than a hierarchical priestly and liturgical structure
that would have been familiar to Anglicans and Roman Catholics. Like those more
hegemonic faiths, Quakerism also had staying power. Many early seekers believed that
they had found their true Church, and were attracted by the idea of following a personal,
inner spirit. What I term in this chapter as Quaker enlightenment, or following an inward
“Light of Christ” refocused the concept of authority, and deemphasized the need for
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external authorities such as clergy (Moore). A focus on individual testimony alongside
scripture was another way that Quakerism was markedly different than that of other
faiths. Quaker meetings were often held in private homes, not grand cathedrals, and did
not rely on a hierarchical priestly and liturgical structure.
Connections among Quaker believers were established by the understanding that
an indwelling light was present in each of them. This chapter uses the term
“enlightenment” to describe Quakers’ spiritual quest to gain a fuller understanding and
develop a more dimensional spiritual life by following their inner light, which was the
centralizing force of Quaker belief. The Quakers were a Christian movement, and
although their “Light of Christ” resembled metaphors from other Christian faiths, their
allegiance to it as a driving force set them apart. Sarah Apetrei explains the Quaker basis
for the “inner light” as doctrinal, and connected to, as well extended from, the Bible:
“scripture could only point to the ‘living notions of heavenly truths’ and all religious
texts, dogmas and disputes were like dead things without an awakening in the soul”
(121). Friends believed that the “inner light” of every person was at least as important as
Scripture. In his journal, George Fox describes hearing a voice that revealed a series of
spiritual insights, including what would become one of the core Quaker beliefs that
divine revelation is ongoing, and not exclusively confined to Scripture. His journal
narrates how he discovered “in his own spirit the place where seed of Divine life was
springing up, the place where the voice of a Divine teacher was being uttered, the place
that was being inhabited by a Divine and glorious presence” (Braithwaite, 1955, 35).
To many Christians, this supposition that an indwelling light of Christ present in
humans could be equal to the divine earthly presence of Jesus was blasphemous, ss Jane
Donawerth explains, “to Anglicans, this seemed almost heretical, a denial of the Trinity”
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(12). The prophecies and warnings of Quaker believers that the second coming of Christ
was upon the world was also seen by many as alarmist, resulting in the association that
members of the Society of Friends were “quaking” with fear in their ecstatic worship
practices. In Quakerism, Christ as an embodied human in the form of Jesus was not
hierarchically above the indwelling light of Christ in other humans. Christ himself
(decidedly “him”) was living within embodied humans in the form of light, had been a
human himself in the form of Jesus, and so now was simultaneously human and
nonhuman (more on this “flattening” of time will be discussed in the last section of this
chapter). Quakerism differed from other Christian belief systems in that idea of promise:
salvation was not just a promise that all would be equal in heaven, but also at the present
time, on earth.
For Quakers, this enlightenment, or inner light, superseded the traditional
Christian notion of original sin, “the fall,” which of course is traditionally blamed on Eve.
Believers only needed to listen to the “light of Christ” within them to be freed from sin
(Feroli 9). Hilary Hinds defines this light as “an indwelling divine presence that
transformed the fallen human subject by emphasizing his or her access to ‘that God of
within,’ thereby erasing any absolute boundary between human subject and divine
presence” (6). With the inner light as the key to individual salvation, the faith granted
equal access across sex and strata. “Salvation was achieved and demonstrated not through
asceticism, mystical insight or visions but through the attainment of wisdom and right
action; the quality of one’s bearing in the world” (Mack 2003, 161). The belief in a
universal, God-given inner light enabled women to participate in the public life of the
movement.
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Margaret Fell Fox and Quaker Networks
The role of Quaker women was central to the success of the movement, and had
far-reaching implications. Often a woman’s religion, which I believe includes both
theology and spirituality, was an important piece of her public identity. Many of the
sect’s early members were women. “Women participated in significant numbers in roles
deemed unconventional for the time; more than 120 of the 360 Quaker ministers arrested
for disrupting church services between 1654 and 1659 were women, and nearly half of
the 59 Quaker ministers who arrived in American between 1656 and 1663 were women”
(Feroli 11). In the early years of the Quakerism’s founding, Quaker women were
spiritual equals of men, and took on roles as itinerant preachers, writers of pamphlets and
petitions, and worked as advocates for the imprisoned. Quaker women moved from the
domestic sphere into a national and even international stage (Tarter loc. 2689) as the faith
grew. Women played a significant part in building the Quaker corpus, and in the 1650s
nearly half of all women’s published writing was produced by Quaker women (Crawford,
1985, 6). The complexity of women’s activity within early Quakerism is also reflected in
its larger community. Friends did not live solely within the confines of a specific local or
religious faction. Instead, their lived experience and very identities were constituted by
their regular participation in a series of overlapping groups, whether it was advocacy for
the imprisoned, addressing poverty, or later, abolition, each with its own causes and
urgencies at various times.
Margaret Askew Fell Fox20 (1614-1702) was both ordinary and extraordinary: she
was similar to many religiously motivated women of her time. Her Quakerism allowed
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Fell.
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her to renegotiate her domestic arrangement and find purpose in creating and sustaining
religious networks. Her experiences as a literate, independent, wealthy and widely
traveled religious leader place her among a “tiny minority of women who may claim
some degree of historical influence” (Kunze 3). Fell was at the forefront of conflicts that
defined the early years of the Quaker movement, as a prolific writer, leader and preacher
from the 1650s until the turn of the century. She organized the movement’s financial as
well as communication systems, and became known as the “Mother of Quakerism,” as
she would use her platform and lived experience to espouse her radical–even heretical–
views on women’s authority. Fell was instrumental in establishing women’s business
meetings, where Friends discussed management of the family, suitability of proposed
partners in marriage, and assistance of the poor. Early Quaker scholarship, including that
of Phyllis Mack, suggested that separate meetings were inherently conservative,
reinforcing that the domestic sphere was the acceptable space for women. More recent
work by Naomi Pullin offers a more nuanced arrangement whereby women’s meetings
actually legitimized women’s work as important. Institutionalized, regular, and
documented Quaker meetings enlarged the sphere for women’s activity.
Fell became a patron and dynamic advocate of the Friends movement after
converting to Quakerism following a visit from George Fox to Swarthmoor Hall, the
family home of her husband, Thomas Fell, who was a prominent judge, political figure
and member of the gentry. In her own words, Fell described Thomas Fell as “much
esteemed in his country, and valued and honored in his day by all sorts of people for his
justice, wisdom, moderation, and mercy” (Fell 1690, 56). Margaret Fell described the
visit from George Fox as an experience that turned “darkness unto light” as he “declared
unto us the Eternal Truth, as it is in Jesus, and by the Word and Power of the Eternal
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God” (56). One of the progressive facets of the faith was that women had the ability to
join the sect independently of their husbands or fathers. and although Thomas Fell never
converted to Quakerism, Margaret Fell writes that he “was then so far convinced in his
mind that it was truth that he willingly let us have a Meeting in his house the next first
day after, which was the first public Meeting that was at Swarthmoor” (Fell 1690, 57).
From then on, Swarthmoor became a central point in the network of Quaker
activity, housing traveling ministers, serving as a meeting place, and providing a home
base from which Margaret Fell wrote letters to Cromwell, imprisoned Quakers and
persecuted ministers. Even during their incarcerations, Quakers were prolific in their
authorship and circulation of writing materials, from letters to sermons, petitions, and
prophecies. After Thomas Fell’s death in 1658, Margaret traveled widely, preaching and
visiting prisoners throughout England, and lobbying Charles II for their release. She was
imprisoned three times for holding Quaker meetings and for refusing to pay tithes and
swear oaths. Fell wrote many pamphlets while in prison herself at Lancaster Castle
between 1664-1668, including Women’s Speaking Justified, her most well-known text.
She corresponded with Charles II from her prison cell in a letter dated March 6, 1666,
which is now included in Jane Donawerth’s critical edition of Fell’s works. In it, she
pleads with the king to “set open the prison doors, and let the innocent go free” but also
issues him a warning, “lest the door of mercy be shut against you” (156). After her
release, in 1669, Margaret married George Fox, who was ten years younger, yet they
rarely lived together. He continued to travel and preach while Fell mostly remained at
Swarthmoor, organizing monthly meetings of women and supporting the growth of the
movement’s networks at home.
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As itinerant Quaker preachers set off to convert, they were often considered
disrupters, given their habit of interrupting other religious services. Quakers frequently
entered the churches of others and intruded on their established networks of congregants
in an attempt to convert, or convince, others to join them. The Blasphemy Act was
created in 1651 to suppress such radical activity, and George Fox was convicted and
imprisoned, soon after its passage. In 1656, James Nayler, an infamous early Quaker who
faced reproach by both outsiders as well as Quaker believers, staged a ceremonious
entrance into Bristol on horseback, later known as the “Nayler incident,” where he
intended to imitate Christ’s arrival in Jerusalem. These sorts of ecstatic, mystical
spectacles continued, and Samuel Pepys wrote in his diary on July 29, 1667 that “a man,
a Quaker” had run through Westminster Hall, nearly naked and “only very civilly tied”
about the privates and crying out, “Repent! Repent!” (814). In a continuing effort to curb
sectarian growth, the Conventicle Act of 1670 made the gathering for any religious
purpose other than the Anglican Church punishable by a fine. Quakers were harshly
persecuted, and “provoked more violent hostility than those of any other group” (Mack
248). Quakers were frequently imprisoned for heresy and other crimes. Vast numbers of
Quaker women, including Margaret Fell Fox and Sarah Blackborow, played an important
role in corresponding with and maintaining textual connections with members of the
faith, dispersed and incarcerated as they were across England.
Quaker networks continued to evolve. It is important to note that Quakerism,
while not hegemonic, falls under the larger category of Christianity, and maintains a
patriarchal system. While advances in equality within the Quaker sect discussed in the
next sections muted male hierarchy and privilege, it by no means did away with them.
More contradictions would emerge over time, and the modern reader no doubt struggles
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to understand how socially progressive Quakers could also be so dogmatic and
restrictive. Quakers sought to transcend worldly categories and boundaries, a desire
evident in their rejection of social hierarchies. Yet gender equality was not one of the
faith’s manifest objectives, despite their radical religious activism.
Quaker women claimed religious equality strictly on doctrinal terms: the equality
they sought was of the spirit and not of the body. Their victory need only be justified by
God, not man. As we will see later in the chapter, in Women’s Speaking Justified,
Maragaret Fell Fox writes to refute men who were opposed to women speaking in public,
as they often cited Paul’s First Letter to the Corinthians on this issue, verses 34 and 35:
“Let your women keep silence in the churches: for it is not permitted unto them to speak;
but they are commanded to be under obedience, as also saith the law.” In response, Fell
writes that “For Christ in the male and in the female is one, and he is the husband, and his
wife is the Church, and God hath said that his daughters should prophesy as well as his
sons. And where he had poured forth his spirit upon them, they must prophesy” (Fell
1666, 170). For Fell, it is a directive that where women have been filled with the Light of
Christ, indeed not only can they speak, they must.
In her 2018 work on rhetorical feminism, Cheryl Glenn likely included the term
“vernacular” to mean the everyday manner in which people communicate. Yet in
considering the writing of eighteenth century Quaker women, “vernacular” has other
meanings as well. Vernacular can connote a nonstandard mode of address, one which
may challenge the imposed order. Glenn makes an interesting point about vernacular - in
her usage of the word, vernacular refers to the way people speak; it makes room for
regional dialects, code-switching and global Englishes. But vernacular has strong ties to
English studies as well, particularly in the case of scriptures translated from Latin into
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English. Women were purposely excluded from learning Latin, but once they could
access the scriptures in English, a door to rhetorical participation in theology opened to
them. Quaker women writers can offer a more capacious understanding of the term
vernacular. Vernacular indicates networks that have the possibility to include some
people and others networks which purposely exclude. Using everyday English and “plain
speech,” Quaker women show us that vernacular is at once, a mode of communication
that makes sense within a closed community, with others who share a unique vocabulary,
yet at the same time vernacular, as in the English language Bible, grants access to others
who had previously been excluded from that community.
Quakers used a plain style of expression, one which rejected the typically ornate
and elevated style of English prose at the time. Textually, the plain Quaker style is unique
and breaks with other writing of the time, making clear its goals, aims and intent.
Theophilia Townsend writes to her “sisters,” “Bear with my plainness and homely
expression, Charity make way for it, for the truth’s sake.21” Quaker testimony was often
spontaneous and unrehearsed, in contrast with other faith-based rhetoric such as sermons,
which would have been planned in advance. Quakers shunned conventional greetings and
formalities, which they felt conflicted with their more egalitarian spirit. Richard
Baumann writes that Quakers saw such ornate language as dangerous, that it could
“become an entrance to the trope of sinful ‘idle words’” (45). Many prophetic tracts and
warnings pull no punches in terms of dire consequences. Margaret Killam and Barbara
Pattison collaborated on a work which appeals for reform of British society by directly
addressing men of wealth or corruption. As with many Quaker writings, Killam and
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Pattison also encourage people to turn away from clergy, who were at that time paid, and
they encouraged others to follow Christ’s inner light within. The “plain speech” here
includes, “you are a proud, stiff-necked, and haughty people,” and “because ye have
departed out of my counsel, I will spread dung on your faces, yea I have cast dung on
your faces already” (107). Plain speech, indeed.
Vernacular texts reflect the writers’ and audiences’ everyday lives, and the
interactions and relationships that constituted their daily experiences. Quaker studies
have long been entwined with print culture (Peters) and examples of rhetorical feminism
can be found across varying tracts of the Quaker faith, including political petitions,
pamphlets and letters written by women. Glenn does not mention whether intentionality
of a feminist agenda is necessary for rhetorical feminism, so I extend her argument to
claim that rhetorical feminism does not require explicit “feminist” intentionality.
Quakers, including Quaker women, wrote and performed rhetorical address first and
foremost to attain salvation for themselves and others. They were also concerned with
perfecting God’s kingdom on earth, which meant enacting social change. In their
appropriation of rhetoric both as a path to salvation and a holier kingdom of God on
earth, Quaker women enacted an embodied practice of rhetorical feminism.
Multiple points of contact coalesced to increase access for women to spiritual
texts in this time period. Most Quaker women writers were not members of the
aristocracy but rather from the “middling class,” and were often educated privately.
English translations of scripture combined with wider circulation of printed material in
the form of sermons and conduct literature lead to increasing informal education of
women. As mentioned in chapter four, collections of sermons to young women helped
constitute a genre of conduct literature. As discussed throughout this dissertation, literacy
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rates over the course of the long eighteenth century are complex and varies by gender,
time period, and location22. David Cressy indicates that “there is no direct evidence of the
extent of the seventeenth century reading public”(141). Margaret Ezell concurs that
reading literacy was more widespread than writing literacy and notes that “there is still
work to be done on the extent and nature of women’s literacy in the seventeenth century”
(Ezell 136). Cressy uses documentation around the Hearth Tax, as well as ecclesiastical
court records, to extrapolate data on writing literacy, based on citizens’ ability to sign
their own names. From an examination of 5000 depositions in Norwich and London
between 1580-1700, Cressy notes that in the first half of the seventeenth century,
“women were mostly illiterate” (146). He notes that the later Stuart period “saw a
dramatic improvement in the literacy of women in the metropolis that was not shared by
their rural sisters” (146). By the 1690s, about half of women in London were literate,
whereas the rate in the provinces was only 20 percent.
Quaker women instructed their writings to be read aloud, as many shared a
fundamental belief that it was imperative that spiritual enlightenment reach those who
could not read. Quaker texts were often delivered as sermons first, and often contained an
aurality and even a rhyme scheme that fostered oral communication. Quaker Meetings
were opportunities for Quaker women to listen to and learn from personal testimony to be
educated in the faith, no matter their reading or writing ability. Any unified -- or even
disunified -- belief system could not exist without circulation of ideas, often in the form
of text. The printing press was instrumental in the Quaker formulation, not only because
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See Susan Miller, Assuming the Positions: Cultural Pedagogy and the Politics of Commonplace Writing
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exchange value of reading that are imposed on marginalized groups to testify to their always dour
‘literacy.’”
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of its speed and ability to disseminate, but also because typed print was far easier to
comprehend than handwriting.
Kate Peters suggests that the success of the Quaker missionary campaign was
linked to their strong relationship with, and use of, the printing press. “The sense of a
nationally uniform “Quaker” movement’, she argues, ‘stemmed in large part from the
ubiquity, and the consistency, of their tracts” (214). Authorship was authority, and as
Peters notes, leaders of church movement and founders were also writers. “Quaker
writing was produced primarily as an intrinsic part of the organization of the movement”
(16). Quakerism as a national movement across England spread because of its abundance
of discourse as Quaker women “wrote the community” (Gill). Catie Gill’s book Women
in the Seventeenth-Century Quaker Community undertakes a study of collectively
authored texts. Lesser-known female writers played a role in shaping Friends’ identities,
creating positive roles for women, and also providing a community by uniting Friends
around an issue. Quaker women, she observes, wrote to their community, and also for it.
Of course an audience does not equate to a “public.” As Jay Rosen writes, an
audience is a group of people attending to a common object, in this case, a belief system.
A “public,” however, consists of people with different interests who live in proximate
relation to each other and share common problems. Quaker women wrote to both - their
audience of believers, and a larger public that had not yet been “convinced” of
Quakerism. Women wrote in identifiable rhetorical modes, including petition, prophecy,
and spiritual autobiography, and united around particular issues, including abolition,
marriage, and motherhood. Values of Quakerism itself aligned with what were
considered traditionally feminine values: restraint, benevolence, privacy, domestic order–
all of these developed in the eighteenth century as attributes not only of women but of the
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“good Quaker man.” Salvation, accompanied by the notion of being in the light, was
expressed through the ordinary gestures of everyday life: honesty, sincerity, and
eventually, prophecy.
Quaker women emphasized the social dimension of religious piety. Unlike other
religious practices, Quakerism stressed connection with real-world problems and issues,
including, eventually, slavery and suffrage; their causes were not exclusively holy, or
based in otherworldly realms. Quakerism is different from many short-lived religions that
came and went in the years after the Reformation. Part of the reason for its success, I
argue, is its use of these new rhetorical strategies that have much in common with the
practice of rhetorical feminism, in their opposition to traditional, hegemonic religious
systems like the Catholic and Anglican Churches.
One of the strategies that Quaker women employed was to participate in the
overlapping religious and public spheres as if their equality and other truths were selfevident, which according to law and social custom, they most explicitly were not. “That
Quaker women assumed roles in the public sphere – as preachers, as pamphlet writers, as
advocates for the imprisoned, and as itinerant ministers – caused their neighbors great
distress” (Feroli 2). Quaker women wrote and circulated epistles on a variety of topics,
ranging from individual rights, due process, liberty of conscience, separation of church
and state, social justice, well before these entered mainstream political discourse.
A Rhetoric of Family and Mothering
The Quaker understanding of family life was distinctive. The Quaker model of
domesticity conflicted with contemporary ideals and gave women a degree of equality
and influence that was generally unavailable to their contemporaries, showing how
religion, and domestic relationships, could be empowering rather than constraining.
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Bonnelyn Kunze asserts that “historians have noted that spousal relations of the period
were far more complicated and varying in power dynamics than the conduct literature of
early modern England would have us believe” (7). William Penn wrote that a wife was to
be “a Friend, a Companion, a Second Self.” Quaker women relied on lived experience,
incorporating domesticity, mothering, and nurturing into their spirituality. The indwelling
light of Christ was embodied in them, and so it follows that the rest of their corporeal
experience would likewise be relevant.
Many Quaker women experienced tensions between their religious zeal and their
familial responsibilities. Quaker wives believed they were married not only to their
husbands, but served as brides of Christ as well (Hinds 44). Margaret Fell wrote, “Christ
is the Husband to the Woman as well as the Man,” (16) suggesting that Quaker men
would give up at least some of their familial authority to Christ. Quaker husbands did not
have singular sovereignty over their homes, and in some sense, this was a
demasculinization of men as authoritative husbands and heads of household. The public
saw this unconventional arrangement as one which undermined the notions of family and
patriarchy, and persecution followed both Quaker men and women.
Our modern understandings of family and kinship are complicated by the fact that
such terms are not static over time and cannot be reduced to a simple, stable
understanding. There was no single Protestant view of marriage and family23. Naomi
Tadmor writes that the historical understanding of the “family” incorporated a variety of
relationships that extended beyond the nuclear family. Networks of kinship created
affiliative ties between believers. In the case of Quakers, the regular Meetings brought
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together a larger association much broader than even an extended family. The body of
believers used terms usually reserved for blood ties: metaphorical brothers, sisters,
fathers, mothers. The Quaker model allowed fluidity, treating husband and wife as
“friends,” or even kin, where husband is “brother” and wife is “sister,” as indicated on
much of their correspondence addressed to each other, “Dear Brethren and Sisters” or
“Dear Hearts.” Quakers still existed within recognizable family structures, but also
constructed alternative, egalitarian arrangements where women, unchaperoned by men,
traveled in pairs, sometimes leaving husbands and children behind.
In the late seventeenth century, Quaker women embarked on missions with the
goal of converting (in Quaker parlance, “convincing”) new believers to Quakerism. Some
women brought their children along on their missionary work, and others left theirs in the
care of others for extended periods. Margaret Fell Fox traveled to London in 1660,
leaving her six daughters at home on the farm. This “suffering for the Lord” was seen as
an important part of the movement. For the first time, women who were also mothers left
their families and domestic responsibilities in order to spread the faith, travelling through
Europe and even across the Atlantic, to the Caribbean islands and the American colonies.
Frequently, women would travel in pairs, without their husbands, and would forge strong
bonds of sisterhood with their traveling companions. In many ways, Quakers stressed the
principle of friendship, and promoted social bonds between women outside of their
traditional domestic duties. In a 1655 letter written to Margaret Fell, Anne Audland
wrote, “Dear Sister in the pure Fountaine of eternal Love doe I behold thee; . . . my soul
breathes after thee. . . it is Impossible that ever I should bee separated from thee” (Pullim
4). These unusual relations posed a threat to the social order of patriarchy, and helped
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women renegotiate some of its terms, as Quaker women did not exclusively center the
caretaking of husbands and children in their world.
To be sure, not every family, or every husband, appreciated and supported these
alternative domestic arrangements24. Hilary Hinds praises sectarian women in the
seventeenth century for refusing “to be bridled and constrained” by contemporary ideals.
She argues that family matters become only marginal concerns in their writings, with
spiritual concerns surpassing all domestic concerns (Hinds 176-77). Alternatively, Phyllis
Mack maintains that Quaker radicalism stemmed from women’s abilities as prophets to
transcend their gender, to “cast off” their domestic and social identities. But the
household was not a peripheral concern - the private world of the household both shaped
and enabled women preachers’ public identities. Christine Trevett writes that “many
other extraordinary women Friends who were remarkable not for their travels . . . but as
quieter, no less intransigent souls [showed] great tenacity in adversity” (41). Lower status
women were often the ones who did not travel to proselytize or disrupt services, but were
faithfully obedient to the tenets, loyal to their families and contributed to the strength of
Quakerism by instilling it in their families - they literally “grew” the next generation of
Quakers, and helps explain its staying power. Further, they appropriated such “natural”
skills of mothering and nurturing and used them outwardly, in spiritual and proselytizing
ways, instead of only inwardly, with their families. Metaphors of motherhood and
nurturing spirituality would long be aligned with Quaker rhetoric25.
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The rhetoric of mothering employed within the Quaker community both
challenged ideas of the traditional familial gender roles and extended the metaphor of the
family to include new extrafamilial relationships as well. Women were, and still are,
often defined in terms of their relationships, and affiliative ties to others. Performing
double duty as both actual and spiritual mothers, Quaker women preachers demonstrated
an elevated authenticity and authority within the movement. While familial metaphors
were often deployed in political rhetoric in early modern England, early Quakers used the
language of pregnancy, childbirth, parenthood and marriage to unify and strengthen their
own community. Quaker Elizabeth Stirredge writes about her conflict between her calling
to Quaker ministry and her children, saying that “when I looked upon my children, my
Bowels yerned towards them,” yet she could “get no rest, but in giving up to obey the
Lord in all things that he required of me” (2). By answering to a higher authority, Quaker
women were able to mute some of the traditional rhetoric of wifely obedience, while
fully inhabiting their authority as mothers. Sarah Blackborow, whose works will be
examined later in this chapter, writes, "Oh! love truth and its testimony, that into my
mother's house you all may come, and into the chamber of her that conceived me, where
you may embrace, and be embraced. . . . Love is his name, love is his nature, love is his
life. . . . See the seed of the Woman, and the seed of the Serpent . . . and . . . see birth each
of these bring forth; the wombs they are conceived in, which it is that bears, and which it
is that is barren” (from A Visit to the Spirit in Prison 1658, qtd. in Mack 187).
Blackborow connects good and evil to a mother’s womb.
Women’s traditional responsibilities gave them an advantage in being able to
claim a “natural” knowledge of motherhood in order to administer spiritual nourishment.
In testimonies that they offered on behalf of one another, Quaker women extolled each
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other’s virtues, while communicating their comprehension of what it was like to be a
mother and a wife. The term “Mothers in Israel” is a Quaker honorific given to select
women who displayed extraordinary devotion and leadership, and appears throughout
Quaker women testimonies26. Mack describes the term “Mother in Israel” as a Quaker
woman who maintained the family “as a locus of worship, oral education and spiritual
shelter” (218) while also undertaking public preaching outside the home. In order to
elevate their authenticity of “nursing mothers” of Christ, they redefined their duties and
opportunities outside the home, and pushed the boundaries of traditional gendered roles.
Quakerism’s spiritual mothers wrote from an embodied stance, as sacred bodies, they
inscribed divine relations as their own lived experience with their bodies, conception, and
childbirth. Patricia Crawford notes that maternity gave women in particular a subject
about which they could write “without implicitly attacking conventional values” (1985,
222). Patricia Larson has called this recognition that women had a “calling” beyond
domestic life, marriage, and motherhood as “the greatest modification of the legal
subordination of women to men” (155).
Michelle Tarter and Catie Gill cite several studies of Quakerism27 that evaluate
the faith in terms of how it aligned with, or differed from, other Protestant as well as the
Catholic tradition, and they claim that “the picture that emerges consistently is that
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Quakers did not only develop practices that led to gender inclusivity; they maintained
them” (244). Quite often, they maintained these practices in publication and in circulation
of testimonies and prophecies. The Quaker experience for women was varied, and has
shifted and adapted over time, yet it began in the 1650s and continues today. From its
very infrastructure, it offered multiple opportunities for women to participate, and even to
lead, pushing beyond the traditional limits of what culture allowed. Quaker women
repeatedly interacted within their own network, forming meaningful connections within
it, but they also pushed beyond that Quaker network.
According to Jane Donawerth, late seventeenth century women were developing
and publishing rhetorical theory, but it largely went unnoticed, because they did not
appear in rhetoric textbooks or public address, two types of discourse from which women
were mostly excluded (2002, xv). In light of this exclusion, I claim that women practiced
rhetorical feminism in inventive ways, and the quest for salvation was one such arena, as
it was more difficult to disallow women’s entry into heaven. Quakerism offered a formal
and comparatively unrestricted public space for its female members without requiring
them to be celibate members of a convent.
Women’s writing of this period reveals that instances of rhetorical feminism
existed before Cheryl Glenn locates it in the nineteenth century. Rhetorical feminism
differs from traditional rhetorical practices; it does not comply with dominant forms of
hegemonic “speaking out” and, instead, places value in alternative delivery systems,
including silence, lived experience, and vernacular. Early Quaker women advocated for
women speaking publicly, to fulfill their religious beliefs.
Quaker women writers employed rhetorical feminism in various settings. In
Quaker meetings, it was customary to be silent until one experienced a “call” to
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testimony. George Fox began separate Women’s Meetings in 1671, and they became a
particular source of strength for Quaker Women, who had felt there was Women wrote
collaboratively, and published their joint epistles. In their collaborative Epistle for True
Love, Unity, and Order in the Church of Christ (1680), Anne Whitehead and Mary Elson
describe the drive of the inner light and the importance of the Women’s Meetings: “I
have felt the zeal of the Lord arise in my heart, sometimes in a Meeting, and in my Bed . .
. the more Opposition we have had against our Women’s Meetings, the more we have
increased in the Power of the Lord, and he hath blessed our Endeavors and our Services”
(351).
Quaker women writers were interested in bearing witness to the problems they
saw at the time. Feroli and Thickstun note that women were particularly drawn to writing
prophecies, particularly prophetic tracts that were directed to both religious authorities
and heads of state: “As a percentage of their output, women produced twice as many
directives as men“ (26). Mary Hogwill appealed to Cromwell to reconsider his beliefs in
“liberty of Conscience”: “Thou has suffered thy soldiers, which are in the abomination
with thy self, to disturb peaceable meetings, and to hale men to prison” (117). Anne
Docwra took on anti-Quaker legislation by faulting the parliament that overthrew Charles
I in 1649 with hypocrisy, as they claimed to object to his regulations on religious
freedom, yet imposed them once they took power: “And for forcing Conformity upon
any, there can be no service to God in that; for that makes Hypocrites, which is the same
Spirit that appeared in many of those that were Concerned in the War against King
Charles the first” (139).
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In this section, I will examine three of Sarah Blackborow’s works, Herein is Held
Forth the Gift and Goodwill of God to the World (1659) and The Just and Equall Balance
Discovered (1660) and The Oppressed Prisoner’s Complaint (1662). Following that, I
will examine Margaret Fell Fox’s Women’s Speaking Justified. Across these tracts,
although their objectives are different -- Goodwill is a proclamation; Balance is a
warning, Oppressed makes an appeal to suffering, and Women’s Speaking Justified is a
defense. All make visible the networks of Quaker belief, as well as rhetorical feminism in
Quaker women’s writing in this period.
Along with other Quaker women, including Martha Simmonds, Rebecca Travers,
and Hannah Stranger, Sarah Blackborow (sometimes alternatively credited as Sarah
Blackberry) had been brought to Quakerism by James Nayler, the infamous early Quaker
mentioned earlier in this chapter, who entered Bristol on horseback to imitate Christ’s
arrival in Jerusalem. Blackborow visited Nayler in prison after that blasphemous event,
and would later write a preface to one of his published tracts (Mack 200). Quaker
leadership did not appreciate Nayler’s antics and Blackborow’s support of him; in
objecting to his censorship and helping to get him published, Blackborow herself was
rebuked. Later, she would heed George Fox’s initiative to begin separate Quaker
meetings for women, and Blackborow assembled her fellow Friends for the first
Women’s Box Meeting in London in 1659. This meeting was separate from men’s
meetings and not subject to their supervision (Feroli 338).
In a discursive argument for the rights of women in Herein is Held Forth the Gift
and Goodwill of God to the World, Blackborow defends a women’s right to preach in
print and in letters. She felt strongly about the power of correspondence, as evidenced in
her own letters to anti-Quaker polemicist John Gaskin. With rhetorical flourish, she
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appropriates the insults usually reserved for women, and uses them against men. She
writes to Gaskin that he was actually a woman, since he was weak, and that he should
remain silent, whereas since she possessed and recognized her inner light, that she was
entitled to speak: “Thou art the woman for thou art flesh, that is, weak, and therefore thou
art to keep silent and I may speak, because I have the Spirit” (5028). She flips the script
that men often used against women. To Blackborow, possession and understanding of the
power of the inner light superseded any advantage gender might have offered.
Blackborow also described spirituality in feminine terms, using images of nursing
and emotion: “Fill not your head, but feel the life of what in this following paper is
declared. This is not ink and paper, or words, but it is spirit, life, and power . . . as fire in
a bosome.” She invokes the maternal tradition, highlighting conception and mothering:
“Oh! That into my mother’s house you may all come, and into the Chamber of her that
conceived me, where you may embrace, and be embraced” (Mack 187).
In her 1660 pamphlet, The Just and Equall Balance Discovered, Blackborow
urges her readers to conduct their lives with patience, to wait upon the Lord quietly.
Blackborow writes that her audience was “all people who are under death’s Reign and
Dominion” - those who had not yet realized their inner light, or had not been “convinced”
of Quakerism. She includes in her audience, then, not only Anglicans, then, but members
of other sectarian groups. Blackborow employs the rhetorical strategy of lived
experience, as she relates her spiritual struggles from her days as a “seeker.” She relates
to her readers, expressing that she found herself in their position, before she came to fully
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embrace Quakerism. Blackborow is both self-effacing and bold, describing in print that
she was the least of God’ creatures yet was still entitled to speak, since she possessed the
inner light.
Importantly, Blackborow’s testimonial rhetoric, like that of other Quakers, was
offered spontaneously and without preparation. This rhetorical strategy is in stark contrast
to the prepared rhetorical style generally exercised by clergy. Blackborow, like many
Quaker women of the time, believed she was a prophet, writing warnings and prophecies,
specifically cautioning her audience against following priests and clergy who would
mislead them, and instead, urged people to follow their inner spirit within.
In her pamphlet, Blackborow identifies those in the network and those outside of
it, those who were interrupting it, addressing men in power. This direct address
interpellates them into the discourse --: “Rulers, Justices of Peace, Constables, and other
Officers.” She threatens them with divine vengeance for persecuting Quakers. She argues
that God speaks through individuals, such as herself, in the present moment, and that he
would speak to others if they would stop resisting it. Some things that get in the way are
human hierarchies and pride, and clergy “who preach for money.” As someone with little
to lose, Blackborow worries that those who have not accepted the indwelling spirit or
light of Christ are risking damnation by clinging to antiquated forms of authority.
In Women’s Speaking Justified, Margaret Fell explains that while the law cannot
help women gain equal footing, the Scripture can. Her argument here is that anyone who
prohibits a woman from speaking in Church, or who speaks against women at all, speaks
against the Church itself, and Christ himself. Fell is not speaking abstractly, linking the
embodied presence of woman as mother and as representative of the Church
organization. The ultimate power of this work - and point which may be responsible for
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its wider reputation - is that Fell credits the founding of Christianity to women, not men.
As we will see in this reading, the very confirmation that there was indeed a risen Christ
came from women, not lofty priests - but women who were in the midst of performing
their everyday tasks, their “domesticall duties.” Women’s Speaking Justified, with its
important subtitle “Proved and Allowed of by the Scriptures” was published in 1667 and
offers a direct argument for women’s right to speak. The title continues, “All such as
speak by the Spirit and Power of the Lord Jesus, And how Women were the first that
preached the Tidings of the Resurrection of Jesus and were sent by Christ’s own
Command before He ascended to the Father, John 20.17” (7029). Fell highlights what is
essentially the strongest piece of evidence to her claim, that women were the first to
know, and believe in, the risen Christ.
In this text, Fell does not follow typical rhetorical argumentative patterns and
instead, adopts the voice of an ecstatic preacher, citing scripture to prove her case. Fell
writes of the creation of man and woman that “Here God joins them together in his own
Image, and makes no such distinctions and differences as men do; for though they be
weak, he is strong . . . ” acknowledging the constructed rather than natural state of
women’s perceived weakness. Fell continues her argument with proof of God’s intention
to fully involve women, “When in the fullness of time was come, he hath sent forth his
Son, made of a woman, made under the Law . . . “ Fell brings together the ideas of
Christ’s presence on Earth as in accordance with the law as well as being a product of a
woman. The body provided access to the divine - particularly a woman’s body, with its
generative powers. She continues, “Moreover, the Lord is pleased, when he mentions his
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church, to call her by the name of ‘woman,’ by his prophet’s saying . . . ‘for the Lord hath
created a new thing in the earth, a woman shall compass a man, Jeremiah 31:22’” (61).
Fell goes on to detail Christ’s relationships with various women throughout his
lifetime as the embodied Son of God. Jesus befriends Martha, Mary Magdalene, and
Mary the Mother of James, prays with them and introduces them to his other followers.
He even elevates Martha over Simon, admonishing him, “Thou gavest me no water to my
feet, but she hath washed my feet with tears, and wiped them with the hair of her head:
Thou gavest me no kiss, but this woman, since I came in, hath not ceased to kiss my feet.
My head with oil thou didst not anoint, but the woman hath anointed my feet with
ointment. Wherefore I saw unto her, her sins, which are many, are forgiven her, for she
hath loved much, Luke 7:37” (63) Fell singles out these women not only as the first to
know about the resurrection of Jesus, but as the very founders of Christianity: “Mark
this, you that despise and oppose the Message of the Lord God, that he sends by women;
what had become of the Redemption of the whole body of mankind, if they had not
believed the Message that the Lord Jesus sent by these women, of and concerning his
Resurrection?” … Else how should his Disciples have known, who were not there? (6263). Fell links the idea of domestic tasks, tending to the grave, the everyday act of being
there, to the most important divine revelation of Christianity.
Here, Fell’s writing lines up squarely with Glenn’s definition of rhetorical
feminism, as it does not comply with the hegemonic narrative of Christ offering
revelations to his group of men followers, his Apostles. The most basic tenet of
Christianity is a belief in the Resurrection. Fell makes a critical rhetorical move in
Women’s Speaking Justified is to claim that that founding tenet might not have existed,
had women not been the ones chosen by God to receive that message. Further, they went
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on to believe it, and spread the news throughout their networks. Because they were
engaged in everyday domestic tasks, visiting Jesus’ tomb after his crucifixion and death,
they were also the ones to realize that Jesus’ body was no longer in it, and that the tomb
was empty.
Fell recognizes and elevates the values of domesticity ascribed to these biblical
women. She makes a rhetorical move to equate men and women in the eyes of God:
“since the Lord God in the Creation, when he made man in his own Image, he made them
male and female” (Genesis 1:27). Fell's work highlights her rhetorical feminism as it
involved uniquely maternal rhetoric. In seventeenth century England, it was neither
typical nor legal for a woman to preach, yet Fell continued to advocate for the practice.
Her public letters and theological writings are useful in defining primitive Quaker
thought and practice from a woman’s perspective. In fact, Quakerism’s treatment of
women could have encouraged more women to convert (Kunze 9).
Margaret Fell Fox’s obedience to a higher power was not a covert expression of
resistance to patriarchy, but it does constitute a site of choice and action. Religious values
do not have to be considered examples of antimodern discourse, but can be part of
modernity, or, even enlightenment. Similar to the act of a Muslim woman choosing to
wear a veil, her agency is not subsumed by subordination as it does not diminish her selfexpression, but is a visible indication of understanding and a declaration of her identity.
Apetrei writes that ‘Quaker women were the burqua wearers of the seventeenth century”
(Guardian). Quakers were known to reject traditional “hat honor” as they purposefully
kept their heads covered when it would have been traditional to remove one’s hat in
deference to the authority of another. “Keeping one's head covered was a provocative
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statement of dissent towards the entire system of deference and consent which apparently
held together English society” (Apetrei).
This silent rejection of authority, along with disruption of traditional church
services, were among the ways that Quakers confronted authority. Later on in Quaker
history, they would come to be known as “quietists” or even pacificists. Rhetorical
studies have a long tradition of examining silence and listening, and it intersects here
with Quaker silence. In the setting of a Quaker meeting, Quakers were typically silent
until their inner light, or hand of God, directed them to speak, or as illustrated in the
opening quote to this chapter, to write. In a groundbreaking 1999 essay, Krista Ratcliffe
explores the dynamics of rhetorical listening, questioning why we privilege reading,
writing and speaking, and suggesting that listening can be deployed as a code of crosscultural conduct (Ratcliffe 198).
One of the basic tenets of the Quaker meeting is silence. Listening. Quaker
women could wait to be “moved” by her inner light to speak and give testimony at
Quaker meetings, or to be called to the vocation of itinerant preaching, and she might
well question how she could be exactly sure it was that voice of God inside her, or her
own). In that contemplative silence before giving testimony, or leaving her family to
travel on a mission, she would employ the rhetorical strategy of silence, one of the
practices of rhetorical feminism.
Phyllis Mack argues that as Quakers gathered in silent meetings, waiting to be
moved by a divine spirit, they perceived a space in both mind and body that was
“suffused, both from within and without, by divine light, that same light, or seed, that had
lain buried under layers of personality and habit and was now dissolving not only the
trappings of social adulthood but the boundaries that separated individuals from one
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another” (150). This sensation of “quaking” would often manifest in physical displays of
bodily shaking, groaning, and crying. The presence of God was not an abstract entity, but
a tangible force which, as Mack quotes Esther Biddle, says, “proceedeth out of thy
bowels, which is the word of god, which raised our souls . . . and quickened our mortal
bodies" (151). Remaining quiet allowed the Light of Christ to emerge, and was a
necessary bodily condition; a state which was sometimes dramatically changed once a
body’s “living force” took over.
The “quiet” was a particular space of the Quaker meeting, the moments before a
member was moved by his or her inner light to speak, and give testimony, spontaneously.
Although Quakerism is known today for its use of silence, in its founding years, in later
years, Quakers were seldom quiet on matters of import: spiritually, socially and
politically. In our contemporary efforts for social justice, it continues to be crucial to
consider the quiet moments, and to attend to who speaks, who listens, who remains silent,
and who responds. Every step in the road to enfranchisement is an uneven and slow
movement within this rhetorical ecology. We may be less familiar with concepts of
silence and listening in our modern world, yet Quakers held fast to the idea that such
patience was essential.
Quakerism has a long legacy of peacemaking and even pacifism, although in the
early years of its founding, Quaker beliefs and principles were more scattered than they
were cohesive. Many scholars argue that Quakers were not pacifist by any means until
after the Restoration, and were uniformly so, afterwards. Pacificim and peacemaking
have become entwined with the revolutionary spirit of Quakerism, which sought to
dismantle networks of aggression. In 1927, Rufus Jones claimed that Quakers were
neither “non-resisters” or “pacificists”: “They do not face any giant evil with a passive
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attitude. They seek always to organize and to level against it the most effective forces
there are…. They seek to do away with war by first doing away with the causes and
occasions for it; that is, by removing the fundamental grounds from which war springs,
by eliminating the roots and seeds of it in the social order, and by forming an atmosphere
and climate that make war unthinkable” (Faith and Practice of the Quakers, 103).
Quakerism was revolutionary for this seeking to do away with “causes and occasions” for
war, and also for its participation of women. Quakerism evolved to an intersection of
religious and secular concerns: social justice concerns. Later Quakers were aligned with
and on the forefront of causes of social justice including abolition and suffrage, which
stemmed from the early days of rhetorical feminism by its bold women believers.
The Flattening of Time
Deirdre Lynch wrote that the eighteenth century is always “present in the
present”. An understanding of time as more than a regular succession of dates, can
provide revelations in the form of hauntings, echo effects, and even prescient
anticipations. Bruno Latour’s circular construction of time30 views time as plural, and
non-synchronous, and so his framework works well with one of Quakerism’s principal
tenets: a collapsing of chronological time. Past, present and future are conflated. Quakers
believed their work had already begun, and that while they were waiting for Christ to
come, he had come, and is coming, and will come–all simultaneously. Quakers espoused
a belief that the Lord was about to revisit Earth in a second coming, imminently, but/and
was also present on Earth in the current moment in the form of each individual’s
indwelling light of Christ. Sarah Blackborow writes in her 1660 pamphlet, The Just and
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Equall Balance Discovered, “Christ the light of the world is come,” echoing the
collapsing of time and space, with the belief that Christ had previously come to earth, and
would come again, and in the inner light, is come -- all at once. The earthly visits of
Christ in the past and future were flattened, and Christ as inner light was ever-present.
In Feminism, Time and Nonlinear History, Victoria Browne urges us to
reconsider our conceptions of time, and to allow for networked, multilinear histories and
multidirectional narratives. Feminism, she contends, has been susceptible to a hegemony
of constructed time, when it should instead be pushing against hegemonic narratives that
exclude alternative possibilities. “Waves” of feminism are particularly problematic,
suggesting as they do that one iteration of feminism finishes before another begins, when
in reality, one’s experience can indeed be in at least two places, or waves, at the same
time. Instead, Browne argues, feminism’s history should be viewed as “a shifting
entanglement of trajectories and temporalities; of feminism as multilinear rather than
unilinear” (46). Calendar and “clock time” certainly exist, and can provide us with shared
points of reference. But individual experiences vary enormously, within a specified
“time.” And so time must also be considered as lived time, with multiple experiences
happening simultaneously. This multiplicity of lived experience becomes an essential
element to our considerations of time as more than a shared calendar, or a construct upon
which we have agreed; one which suggests progress, or the familiar narrative of advance
and decline. Lived experience is an important facet of rhetorical feminism, and so in this
more networked approach to time, perhaps we can have our own faith - that a new
feminist awareness of history has come, would come, and is come.
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Chapter Three: Writing Philosophy, Education, and Marriage: Mary Astell
“The more entirely we depend on God, we are so much the wiser and happier, but the less
we depend on men so much the better.”
- Mary Astell, The Christian Religion, as Profess’d by a Daughter of the Church of
England (1705, 206)
Mary Astell, born in 1666, was feminist writer who authored several works on
some of the most pressing philosophical questions of her time. She employed her
considerable rhetorical acumen in inventive ways and contributed to the rhetorical
education of women. Although her writings on education, marriage and religion were
popular while she was alive, after her death from cancer in 1731, she was largely
forgotten. A major biography on Astell written by Ruth Perry in 1986 revived interest in
her work, and in that same year, Bridget Hill termed Astell the “first English feminist.”
Yet Astell remains one of the more difficult and understudied women writers of the long
eighteenth century. Over the years, scholars have identified contradictions and
conundrums within her paradoxical work. Some recent scholarship focuses on Astell’s
attraction to Cartesian logic (Broad) as well as her eloquence and skill as a rhetorician
(Sutherland). By the standards of her own day, and like many women of her class, Astell
was conservative: a High Church Anglican and a Tory, loyal to the monarchy and firmly
against religious toleration. In this chapter, I make space for the kind of rhetorical
feminism that Astell practiced, even though her brand of advocacy for women was
constrained by the patriarchal aspect of her religion. Christianity has shaped patriarchy
over millenia, and Astell operated in those established Christian and patriarchal networks.
In some sense, she advocated for an establishment that would be more inclusive of
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women. Dale Spender gives credit to Astell’s vision, since she recognized women’s
educational and social inequity, and therefore “named the problem” (Spender 43). In my
previous chapter on Quaker women writers, I argued that they were able to renegotiate
the terms of patriarchy under which they were willing to live. I argue here that while
Astell upheld and participated in networks of patriarchal institutions, her work to advance
the standing of women nonetheless strengthened feminist networks, and constitutes
rhetorical feminism.
Astell’s rhetorical interventions into education, marriage and theology derived
meaning from their connections to existing intellectual, theological and social networks
of her time. We can examine and trace the intersecting and overlapping networks of
which she was a part: those in which she participated, and also those which she attempted
to create and sustain. Using theological questions that circulated in her time, Astell
initiated many epistolary relationships in her lifetime, including a correspondence with
John Norris, one of a network of Cambridge Platonist philosophers and writers, which
included John Smith and Henry More. Norris had written a critique of John Locke’s An
Essay Concerning Human Understanding in 1690, which prompted Astell to reach out to
him for her own further philosophical understanding of epistemology. In 1695, published
this correspondence with Astell under the name Letters Concerning the Love of God
(1695). Their letters discussed Norris’s engagement with the ideas of Nicolas
Malebranche, a French philosopher known for his theory of occasionalism, a theory that
saw the Christian God is the only real causal “agent” in the universe. In her earliest
writings, Astell was already interested in the divine and material forces that made things
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happen and set events in motion and was eager to further her own philosophical and
spiritual education.
Astell wrote directly for an audience of women in A Serious Proposal to the
Ladies (1694), where she encouraged the formation of an intellectual retreat community
for women. She entered discussions around the social network of marriage and
partnership with her work Some Reflections Upon Marriage (1700). Astell engaged with
the ideas of John Locke in The Christian Religion, as Profess’d by a Daughter of the
Church of England (1717) and took as her starting point seventeenth century natural
philosophy, namely the logic of “the great Philosopher” Rene Descartes. For Astell, these
circulating networks of thought– educational, social, intellectual, and philosophical– all
intersected with what she believed to be the most important one: the theological. Astell’s
overarching goal was the improvement of women’s circumstances so that they could be
better equipped to perfect themselves for God. A lack of education would hinder that
quest, as would a poor choice in a husband. Astell’s “Truth” and ultimate goal was unity
with her Creator. Her rhetorical appeals in this quest for truth sprang forth from multiple
touchpoints, utilizing what I claim was rhetorical feminism.
As explained in other chapters of this dissertation, Cheryl Glenn’s term
“rhetorical feminism” is a set of tactics or practices whereby writers use rhetoric to
appeal for the improvement of the conditions of women. Glenn’s criteria for rhetorical
feminism specifies that rhetoric acknowledges or references the writer’s situated
knowledge and lived experience; engages in a dialogic conversation; potentially
appropriates traditional rhetorical styles for one’s own purposes; is pedagogical in nature,
and finally, offers hope when optimism is not necessarily warranted (Glenn 2018). By
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participating in various intellectual, social, and theological networks, Mary Astell enacted
rhetorical feminism in her early eighteenth century work, more than a century before
Glenn locates its emergence in the nineteenth century. Reconsidering Astell’s work in
terms of rhetorical feminism can help us understand her commitments in the context of
the long eighteenth century as well as in the tradition of feminist theory. Astell’s
investments in theological, social, intellectual, and political networks are perhaps
troubling because they are inseparable from their traditional patriarchal dimensions, but
they nonetheless work to elevate women’s intellect and reason to be on the same level as
men’s. Further, the belated and somewhat selective embrace of Astell’s work by modern
feminism has obscured this feature of her oeuvre. Viewing Astell’s contributions in this
light can provide a more capacious definition of feminism and might even help us
understand some of the fissures of our contemporary feminist moment.
A key element of Astell’s rhetorical feminism, in keeping with Glenn’s criteria, is
hope. Since Astell had lived through some of England’s most tumultuous years, perhaps
for her, hope existed not in an onward march towards a progressive future, but in an
aspirational stability and predictiveness of her state, and her church, which were entwined
in a way that is difficult for contemporary readers to imagine. Astell’s rhetorical
feminism did not require an alliance with democratic principles, or to what we might
think of as progressive policies. By writing and publishing in the public sphere, Astell
showed women they need not only practice their devotion in isolation; it was better to be
connected. In A Serious Proposal, she writes that “Our Faculties were given us for Use,
not Ostentation, not to make a noise in the world but to be serviceable in it” (202). In The
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Christian Religion, Astell asserts that “The true Christian” should put forth “Vertues of a
public, not a private nature” (353).
In this chapter, I will discuss Astell’s concerns in the networks of political and
religious issues that circulated in her day, and how her concerns manifested in reciprocal
exchanges of letters, as well as her rhetorical yet literary texts. Theology shows itself as
the most pressing network of concern to Astell, in a discussion of her longest work, A
Daughter of the Christian Religion. Next, I will turn to her interest in education, in an
explanation of her most well-known work, A Serious Proposal to the Ladies. Finally, I
will take up her arguments regarding marriage, in a discussion of Some Reflections Upon
Marriage. Astell’s focus was always issues of import not only to her, but to the shared
experience of women in her circle. In those conflicting and complementary networks of
religion, education, and marriage, we can find her rhetorical feminism. Astell worked not
only within, but in full support of, conservative and patriarchal systems, such as the
monarchy and the Church of England, while also advocating for the improvement in the
conditions for women.
Astell’s Relational Style
Mary Astell’s style is literary, using metaphor to address her readership of women
(“How can you be content to be in the World as Tulips in a Garden, to make a fine shew,
but be good for nothing?” (Serious Proposal 54) but a rhetorical appeal is also prevalent
within much of her work. She claims intellectual territory for women not only in content,
but also in form, as she engages in epistolary conversation and dialogue. Letters were a
familiar and acceptable form of writing for women and they established an expectation of
continued exchange. Rachel Scarborough King notes that “one of the key features of the
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genre of the letter. . . was the idea that it served not only as a carrier of content, but also
as a means of connection” (36). Letters gave women a way to participate in what was
becoming known as ‘the public sphere,” as both readers and writers. Regular
correspondence habits helped women increase their exposure to the growing media
environment, formulating what King refers to as a “bridge genre” in the long eighteenth
century.
Astell’s work makes meaning in the connections and reciprocal arrangements she
seeks, across the themes of intellectual study and social relations - in female friendship,
and in marriage. She advocates for women to cultivate “a life of the mind” in A Serious
Proposal for the Ladies, suggesting to women that if they could argue rationally about
superficial concerns, then “why not upon better Subjects?” She encouraged the creation
of a supportive community of women in “Religious Retirement” (73) where “No
Provocations will be given in this Amicable Society, but to Love and to good Works,
which will afford such an entertaining employment, that you’ll have as little inclination
as leisure to pursue those Follies, which in the time of your ignorance pass’d with you
under the name of love” (74-75). In Some Reflections Upon Marriage, Astell sees the
marriage relationship as connected to both women’s material conditions and also their
spiritual destiny. Recognizing the practical benefits of marriage to society, she writes that
women have duties to the larger social community, “even the Good of Society and civil
Duty would oblige us to what that requires at our Hands.” Yet she is also quite concerned
that marriage partners be well-matched. A woman is in a better position, writes Astell,
“when she permits her self to be dispos'd of to a Man equal to her in Birth, Education and
Fortune, and as good as the most of his Neighbours” (p 11). Astell was not suggesting
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that women and men are equal partners in a domestic arrangement, as spiritual equity was
sharply distinguished from marital equity in this time. These questions will be further
discussed in my section on Astell and marriage, in a reading of Some Reflections Upon
Marriage.
Astell turned to writing perhaps in part out of exigence, and perhaps also out of a
desire for community. Her early years provided her an awareness of the importance of
connections. She was raised as a gentlewoman, with some private education provided by
her uncle, an Anglican priest. Astell’s father died when Mary was a teenager, and the loss
of his income meant that there would be no dowry, and therefore likely no marriage, at
least to someone who she might consider her social equal. Shortly after, her uncle also
died, ending her connection to education. Upon the death of her mother, Astell moved, on
her own, to London in 1688, despite her provincial upbringing and lack of connections.
Within a few years, through her religious poetry and correspondence with John Norris,
Astell had networked herself into an intellectual circle of High Church Anglican and
Tory women. She developed the rhetorical skills that would give her great public
attention in her day. Not all of that attention was positive, and similar to other women in
the public sphere, Astell was ridiculed on the stage and satirized in the press (Springborg
1985, 9). Astell knew well the power of beneficial and supportive connections, and with
her imagined utopian community for women, she sought to build actual constructive and
instructive networks for other “Ladies of Quality” (Serious Proposal 102).
Astell’s work in The Christian Religion offers women a method whereby they
might dedicate themselves to the study of God, the self, and other people. She offers
advice about how women can attain a Christian state of mind while still being connected
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to the everyday experience that women must “endure.” This attention to teaching and
learning relates to an important tenet of rhetorical feminism. Astell encouraged women to
understand that they could both cultivate virtue and live up to their potential as rational,
thinking beings. The Christian Religion spelled out a curriculum for learning that Astell’s
female students would have come to understand, had they been given the opportunity to
attend her academy. Jacqueline Broad claims this work represents “the culmination of
Astell’s feminist project to teach her fellow women how to lead the good life and attain
happiness” (2013, 6). Astell proposes that living in conformity with the will of God can
bring happiness both in this life and the next. Her faith imbued her with a sense that she
was part of the Great Chain of Being -- interconnected with her fellow believers on a
journey to salvation.
Where one is situated in the “Great Chain of Being'' is always defined in relations
to others, and Astell believed that humans should constantly be working towards personal
improvement. Yet it was also a common belief that some individuals were born higher in
“rank” and continued to acquire advantages over the course of one’s life. We can
consider those advantages as “actants” that might move one relationally closer to God,
and away from their original positions. “For if we disregard the Body wholly, we pretend
to live like Angels whilst we are but Mortal, and if we prefer or equal it to the Mind, we
degenerate into Brutes” (61). Humans always have relative rank, degrees away from the
highest power. “Those of our Race who do not come within this definition are Monsters
rather than Men” (98). It was thought that one could improve (or impair) one’s position
with study and devotion, as well as with a spiritually-supportive marriage. Relationally,
one’s social class was a major influence in whether women had access to educational
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opportunities. Private libraries, connections to learned men as teachers, and time for
study were more abundant for members of the higher classes. Literary productions of
upper class women were more likely to be circulated among audiences of family and
friends, and some even had the financial means to publish. There were exceptions, as
exemplified by Margery Kempe, whose memoirs were transcribed by a priest. By Mary
Astell’s time, women writers began to emerge from much wider networks of economic
status. Bathua Makin (1612?-1674?) was an instructionist before Astell, and wrote from
her perspective as an educated woman from the “middling” class in her “Essay to Revive
the Antient Education of Gentlewomen” (1673). Donna Landry’ work Muses of
Resistance: Laboring-Class Women’s Poetry in Britain 1739-1796 identifies a network of
working-class women’s poetry, including that of Mary Collyer, which achieved a
measure of popularity by the mid eighteenth century. Mary Astell found her connections
in a community of relatively influential female patrons who welcomed her intelligence
and persistence (and likely, her High Church Tory sympathies.) Bridget Hill identifies
Astell’s friendship (and sometimes patronage) network as composed of various “Ladies”:
Catherine Jones, Anne Coventry, Mary Wortley Montagu, Elizabeth Elstob, and
Catherine Atterbury.In turn, in A Serious Proposal to the Ladies, Astell reciprocated their
support, by directing her attention to a community like theirs, consisting of female
intellectuals.
Astell was consistently interested in the relations between groups: women and
men, loyalists and radicals, believers, and heretics. Her arguments align with network
theory in that unique attention to the agency inherent in relationships. For Astell, the
inequality between men and women was a problem, but the hierarchies of the monarchy
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and the Anglican Church were not. Equal treatment needed to be earned; it was not a
given. It has seemed that feminist theory has favored, or perhaps demanded, a
dismantling of patriarchal structures that Astell did not seek. Although she advocated for
women, and recognized the plight of women of different classes, she did not argue
against such societal distinctions. In Some Reflections Upon Marriage, Astell is
interested in that relationship between spouses, and suggests that women marry someone
who is their “equal,” in order to preserve one’s standing in this world, since all life on
earth is preparation for the next life:
For since GOD has plac'd different Ranks in the World, put some in a
higher and some in a lower Station, for Order and Beauty's sake, and for
many good Reasons; tho' it is both our Wisdom and Duty not only to
submit with Patience, but to be Thankful and well-satisfied when by his
Providence we are brought low, yet there is no manner of Reason for us to
Degrade our selves; on the contrary, much why we ought not. The better
our Lot is in this World and the more we have of it, the greater is our leisure
to prepare for the next; we have the more opportunity to exercise that Godlike Quality, to taste that Divine Pleasure, Doing good to the Bodies and
Souls of those beneath us. Is it not then ill Manners to Heaven, and an
irreligious contempt of its Favours, for a Woman to slight that nobler
Employment, to which it has assign'd her, and thrust her self down to a
meaner Drudgery, to what is in a very literal Sense a caring for the things
of the World, a caring not only to Please, but to Maintain a Husband?
(Some Reflections 41).
By “Doing good to the Bodies and Souls of those beneath us,” women are positioned
relationally to others, in this life and the next. Astell believed that hierarchy and equality
were not necessarily opposites, but were instead perhaps even mutually dependent upon
each other, and so she did not advocate for an upending of traditional marriage or
religious structures.
Much of the tension between Christianity and secular feminism is connected to
the patriarchal nature of mainstream Christianity. In 2011, the journal Feminist Review
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dedicated a special edition to “Religion and Spirituality,” for the first time in its
publication history. Contributions to that issue problematize the religous/secular binary
across world religions, including Islam and Judaism, and consider varying regulations
regarding the priestly ordination of women. One’s identity as a feminist may conflict with
one’s identity as a believer in a religious system that upholds a patriarchy. Feminism does
not come neatly packaged – like most theories or movements, it is messy, and is
manifested variably at different times in different cultures. Feminism is a force that exerts
pressure on structures of power and is simultaneously a political viewpoint, a lobbying
effort, and a long struggle against misogyny. Astell’s political and religious views
circulated in competing and complementary networks of thought that demonstrate the
complexity of her commitments. She was interested in theory and philosophy and used
those approaches as means to make her arguments on behalf of women. Questions around
Astell’s feminism, as well as what I believe was her application of rhetorical feminism,
are discussed in the next section of this chapter, following a discussion of her religious
faith and advocacy.
Astell and Complex Networks of Religion & Politics
For many women writers, including Mary Astell, and Quaker women discussed in
chapter two, salvation was the ultimate goal of all inquiry and communication. To many,
religious study was quite rational, and was not part of a sphere separate from other
concerns. Such overlapping interests can be considered as intersecting networks, rather
than binaries. As Hilda Smith writes, “out of Astell’s varied, but interlocking
philosophical, theological and even political arguments, her feminist perspective
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emerges.” Astell’s oeuvre begs questions about the relationships between gender, sex,
class, race, religion, and sexual politics.
Astell emerged out of a tradition of seventeenth century writing that saw a marked
increase in writings by women: spiritual autobiographies, prophecies, warnings about
damnation, as well as polemic. Women’s writing was often at the center of religious and
political upheavals and a changing social order. Hilary Hinds claims that seventeenth
century women writers “successfully instigated the yoking together of two hitherto
contradictory, if not incompatible, categories: that of ‘woman’ and ‘writer’ . . . one that
was never again to be divided” (179). Sectarian women writers such as Margaret Fell
Fox called for radical transformation and broke loose from some expected social
conventions. Many Quaker women claimed to be prophets, or instruments of God,
writing not their own words, but in words dictated to their “lowly female pen” from a
divine connection. Such texts were excluded from the English canon for centuries, but
now, the interweaving of religious concerns with discourses on politics, history,
economics, science, and others is understood as essential. While religion was
foundational, it was also multivocal, contradictory, disputed and challenged by various
networks of belief. Some systems were more hierarchical than others, and some
maintained social and class as well as spiritual distinctions. Astell represents a network of
the establishment: her writings show her to be a staunch supporter of her monarch as
head of state, and a defender of the Church of England. Jane Kramer claims Fleet Street
writers referred to the Anglican Church as “the Tory Party at prayer” (40). Astell was not
a radical sectarian writer or a rights theorist. Her Anglican Church and the throne were
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entwined in ways that are difficult for us to understand from our modern perspective
today.
In Domesticity and Dissent, Katharine Gillespie argues that if we see sectarian
women’s writings as both religious and political, we can ascribe their contributions to the
formation of liberal political thought. Separatist women staked their claim to political
speech in the spiritual egalitarianism of their independent sects: “Dissenting women took
the idea that every individual was spiritually equal because he/she was constituted as a
subject through the God within and used it to underpin a system in which all individuals
held property within themselves and enjoyed a set of rights based on that sovereign selfpossession” (Gillespie 49). Hinds claims that in women’s texts of the time, “the civil wars
of the 1640s, the formation of the New Model Army, the execution of Charles I in 1649,
the accession to power of Cromwell through the 1650s, the restoration of Charles II to the
throne in 1660 - are all articulated through the language of religion” (Hinds 7). Women
had been involved in religious affairs prior to this time period, and evidence exists of
women being brought to trial for their religious activities in the fifteenth and sixteenth
centuries (Thompson). Yet the critical difference was the marked proliferation of womenauthored texts by the mid-seventeenth century, and in Astell’s case, their attention to the
concerns of women.
Astell’s longest and arguably most important work is The Christian Religion as
Profess’d by a Daughter of the Church of England (1705). Throughout, Astell advances
an argument that Christianity is a moral and social support system for Englishwomen. At
over 400 pages, A Christian Religion has been called Astell’s “magnum opus” (Perry
215, Springborg 32). In the only modern edition of the work, editor Jacqueline Broad
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goes so far as to call the text Astell’s “most profound and significant scholarly
achievement” (2013, 20). Gerda Lerner explains that women’s writing was quite
frequently influenced by Scripture and that “the development of feminist Bible criticism
can be seen as an appropriate and perhaps not unexpected response to the constraints and
limitations imposed upon women’s intellectual development by religiously sanctioned
gender definitions” (138). Broad has traced the lineage of most references in The
Christian Religion, and finds that Astell engages specifically with three works that were
circulating at the time: A Lady’s Religion (1697), The Principle of the Protestant
Reformation Explained (1695) and John Locke’s Reasonableness of Christianity (1704).
The two former works were published anonymously, but references within Astell’s text
suggest she believed Locke to also be the author of A Lady’s Religion, although he was
not.
In The Christian Religion, Astell defines the goals which she believes Christians
should hold, particularly Christian women. She writes that the “main Design” of her text
is “to put Women upon Thinking” (21). It is a deeply devout piece of writing, but also
contains a feminist message, “I therefore beg leave to say, that most of, if not all, the
follies and vices that women are subject to (for I meddle not with the men) are owing to
our paying too great a deference to other people’s judgments, and too little to our own, in
suffering others to judge for us, when God has not only allowed, but required us to judge
for ourselves” (45). Women should not be treated like children or fools; they are
permitted, even required, to form their own moral judgments. Astell makes a clear
rhetorical appeal to a community of women, and exhorts them to follow her in fellowship
and theological study, as exemplified from the epigraph to this chapter: ““The more
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entirely we depend on God, we are so much the wiser and happier, but the less we depend
on men so much the better” (206). Astell argued instead that scripture, properly
understood and interpreted, could adequately sustain feminist arguments. And although
she never worked to dismantle a patriarchy, she did recognize misogyny.
Astell’s sustained engagement with networks of circulating texts and ideas shows
her political awareness and strongly held beliefs. All three of the texts to which she
responds in The Christian Religion offer a Whiggish point of view, favoring dissent and
religious toleration. As a devout High Church Anglican and a Tory, Astell of course
objects to all of these principles. Yet she also goes beyond these existing networks of
conversation and institutes yet another: one which supports the intellectual abilities of her
community of women. A Christian Religion is written in epistolary form, as a long letter
addressed to a female friend. Margaret Ezell sees such “social authorship” as highlighting
the communal processes central to manuscript circulation. Rachel King argues that, as
manuscript letters transitioned into print, the widespread and increasing appearance of
letters reflected back on how people composed and read. As a “bridge genre,” the letter
was an indispensable form of writing in both manuscript circulation and print culture
simultaneously. Letters demonstrate an expected continuity of conversation. King cites
collected letters of Locke, Dryden and their correspondents as “demonstrat[ing] the
function that writers and readers expected letters to perform in the late seventeenth
century: to establish ongoing, reciprocal networks of exchange and to give sender and
recipient access to an expanding media environment that was in part constituted through
the interchange of letters” (King 37).
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Astell responds to Locke’s claims in Reasonableness of Christianity that the
majority of men, “to say nothing of the other sex” cannot understand sophisticated ideas
nor can they “carry on a train of proofs” (Locke 282, 305). Patricia Springborg offers that
Astell’s critique of John Locke exposes him and Hobbes as “fathers of a liberalism that
did not extend to women” (7). Throughout The Christian Religion, Astell works to refute
Locke’s argument that women possessed weaker skills of reason and might not be able to
understand complex Christian theology, as she assumes that women have that ability.
With this approach, Astell was the first to enter the philosophical conversation
surrounding Cartesian logic from a feminist viewpoint. Her claim is based on reason –
equally available to men and women -- and this is key to understanding her perspective
and her argument. Ruth Perry asserts that “Cartesian rationalism is the very cornerstone
of [Astell’s]’ feminism” (Perry 1985). Astell interrupted a mainstream and presumably
masculine theory of “I think, therefore I am,” to propose a related argument on behalf of
women. Descartes’ principle separates mind from body, whereas previously,
philosophically, mind and body were linked. Isolating a woman’s intellectual capacity,
her mind, from her mortal, corruptible body was not necessarily intentional in Descartes’
logic, but nonetheless had the effect of opening a door towards the liberation of women.
One of Astell’s most important contributions and a cornerstone of her philosophy was to
engage with this idea: if a woman’s body was the material, earthly problem holding her
back from perfection, it could be separated from her mind, or soul, and was essentially
less of a problem than had previously been argued. Agreement with Descartes could be
extended to indicate that women were naturally deserving of the possibility of salvation,
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which then necessitated women’s education focused on familiarity with, and devotion to,
scripture.
Jacqueline Broad writes that Astell was no friend to Quakerism (22) in part
because she did not endorse dissent, but also because she rejected claims that could not
be defended by the use of reason. Perhaps in contrast to the Quaker “light of Christ” or
indwelling light, Astell instead names reason as “the candle of the Lord set up in
everyone’s heart.” Judgment and perspicacity go hand in hand with education, a theme
which reappears in The Christian Religion, repeated from A Serious Proposal. In both
works, Astell encourages women to learn the principles of Cartesian philosophy and
make judgments only based on “clear and distinct” ideas of intellect, not sensory
perceptions (one thinks of “quaking” as such a sensory experience). Those experiences
perhaps run too close to what Astell terms “passions,” and must be controlled. As she
writes in The Christian Religion, “We can never be sure of ourselves, nor have a
comfortable prospect of our perseverance, till religion becomes our pleasure, and it will
never be our pleasure till our passions as well as our reason, and under the direction of
reason, are engaged in it” (199).
Astell encourages her women readers to concentrate on their intellectual judgment
as it pertains to faith, “that light which God himself has set up in my mind to lead me to
him” (6). Astell’s conflation of reason with belief marks one of the approaches in which
her religious concerns support her political commitments. Any political allegiance is in
some sense an act of faith. For Astell, it was reasonable to uphold the monarchy and the
Church of England, reasonable to protect both institutions against dissenters. Astell
always retained loyalty to her Anglican Church and wrote at length that her readers
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should belong to no other church. Her theology disdained dissent in all forms, whether it
be religious or political. Interestingly, despite her Christianity, mercy and forgiveness
were not applicable in her treatment of dissenters. In her rhetorical work, she worked not
only to prove her deep understanding of Anglicanism, but also demonstrated a fierce,
lifelong protection of her religion.
Astell’s conservatism is problematic for scholars who wish to see her as a
feminist hero. Indeed, the ideas we call feminist now were her central focus of analysis
then. She has comfortably been termed “pro-woman,” for her support of woman-centered
communities and her consistent efforts to uplift that population. Her aims in that network
are clear: she identified as a member of her sex and was committed to the advancement of
women. She resisted the idea that women were generally inferior. Yet her feminism is far
from what we might consider ideal, steeped as she is in patriarchal structures and social
class difference. It is both useful and necessary, from our contemporary position, to
examine these foundations of feminist thought, in part, to discover who was included in
this discourse, and who was excluded.
Often when we recover conservative historical figures, we aim to redeem or
recuperate them, or find progressive aims or practices “hidden” in the texts, awaiting our
“discovery.” We may find ourselves amplifying some ideas, while downplaying or even
ignoring other troublesome references. Our conclusions often tend toward how analyzing
how rhetorical acts – intentionally, overtly, or subtly – find eighteenth century women
writers forwarding a feminist agenda. Instead of fitting subjects into binaries of
feminist/antifeminist, oppositional or compliant, progressive, or reductive, we can
perhaps acknowledge that some subjects remain outside of our representational grasp. We
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can resist the feminist-or-not decision, recognize multivocal networks of meaning, and
pursue complex, nuanced readings. We can reconsider rhetorical inquiry and close
reading as ongoing processes, ones which are still alive and active, and which are
unavoidably marked by the writer's lived experience, and ours.
Astell was a highly accomplished rhetorical practitioner, and viewed herself as a
philosopher. Her various works are models of rhetoric in argumentation, structure,
accommodation of the audience, and style, despite her lack of a classical education.
Astell enjoyed some measure of privilege, and her work was generally well-received and
influential in her day: Daniel Defoe took up the topic of women’s education in An Essay
Upon Projects, and many speculate that Mary Astell was an inspiration for Samuel
Richardson’s Clarissa, as the character of Anna Howe (Upham, Cook). Yet we cannot
deny her experience as standing outside from the realms of power. Astell was aware that
she was operating within complex and intersecting networks of philosophy and theology.
She lived in a polarizing political climate; one perhaps familiar to us now. She
contributed writing within a complex intellectual landscape, and she knew that hot-button
issues, such as education and marriage, would create opposing and predictable
alignments, often along religious and party lines. Women were more likely to take up
those particular issues, as they had real consequences for their personal lived experience.
Robert B. Shoemaker finds it notable that Astell “justified the education of women for its
own sake, not, as was commonly argued, so that they could be helpful to men” (68).
Astell imagined a different future, and that hope in alternate possibilities is one of the
tenets of the concept of rhetorical feminism (Glenn).
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Rhetorical feminism is an approach to writing and rhetoric that appeals for the
improvement of the conditions of women. The criteria for rhetorical feminism as outlined
by Cheryl Glenn in 2018 lines up quite neatly with Astell’s approach. Astell’s topics at
hand are deeply connected to her situated knowledge and lived experience. With her
letters and writing in epistolary form, she engages in a dialogic conversation. She
appropriates traditional rhetorical styles for her own purposes and above all, is
pedagogical in her argument. Mary Astell enacted rhetorical feminism in her work by
participating in various intellectual, social and theological networks.
It is important to study Astell’s rhetorical feminism as a facet of her everyday
rhetoric (Barnett). It seems imperative to not only recover and recuperate forgotten or
marginalized voices, but also to consider the familiar, everyday writers who were wellknown and commercially successful at the time – and sometimes a writer can exist in
both of those categories. Consistent with the terms of rhetorical feminism, Astell’s
advocacy sprang largely from her lived experience. She was raised as a gentlewoman,
with some private education provided by her uncle, who was an Anglican priest. Astell’s
family enjoyed a measure of comfort, yet their fortune did not allow them to rise above
tragic circumstances. Astell’s father died when she was a teenager, and the loss of his
income meant that there would be no dowry, and therefore likely no marriage, in her
future. Shortly after, her uncle also died, ending her access to education. Upon the death
of her mother, she found herself in sad circumstances with few good options. Although
she and her brother faced the same conditions, his options were far more attractive to her:
he could continue his education or join the clergy. He could live alone, and not settle for
a marriage necessitated exigency. As a man, he enjoyed agency over his choices, whereas
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Mary did not. Turning to writing, she channeled the frustrating events of her life into
advocacy and argument. It is likely Astell wanted more than the available choices she
saw for herself, and made those choices the subjects of her writing. Astell’s work created
ripples of conversation throughout England. Her motivation was not necessarily to make
a name for herself, or to rise up, but to serve, and mostly, to serve her God: to participate
for the good of her sex and to help them achieve salvation by “right living.”
Astell & Education: A Serious Proposal
During Astell’s childhood, it would have been common practice for boys and girls
to learn rudimentary reading and writing together at home, until it was time for boys to
begin their formal education, at which time girls would focus on domestic skills (Perry
53). Calculating literacy rates over the course of the long eighteenth century is complex
and varies by gender, time period, and urban or rural location within England. David
Cressy indicates that “there is no direct evidence of the extent of the seventeenth century
reading public”(141). Margaret Ezell concurs that reading literacy was more widespread
than writing literacy and notes that “there is still work to be done on the extent and nature
of women’s literacy in the seventeenth century” (Ezell 136). Cressy uses documentation
around the Hearth Tax, as well as ecclesiastical court records, to extrapolate data on
writing literacy, based on citizens’ ability to sign their own names. From an examination
of 5000 depositions in Norwich and London between 1580-1700, Cressy notes that in the
first half of the seventeenth century, “women were mostly illiterate” (146). He notes that
the later Stuart period “saw a dramatic improvement in the literacy of women in the
metropolis that was not shared by their rural sisters” (146). By the 1690s, about half of
women in London were literate, whereas the rate in the provinces was only 20 percent.
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In London, where Astell moved as a young woman after being orphaned, she
would have had a greater chance to network with literate women and build friendships
and community with them. Hilda Smith writes that unlike previous generations, women
in Astell’s day began to defer marriage until later in life. This meant that “women as a
group had more time to gain an education before marriage, and married women of the
middle and upper class had more time for their own interests” (Smith 1982, 28-29). Astell
mentions her concerns for her “little Sphere” of women friends as well as the
“Generality” of women in her correspondence with John Norris:
Now I am loath to abandon all Thoughts of Friendship, both because it
is one of the brightest Vertues, and because I have the noblest Designs
in it. Fain would I rescue my Sex, or at least as many of them as come
within my little Sphere, from that meanness of Spirit, into which the
Generality of them are sunk, persuade them to pretend some higher
Excellency than a well-chosen Pettycoat, or fashionable Commode
(Letters Concerning the Love of God, qtd in Smith 195).
Friendship, sororal bonds and love for her fellow women inspired many of Astell’s
writing projects, particularly her most well-known work, A Serious Proposal, where she
advocated for an academic learning community for women.
A Serious Proposal for the Ladies for the Advancement of their True and
Greatest Interest Part I (1694) and Part II (1697)
Across both Part I and Part II of A Serious Proposal for the Ladies, Astell writes
to encourage and educate women to see through empty and demeaning roles typically
circumscribed for them. She distinguishes between two types of women – those who are
bright and ambitious, and the others who fall for fashion and trivial concerns. She urged
women not to become “coquettes,” a common term at the time which we might
understand as “flirts.” “Your glass will not do you half so much service as a serious
reflection on your own Minds, which will discover Irregularities more worthy your
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Correction, and keep you from being either too much elated or depress’d by the
representations of the other” (122). She encouraged women to avoid becoming obsessed
with their own reflection in the mirror, and instead, to reflect within, to be introspective
and to concern themselves with more serious thoughts than mere appearances.
In Part I of A Serious Proposal to the Ladies, Astell advocated for women’s
education in the form of a college community, or “Religious Retirement” exclusively for
women. She valued academic work and knew that inquiry and study could hone one’s
intellect. Her line of argument was such that the more reason one acquired, the more
convinced they would be of the existence of the divine. Education was the central point
of A Serious Proposal because Astell saw the key causes of women’s problems to be a
lack of opportunities for advanced education, and the content of any education that
merely groomed women for domestic tasks. In her own lived experience, she was aware
of how women were unable to continue their formal schooling, or to study more
advanced tracts of divinity, which would lead them to greater understanding of God. She
writes, “Women are from their very Infancy debar’d those Advantages, with the want of
which, they are afterwards reproached, and nursed up in those Vices which will hereafter
be upbraided to them” (Pt I, p. 60). Without access to further study, she feared women’s
viewpoints would become stunted, and would tend more toward vice. As Mark Knights
observes, it was an issue that would be taken up by others who believed in “the
importance of education or learning as a means of carving out a legitimate role for
women” (Knights 162).
By advocating for networks of women’s education, Astell was recognizing the
value of intersections with varied perspectives, texts, and intellectual rigor. An
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established educational community for women would provide those intersectional
opportunities, and would counter the limitations imposed upon women by society’s
dominant “customs.” Astell deemed custom, or tradition, as responsible for “all that Sin
and Folly that is in the World” (Serious Proposal 67). When women focus only on
material instead of spiritual concerns, and if they fail to exercise their capacity for
rational thought, they “spoil the contexture and frame of our minds” and “render our
selves incapable of any serious and improving thought” (68). She urged women to
cultivate introspection rather than to only be concerned by their outward appearance. She
warned against falling into society’s expectations – explaining to women that if they
could argue rationally about superficial concerns, then “why not upon better Subjects?”
Perry suggests that Astell’s uncle, Anglican priest Ralph Astell, inspired in his young
niece “a sense of vocation in fusing learning and religion–indeed, in conceiving the aims
of intellectual life as religious” (53). Her overriding goal became the attainment of living
a pious and holy life, and education was one means to that end.
Astell was not advocating for public schools, or for girls to join boys in the
classroom. Her intention was to advocate for an opportunity for women to retreat from
the world–to remove themselves from a network of men and to join one constituted by
women–with whom they could devote themselves to academic study. By limiting contact
with the network of the everyday world, women students could avoid the constant
bombardment of messages that encouraged pride and vanity. A community of likeminded women would offer them education apart from dominant societal tradition and
custom. Women could develop new customs, habits and networks of their own with an
eye toward a more spiritual end, with time and space for reflection and quiet study. The
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single-sex community would be separate from the annoying habits of men, as she writes,
“kept secure, from the rude attempts of designing men” (Pt I, 102). Astell was looking for
a way to have women start their own network of education and support. She saw the
removal of women from a corrupting society as a positive move towards personal growth
and potential salvation. Her academy of “Religious Retirement” was a kind of secular
convent where women could devote themselves to their studies and create an informed
life. Some readers were supportive of the idea, but others were concerned it sounded too
much like Roman Catholic convents. Convents were already known to be a place of
sanctuary for women in religious life, and a place where fellowship of women was
supported. Despite Astell’s clarification that her community of women would be a place
where tenets would be “profess’d by the Church of England,” her educational women’s
community never found financial support. Given the historical tensions between
Catholics and Anglicans in England, any idea reminiscent of papist practices was
dangerous. Anglican women would not take official vows until 1841, and even then, fears
remained that such “these sisterhoods might become Roman Catholic in letter and spirit”
(Kollar 198).
Astell’s starting point was that women were indeed rational creatures and were
capable of serious thought. She believed women’s intellect was not by nature inferior to
men; custom, rather than nature, had conditioned women to think they were less capable,
and led them to gravitate towards superficial interests. Importantly, she identified
community and support as essential. She imagined multiple collectives: one made up of
women philanthropists who financially supported her endeavor; another of current
students in the academy; and a third -- women who would take the learning from the
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learning community and use it to expand the important network of devout Christian
women in the world, equipped “to propagate Religion when [they] return to the World”
(Serious Proposal 1, 100).
Astell and Marriage: Some Reflections
Astell begins Some Reflections Upon Marriage with this very idea of women’s
community and network expansion. The treatise begins with an outline of a timeline of
great women from “Holy Scripture” including Ruth, Esther, and Deborah. Astell
references Queen Anne, who enjoys both divine selection and state power: “that GREAT
QUEEN who has subdu’d the Proud . . . and is the chief Instrument in the Hand of the
Almighty . . . To all the great things that Women might perform, Inspir’d by her
Example, Encourag’d by her Smiles, and Supported by her Power!” (Preface).In these
opening lines, Astell engages in a discourse about marriage, and intersects with
theological and political networks. She makes a claim for a community of women to
participate in social debate. She intervenes for “the Publick Good” on behalf of a
population of literate women who can benefit from her ideas.
As we can glean from the subtitle of Some Reflections Upon Marriage Occasion'd
by the Duke & Duchess of Mazarine's Case; Which is also consider'd. (1700), Astell was
inspired to write on the topic of marriage in response, at least in part, by the experience of
Hortense Mancini, the Duchess of Mazarine, who suffered a difficult marriage to her
abusive husband. Astell viewed marriage as ordained by God, and therefore sacred.
Having witnessed this friend in an unhappy union, Astell cautioned other women to be
particularly careful when entering a marriage. She was not radical for that suggestion and
did not advocate for women to reject the idea of marriage. In Reflections, Astell’s
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purpose is to analyze the corruption of marriage and to see how it might be rectified. In
her view, the core problem is the moral failings of human beings—particularly the
failings of men. She is aggrieved that men have hoarded learning to themselves, which
results in unbalanced marital relationships. “Sense is a Portion that GOD Himself has
been pleas’d to distribute to both Sexes with an Impartial Hand, but Learning is what
Men have engross’d to themselves, and one can’t but admire their great Improvements!”
(Reflections 162).
While there was no single, univocal discourse of femininity in the seventeenth
century, there were widely circulating ideas about subordination and dependence
ordained by a divine, natural order. Astell cautions her fellow women to be wary of
entering into marriage, explaining that scripture directs a wife to be submissive to her
husband, whether he seems to deserve it or not. This expectation of submission might
lead a woman to ignore the dictates of her reason, the law of God, and to act in terms of
worldly self-interest instead. As a result, an unhappy marriage to a terrible man could
lead to the destruction of a woman’s soul. Marriage could be vastly improved, she
explains, if men and women could be guided by reason instead of their passions. Astell
agreed with some prevailing notions that women needed to regulate their “passions” in
order to overcome their emotional nature.
To Astell, marriage was a sacred institution that should be venerated, but had
instead become corrupted. Truth and authenticity in marriage is related to her general
interests in these topics at large. Astell writes on the subject of truth and artifice in Some
Reflections Upon Marriage, offering readers a counterpoint to what they might have been
accustomed to reading regarding gender relations. The Spectator and The Tatler will be
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examined in more detail in chapter four of this dissertation, but scholars have noted the
influence of periodicals on Astell’s perspective (Mackie, Kolbrener). The inauthenticity
that Astell remarks upon in marriage may also have a parallel significance to the political
debates of her time. William Kolbrener argues that Astell’s views on marriage “when
seen in relation to her specific interventions in political debate, [are] a reflection of an
illegitimate and inauthentic political establishment founded by the regicides in 1649” (2).
Kolbrener believes that Astell’s critique of marriage extends to a critique of what we
might call toxic masculinity, or as he puts it, “a distinctive masculine modernity.”
Where The Spectator criticizes femininity as excessive devotion to appearances,
Astell counters that dominant narrative with the claim that a woman’s inner strength is
true: “Truth is bold and vehement; she depends upon her own strength, and so she be
plac’d in a true Light, thinks it not necessary to use Artifice and Address as a
Recommendation” (Reflections 6). Going further into the origins of such artifice, Astell
places the blame not on women and their inherent constitution, but upon the actions and
attitudes of men: “but the prejudices of Men have made them necessary: their
Imagination gets the better of their Understanding, and more judge according to the
Appearances, than search after the Truth of Things” (Reflections 6). Astell believes that
women are capable of seeking truth, and that any diversion from that goal may in fact be
the fault of men. Yet she stops short of social equality in terms of “wit” by saying “it
must not be suppos’d that Women’s Wit approaches those heights which Men arrive at . .
. decency lays greater restraints on them” (Reflections 19). Women are caught, then by
restrictions of custom, and also by those of law.
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In Some Reflections Upon Marriage, she inserts herself into conversation with
John Locke, who had argued against any kind of equality between the sexes. This tangle
with Locke perhaps prefigures her larger argument with him, which she undertook in A
Christian Religion. Locke writes, “the Christian religion was not to give offence by any
appearance or suspicion that it took away the subordination of the sexes and set the
women at liberty from their natural subjection to the men” (Locke 221). Astell takes issue
with this line in particular and attacks “that learned Paraphrast . . . who lays so much
stress on the Natural Subjection” of women, arguing that such prohibition was “not
because of any Law of Nature” (Reflections 20). Larger questions of sovereignty are in
play here, as we may wonder if, as a Tory, Astell was challenging Locke and other Whig
opponents to extend the same authority to sovereigns in the state that they allow to
husbands in the state of marriage.
Astell is concerned with the relationship of marriage, the affinity and binding
together of two persons that it creates - a social and sexual contract, and one which
especially foregrounds women. Astell was well aware of the power imbalance in
marriage in her time and sought to remedy the institution which caused women to be on
the lesser end of “receiv’d Doctrine.” Astell’s most famous quote across all of her
writings comes from this work, “If all men are born free, how is it that all women are
born slaves?” To understand this inequity, we can consider Astell’s question through the
lens of Carole Pateman’s The Sexual Contract, which argues that a marriage contract can
never be equitable to women, as well as Katharine Gillespie’s dissenting opinion that
spiritual equality actually gave women some measure of control within the marriage
contract. As Astell did in her own time, Pateman reads Locke and Hobbes with a view
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toward the contractual obligations of marriage. Pateman’s argument begins with the
institutional construct of husband-status, which automatically grants patriarchal rights
over a wife. Marriage acts as a way to gain "sexual access" to a woman's body and the
“labor she provides as a wife.” It is regarded as a major institution in society but "the
institution of marriage gives each husband the capacity, if he so wishes, to ill-treat his
wife" (Thompson). According to Hobbes’ state of nature the "conquering" of a woman
within the marriage contract leads to the wife's submission as a sexual servant (Pateman
185). A wife is then recognized as property of the husband, and he is the only member of
the marriage who can be an actual member of civil society, and therefore the only one
who can legally enter into the marriage contract. In her argument against Pateman’s
interpretation, Gillespie argues that “the very assertion of spiritual equality . . . while not
an assertion of political equality per se, did undermine the husband’s ability to ‘enforce’
the marriage contract against a woman’s will” (123). Gillespie claims instead that
sectarian women writers in the seventeenth century actually forged a “feminist theory of
the state” (66). In a discussion of Leveller Katherine Chidley, Gillespie finds that her
authority was extending out of home-based networks of women. Chidley’s texts “express
a woman’s interest in safeguarding the home against intrusive attempts by authorities to
subvert the new forms of female religious and political authority that were rising from
within the ranks of the ‘private” (66). The sectarian understanding of spiritual equality,
then, laid the foundation for women writers to write and thereby engage in new forms of
public rhetoric.
Notions of marital equality were quite separate from beliefs around spiritual
equality at this time. Sectarian women made assertions that they were equal in the sight
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of God, or at least equal enough to be called on to write, evangelize and do his work on
earth. Women claimed to be equal to men in sin and death, and also equal in grace and
potential for salvation. Gillespie mentions that a claim confirming the principle of
spiritual equality sometimes came up in cases of divorce: “to deem a husband
unregenerate was to claim that his spiritual condition differed from hers and could
therefore be redeemed or damned independently of hers” (123). Scripture and Christian
duty ordained obedience on the part of the wife, and intersected with notions of women’s
bodily inequality which “justified their subjection to their husbands” (Hinds 182). In this
configuration and at this time, as a result of intersecting networks of religious doctrine
with social convention and attitudes, men and women may have had unequal earthly
bodies, but women claimed a right to write publicly, based on spiritual equality.
Astell is in some ways a study in contradiction. Anglicanism encouraged a
passive obedience, yet Astell used devotional writing - a socially acceptable vehicle for
women - to push the acceptable boundaries of resistance, in the realms of education,
marriage and religion. Astell embraces some aspects of feminism, but does not exhibit an
overriding opposition to patriarchy. Perhaps our definition of feminism needs a bigger
tent, particularly as the he very term “women” continues to be so slippery and unstable,
and as feminist theory moves more towards gender study. A contemporary phenomenon
of evangelical Christian women who use and adapt today’s social networks to spread
their message of women’s empowerment via faith is reminiscent of Astell’s work.
Bestselling contemporary author Glennon Doyle, who broke out of Evangelical Christian
networks with her wildly popular blog “Momastery” cites faith as her driving force, and
works to reconcile all the contradictions of her conservatism with her progressivism. Jen
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Hatmaker, another influencer/blogger makes her marital and parenting struggles public,
always centering her Christian faith. Christian women stars of YouTube and Tik Tok
meet today’s population where they are, and attempt to counterprogram dominant media
messages that inscribe restrictive roles for women based on fashion, beauty, and all the
“vain” concerns about which Astell warned her community of women centuries ago.
Network theory is interested in finding meaning in the relationships between
people and/or things. Astell’s work shows that for her, meaning was found in the
relationships she cultivated: between herself and other philosophers including Locke and
Norris; in relationships between women - as she proposed, they would be best served by
building an intellectual community for themselves. The real relationship, the most
important connection, was one’s with God. In A Serious Proposal, she presents God’s
image as the true “self” or “particle of Divinity within you” (7). In The Christian Religion
she defines “mankind” as “Religious Creatures inhabiting the Earth, whose Nature leads
them to Adore GOD, and to desire incessantly to Enjoy Him” (Religion 54). “We must
have a due sense of our Dignity as Rational Creatures, and especially as Members of
Christ; and of the Great and Glorious Things for which we were Created” (266). Astell
mostly published anonymously, which could suggest that getting her rhetoric out in
circulatory networks was more important than the author function. In his text Everywhere
and Nowhere, Mark Vareschi aims to shift focus away from the individual author and
towards what he describes as “the collective agencies that make up literary phenomena”
(34). We can perhaps resist the continuing temptation to reduce imaginative writing to the
singular agency or “intention” of a known or knowable author.
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Chapter Four: Rhetorical Feminism in Eighteenth Century Periodical Networks

“If therefore I have directed my Advice in a peculiar Manner to those of my own Sex . . .
because, as I am a Woman, I am more interested in their Happiness…I had not a
sufficient Idea of my own Capacity, to imagine, that any Thing offered by a Female
Censor would have so much Weight with the Men as is requisite to make that Change in
their Conduct and Oeconomy, which, I cannot help but acknowledge, a great many of
them stand in very great need of.”
Eliza Haywood, The Female Spectator 3.15.104

In the years following the Restoration, individuals often formed their political
opinions based on their own experience and beliefs, but also on reading -- not just
classics, but the texts of the present moment. Periodicals, essays, pamphlets, petitions,
even satires were based not on long-forgotten historical affairs, but on current political
happenings. The periodical writing of this time was present, ideological, opinionated,
imaginative and as we have seen in previous chapters, occasionally radical, dissident
and subversive. Women were as much readers as they were writers and even editors,
publishers, printers: agents, in every sense of the word. Their agency was distributed
along the networks that supported their writing. Network theory affords opportunities
for inconsistency and contradiction that were inherent to periodicals in both form and
content. Periodicals were at once both examples of hegemony and agents of
collaboration, sociability, and even resistance. There was indeed a didactic and
instructive moral “voice” of eighteenth century periodicals, as Habermas (1991) and
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Newman (2005) have argued, but there were also other voices: more varied,
multifaceted, as in the case of Haywood’s Female Spectator.
Eighteenth century English periodicals are networks in action. Network theory
from a literary studies perspective (Latour, Felski)31 is a particularly productive
methodology to employ when engaging with the multiplicity of voices within the genre
of periodicals, specifically in my selection of English periodicals from the 1690s to the
mid-1740s. During this particularly energetic period of print culture, writing, and
therefore reading, were deployed on a large scale, creating relationships between and
among writers, contributors, editors, publishers, lines of distribution, subscribers and
readers. Importantly, women of differing classes contributed across nearly all of these
networks. In that participation, we can find rhetorical feminism in eighteenth century
periodicals.
Periodicals were ubiquitous around coffeehouses, taverns, businesses and homes.
Eighteenth century readers were fundamentally social. The increasing literary
consciousness of this period was inherently social and complemented other aspects of
daily life: prayer, letter writing, commonplacing, and manuscript circulation. When we
think of the eighteenth century periodical, we most often think of the Tatler, the
Spectator, or the Examiner. This chapter contends that women encountered rhetorical
misogyny in such periodicals, and that Eliza Haywood’s periodical responded, with
rhetorical feminism. In her 2018 book Rhetorical Feminism and This Thing Called Hope,
Cheryl Glenn brings the ideology of feminism to bear on rhetorical studies, and to make
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the traditionally male field inclusive of women. She finds examples of rhetorical
feminism in the nineteenth century, yet I locate it earlier, as in other chapters of this
project. An approach using network analysis allows us to bring together eighteenth
century studies with rhetorical feminism, as it offers new nuances and areas of study. As
Glenn says, “Rhetorical histories may still be mainstream—they may even be
hegemonic—but they are no longer unquestioned, unwavering, complete, let alone
‘classic’” (114). For various reasons, women writing in the eighteenth century lacked the
privilege to be direct. We can read their texts for the ways in which affiliations reveal
instances of rhetorical feminism.
As discussed in earlier chapters, we can theorize networks for religious tracts,
essays, drama, poetry, and novels, but in the periodical world, networks of circulation are
inherent. For every one subscriber, it is estimated that 20 readers might have consumed
that copy, as news circulated and traveled from the cities to the outskirts. Additionally,
essay periodicals are inherently collaborative, since even though an eidolon like Isaac
Bickerstaff or Mr. Spectator held official authorship, letters and other contributions to the
whole were often dispersed among contributors.
Recent scholarship in literary studies (Felski) as well as feminist rhetorics
(Hallenbeck32) notes the value in mapping distributed agency, which is the notion that
agency exists in relationships between “actors,” human and nonhuman elements within a
network, and in realizing the possibilities of rhetorical speech acts from a networked and
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feminist perspective. When we join network theory with rhetorical feminism, we can
attend more to the relations that women’s writing creates. In particular, eighteenth
century scholarship has explored the notion of distributed agency,. Bruno Latour’s ActorNetwork-Theory, as I explain earlier in this dissertation, ascribes distributed forms of
agency to actors or actants in a network, be those actors human or nonhuman.
Periodicals, though constructed by humans, entered into networks of circulation and are
examples of nonhuman actors that reinforced and disrupted established social order, and
helped maintain social networks via readership. In my view, the claim that networks may
not be entirely composed of human elements does not detract from the study and
importance of human agency. Examples of distributed agency in eighteenth century
studies range from the use of technology in Haywood’s novels (Drury33), to Haywood’s
distribution of consciousness rather than personhood (Kramnick34), to the discovery of
Clarissa’s rape as distributed throughout Richardson’s novel (Lubey35). I contend that
agency is also distributed throughout eighteenth century periodical culture. Periodicals
were often assembled by multiple writers, real or imagined. Distribution and circulation
expanded their reach. If we ascribe agency to those relationships - between editor and
contributors, among writers and readers, rather than concentrated in specific
intentionality of individuals, we can perhaps better understand the complexities of
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eighteenth century periodical culture. An agential capacity does not necessarily reside in
one perceived “sphere” - public or private, but rather in the interactions between and
among many influences, whether those “actants” intend to make change or retain the
status quo. Women writers utilized and created networks of support in their cultural
production.
Periodical study has been on the rise (Powell, Squibbs, Batchelor)36 but a number
of periodicals from this age have not yet received the attention from literary critics which
other genres of the time including novels, poetry and drama, have enjoyed. Study of the
eighteenth century periodical is important and timely, since, “along with the novel, it is
the form of writing with deepest ties to eighteenth century Britain” (Squibbs37). This
chapter will explain how women were a driving force in the centrality of the periodical.
Networks of periodical circulation cannot be imagined, and could not have cohered,
without the work of women writers. This activity decenters any traditionally male
perspective that would characterize the periodical, and the public sphere it supposedly
characterizes, as exclusively masculine. Jennie Batchelor reminds us, “there is no
periodical culture in the English tradition without women, full stop; nor is there any
simple way to sum up women’s multifaceted importance to the genre or how they shaped
its public power”(3). Periodicals are related to other literary forms, and we can see them
as part of a network of concurrent texts available at the time. Periodicals built upon the
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epistolary tradition of letters and correspondence, and as contributors wrote in to the
periodicals, they inserted themselves into the network of communication.
In Writing to the World: Letter and the Origin of Modern Print Genres, Rachael
King argues that letters continued to inform the main components of the rapidly
developing culture of print, providing what she describes as a ‘bridge genre’ as one form
of writing encourages another, new form. Letters, then, were elements of both print and
manuscript culture and crucially supported each other. King argues that in the eighteenth
century, letters served as a “bridge genre,” when newspapers, scientific journals, book
reviews, and other new genres began to circulate widely. Much of their form and content
was borrowed from letters, allowing for easier access to these unfamiliar modes of
printing and reading texts.
Women’s perspectives in the early eighteenth century were pervasive across
many periodicals, despite some attempts to silence their voices from public discourse and
enclose women in a private sphere. A paternal and even misogynist construction of
history succeeded in erasing the influence of women’s participation in these early
periodicals, at least until recently. Kate Ozment’s claim that “it seems increasingly clear
that our methods of accounting favor male subjects” reveals that erasure and dismissal of
women’s writing is reminiscent of what Clifford Siskin terms a “Great Forgetting”
(Siskin 1998, 23). Siskin’s term describes the ways in which women’s writing was left
out of the literary canon as the definition of what constituted “literature” was narrowed.
These exclusions provide evidence of a patriarchal system designed to exclude women
from social participation, even if it means doing so retroactively.
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The branch of feminist scholarship that continues to recover women writers in our
field can converge with feminist rhetorical study to reimagine the frames of reference for
that recovered work. In the Oxford University Press’s Women Writers in English project,
Toni Bowers provides a history of feminist trends in eighteenth century literature as well
as a call for new theoretical models of interpretation. Recovery of primary texts written
by eighteenth century women is essential to understand and theorize the field, as is the
creation of productive and innovative models of interpretation. I contend that network
theory from a feminist perspective is one such frame. Cheryl Glenn’s work on rhetorical
feminism looks back to American women of the nineteenth century, yet I extend her
claims both earlier and wider to include Anglophone women’s writing as early as the mid
seventeenth century.
Without new approaches and methodologies, we may find what we have often
been trained to expect: either a tragic or heroic context. In the traditional frame of the
masculine-centered public sphere, feminist critique can fall into the camp of triumphant
women writing boldly speaking out, or tragic cases of women deprived of the access to
print. These accountings place women against their world, not within it. Ellen Pollak
writes that “feminist theory and eighteenth-century studies have a mutually constitutive
relation to one another--that in some sense, the one doesn’t exist … without the other”
(14). We can utilize examples of everyday writing—particularly the invention of the
essay periodical—to understand some people’s lived experience during the early years of
the eighteenth century. From the perspective of network analysis, we can understand
social reality not in the well-worn binaries of public and private, masculine or feminine ,
but in intersecting and overlapping networks, networks which are often aligned with or
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constituted by belief and ideology, and reflected in print culture. Similarly, print culture
was not exclusively highbrow or low, literary, or commercial, rhetoric or poetic, but
often, complex and multiple. Further, relations of power were contested within and
among these networks. Communities were required to engage with a variety of assertions,
facts and claims that might have contradicted what they believed was the truth.
Associations developed between those who already possessed or wished to gain power,
as it became clear that periodicals could have a substantial impact upon public opinion.
Concerns circulate about what was missing from the perceived capacities of
eighteenth century women. Similarly, contemporary rhetorics scholar Suzanne Boredelon
discusses indirect feminist critique or indirect feminist rhetoric as notable for what is
missing in the text: what the author, given her gender, cannot say. Further, Jason BarrettFox explains that indirect feminist rhetoric “is characterized by the omission,
misdirection, or explicit denial of its situational exigence as well as its enormous popular
appeal” (222). These two scholars look to nineteenth century novels and early cinema for
the disappearance of women in America, but I argue that disappearance is evident far
earlier, in late seventeenth century England.
Many different types of writing can be termed imaginative: what we would now
identify as a clearly defined genre was not as obvious, or sedimented in the early
eighteenth century. In approaching genre with an eye towards network analysis, we can
see points of intersection and overlap among other genres, including conduct literature,
commonplace books, periodicals, novellas and novels. When we understand the
relationships from which periodicals emanated, we can perhaps better understand the
relations they were championing--or in fact, resisting.
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Convergence of Networks and Feminism
Rhetorical feminism in the eighteenth century is related in part to conduct
literature, some of which worked to reinscribe networks of hegemony and gendered
subject positions for both men and women. Notably, the semi-private circulation of
commonplace books, which were often generated and shared by women (Ezell) serve as
early examples of rhetorical feminism. Turning to periodicals, we can trace specific
associations among periodicals The Athenian Mercury, The Ladies Mercury, The
Tatler, The Female Tatler, The Spectator, The Female Spectator, and finally, The
Parrot, which provides an example of interplay and agency between human and
nonhuman actors. I contend that Haywood’s periodicals have a traceable and revealing
genealogy in earlier periodicals of her time, and that her periodicals, like other texts
under study in this dissertation, are examples of rhetorical feminism.
Ascribing a “feminism,” rhetorical or otherwise, to eighteenth century cultural
production might be considered “presentist,” but theorizing rhetorical feminism and
discovering instances of it can be a form of “activist presentism” (Draxler and Spratt).
Reminiscent of movements such as the V21 Collective, Bigger 6 Romanticism and other
calls to decolonize our syllabi, activist presentism is a tactic that expands the project of
feminism, looking back to help us look ahead. Rhetorical feminism, a theoretical concept
intended to bring the ideology of feminism to the discipline of rhetorical studies, is cause
for hope, as Glenn says, since it offers alternatives to traditional rhetoric and its dominant
forms and practices, and can be adopted strategically in our activist scholarly present. It is
not synonymous with feminist rhetorics, as it does not require an explicit agenda and
intentionality to advance the voice and status of women or their equal rights. But it may
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have that effect anyway. Both rhetoric and those who employ it have agency. Even if
such agency is contingent, as it was for Haywood and other women writers, it can be used
“to represent more ethically and accurately the dominant and the marginalized (even as
we rethink this metaphor)” (Glenn 4).
Rhetorical feminism resists the paternal narrative of rhetorical history and
acknowledges “vernaculars and experiences, recognizing them as sources of knowledge”
(Glenn 4). Further, it employs alternative delivery systems such as silence and listening
as rhetorical strategies. As we know, feminist progress is uneven and slow, as there are
outages in its networks, including regulations about who speaks, who remains silent, who
listens, and who responds. Identifying rhetorical misogyny in canonical works of English
literature, including eighteenth century periodicals, and the rhetorical feminism some
women writers developed in response, can help us understand a more resilient, defiant
model of women and women’s writing.
In many cases, much of the work of women writers, particularly in semiephemeral texts like periodicals, did not survive the misogynist construction of history.
What Kate Manne calls the “shock collar” of misogyny (Manne) is a rhetorical, cultural
problem, circling back from the early years of the eighteenth century, when a rhetorical
domination over women and policing of their embodied practices, writing included,
seemed to align quite purposefully with conservative politics (Mowry 2001). A
contemporary, revised definition of misogyny can shed light on the circulation of
rhetorical misogyny in early periodicals. Manne defines misogyny as “social systems or
environments where women face hostility and hatred because they’re women in a man's
world — a historical patriarchy.” Misogyny, then, is not a general hatred of all women,
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but a targeted method of enforcement when the interests and presence of women pose a
threat to established patriarchal order. Misogyny rewards those, regardless of sex or
gender, who uphold the status quo, and punishes those who challenge it. A desire to hate
women is not natural, or necessarily even conscious, but is instilled with repetition, over
time. Even publications including The Spectator, whose editors might have considered to
be progressive, can be implicated.
Rhetorical misogyny in eighteenth century periodicals became more prevalent at a
time when women writers were visibly challenging established patriarchy, evidence of
which is present in the Dunciad as well as the Tatler. Samuel Johnson goes so far as to
single out for praise a group of women who would neither “handle a weapon” nor
threaten patriarchal tyranny (Schellenberg 11). Haywood similarly used rhetorical
strategies, skillfully composing across genres that in indirect ways challenged masculine
authority. Using the tradition of romance fiction, Haywood gained enormous popularity
for her novels, which were long excluded from the canon and dismissed as apolitical
(Richetti) or as trifling romance, or both. Once women writers were constituted as easy to
dismiss, it might well have been expedient to use that subject position to their advantage,
offering rhetorical feminism and ideological messaging in indirect ways. We can account
for a more capacious understanding of eighteenth century texts and rhetorics–one which
accommodates everyday writing and everyday rhetoric, composed and published by
eighteenth century women.
Network theory can productively intervene in the structures that constrain women
in society’s formulations of gender and power. In his study of the ubiquity of anonymity
in eighteenth century print, Mark Vareschi employs Actor-Network-Theory to reveal
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connections and relationships that shift focus away from the individual author and
towards what he describes as “the collective agencies that make up literary phenomena”
(34). Vareschi’s methodology challenges us to resist the continuing temptation to reduce
poems, plays, and novels to the singular agency or “intention” of a known or knowable
author. It is critical to develop a nuanced picture of feminist discourse during the long
eighteenth century, one where forces and influences connect and collide in surprising and
contradictory ways. We can bracket “feminism,” as we define it today, and look instead
to rhetorical feminism. Origin stories of many contemporary attitudes are founded in
antiquated assumptions of domestic/professional and traditionally female/male spheres. It
may be simpler to stick to the binaries of heroism and tragedy “on the part of women
seeking consciously to wield a machine to their own ends” (Hallenbeck 11) but a
networked approach allows for complex and sometimes contradictory forms, allegiances,
agendas, beliefs, interests and contributions to surface.
A visibly cyclical construction of networked history surfaces in the academy
today, as women scholars face similar and related obstacles to the women writers they
attempt to preserve. Today, most (although not all) feminist scholarship is undertaken by
female scholars, who unquestionably face “peculiar challenges” (Bowers 57) including
inequitable opportunities for fellowships, tenure and promotion, and endowed chairs.
Gesa Kirch and Jacquelyn Jones Royster exhume the origins of rhetoric to reveal its
Western, masculinist focus, as well as its attention to the public sphere, rather than to
“counter-public arenas that draw from social and political networks that have not been
shaped or controlled by power elites” (641).
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There is also a need to understand the conditions under which women wrote and
such writing was received kairotically, which is related to the concept of timing. Greek
words for time are both chronos and kairos: the former has evolved to signify
chronological time, while the latter is considered more “of the moment,” that is to say,
timely, or contextual. Women writers were situated in, and emerged from, a particular
time and perspective. As Hallenbeck says, “Women’s rhetorical contributions … must be
situated contextually, as they are emergent or kairotic and cannot be understood
independently from the conditions out of which they came” (Hallenbeck 15). Gesa and
Kirsch also note that “social circulation” is one of the qualities of excellence in feminist
rhetorical studies, as they deem it necessary to “get a better hold of how women have
participated actively in setting, shaping, and deploying rhetorical trends and practices
writ large” (2012, 23). It should be our goal to represent women’s rhetorics ethically and
effectively, to “render their lives and work meaningfully … [and] to honor their
traditions” (Kirsch 647). The paper on which eighteenth century women wrote was never
blank, as the narrative of history had already marked the experience of women upon it,
situated as they were in a patriarchal discursive and ideological system. There is no
control group of women that has grown up outside the rules of patriarchy and misogyny,
so we cannot know what might have been. As Anis Bawarshi, a contemporary genre
theorist, notes, “The blank page is mythologized as an unmarked space waiting to be
marked, its physical blankness masking the fact of its specification in discursive and
ideological conventions, including genres, which already situate it, already mark it” (3).
Women writers in the eighteenth century were both responding to established genres of
poetry and periodical, while also contributing to the new genre of fiction. Women were
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modeling their own periodicals after successful male-dominant periodicals, but in that
imitation was critical difference.
The stakes of investigating eighteenth century periodicals and their influence
remain high, as we need to attend to the networked forces and actors that still hold sway
over our everyday conditions and affect our everyday rhetorics. Although she was not
directly addressing periodicals, Jessica Enoch urges scholars to notice “the rhetorical
work that goes into creating and disturbing the gendered distinctions, social categories,
and asymmetrical power relationships that women and men encounter in their daily lives”
(115-16, emphasis mine). As we have seen in eighteenth-century scholarship, particularly
in the last twenty years, many gendered power relationships were sedimented centuries
ago.
Eighteenth Century commonplacing, conduct literature, and periodicals
One of the convergences of literary studies and rhetorical studies is in the act of
commonplacing. As early as Montaigne’s Essais, readers were regularly practicing the
act of creating their own reflections in the texts of others, “We take the opinions and the
knowledge of others into our keeping” (Montaigne 106). Commonplace books were
often composed and circulated in the eighteenth century, shared initially among
networks of relation, friends and family members. Commonplacing prefigures periodical
circulation itself, as well as our understanding of it. Those who assembled commonplace
books did more than just catalogue and copy rhetorically significant texts. With their
marginalia and circulation, they participated in and helped shape the rhetorics of the time,
which relied on networks of shared knowledge. In the case of women writers, who used
commonplace books as educational tools, this simultaneous invention and participation
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constitute rhetorical feminism. Working within networks of families and friends, women
engaged with objects – memories, trinkets, texts - to craft a material record that speaks to
their larger cultural context. Later, periodicals would come to make this notion of
circulation scalable to a far wider degree.
In his Dictionary of the English Language, Samuel Johnson defined a
commonplace book as “a book in which things to be remembered are arranged under
general heads.” Like letters, devotional reading and recipes, commonplace books
circulated in semi-private networks. Our closest analogue to commonplace books might
be the modern-day scrapbook, often collections of poems, prose, drawings, ribbons,
locks of hair and other small trinkets that could be enclosed within its pages. A
commonplace book was itself a network of intimacies, each item selected for its
specific worth and attachment to its composer, as the collection was shared and
circulated among a semi-public group of individuals who would appreciate its
composition.
In many cases, the practice of crafting commonplace books was acquisitive and
sentimental, affective and emotional. This genre of the early book illustrates how a text
became a “souvenir,” important for its relationship to memory and preservation.
Commonplace books achieved an act of transmission, and created a memorial that
signified the parts of a human experience that were worth preserving. Readers often
enjoyed them over and over, and passed them onto others in ever-widening networks of
circulation. Recipe books are often part of the commonplace category, and could
transcend social circles of class and socio-economic status (Nunn). While
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commonplace books were primarily personal, they were also social, as implicit in their
creation were the rhetorical strategies of compilation and circulation.
Commonplace books were an aggregation of what might be considered
marginalia, or annotations within printed books, which provide a personal record of a
reader’s interaction with a text. These annotations became a place to discuss the text
itself: readers often recorded the dates the text was read, reread, or discussed with friends
(Lupton). Such marginalia mark the text and the reader inside a network, as the reader
makes space for herself within the text itself, making any text in effect a kind of personal
commonplace book. Print and paper were the material tools through which interactive
relationships took place, and the materiality of linen paper was particularly intimate,
given that people would wear clothing made of linen next to their skin (Lynch). Readers
would identify and annotate ideas in texts with which they agreed or disagreed, creating
networks of meaning and ideas with them at the center of other readers. Although
“reading” per se was not new, Frances Dolan claims that this interactive reading practice
was uniquely part of the late seventeenth century, and I believe it most resembles our
modern relationship to reading.
Commonplacing, the act of shared composition, both circulated along with and
contributed to an increasingly literary consciousness in this period. Commonplacing was
inherently social and complemented other aspects of daily life including prayer and letter
writing. Fundamentally social eighteenth century citizens used commonplacing as a tool
for both celebrating their learning and for connecting with others (Rothermel). Although
Ann Moss claims that men were the predominant creators of commonplace books, many
recent scholars argue that women found a particular affinity for the genre (Miller, Stabile,
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Winckels). Due to the vagaries of the archive, and since some surviving commonplace
books are catalogued only by family last name (Miller) we cannot know the percentages
of commonplace books authored by men versus women. Yet evidence suggests that
eighteenth century women enacted rhetorical invention in commonplace books and
helped define a rhetorical canon of their time. Women who kept these books created a
record of the genres, authors, and topics that define what was important to their culture.
Conduct Literature
During the period when patronage was declining and literary production was
increasing, everyday readers were becoming more active in imagining—and writing
into—a new, modern social order. Conduct literature was not labeled as such in its own
time, and attempted to be instructive among a range of topics including education,
behavior and general manners across genres such as letters, essays and sermons. Conduct
literature has circulated since the middle ages (Armstrong, Allan, Miller) but grew
exponentially in England following the failure to renew the licensing act in 1695. The
popularity of such literature implies a constitutional relationship between audience and
discourse: a readership seems to desire self-improvement, and perhaps believes that their
social position would be elevated by such instruction; and the discourse evolves to
provide advice on the improvement necessary to access the imagined social mobility.
Until the end of the seventeenth century, the great majority of conduct books were
devoted mainly to representing the male of the upper class (Armstrong 60). Conduct
books reinscribed the notion that a wife was the appropriate object for men to desire and
then took on the challenge of educating such eligible women on their proper domestic
obligations. As conduct books and pamphlets evolved to include women, advice often
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encouraged them to hold on to their virtue, by way of chastity, in order to fulfill their
expected role as wife. In titles such as A Letter of Genteel and Moral Advice to a Young
Lady and Sermons to Young Women by James Fordyce, messages of religious instruction
blended with notions of moral and socially acceptable behavior. Conduct books did not
constitute a rigid genre, but intersect with various textual networks, many which worked
to prescribe an ideal version of docile and even asexual femininity.
Conduct literature reinforced a woman’s role as supporter to her husband by
allowing her the authority to become an educated and tasteful consumer of material
goods, and perhaps contributed to the belief that a middle class with an attendant
domestic sphere actually existed. As Nancy Armstrong relates, “it was the new domestic
woman, rather than the new economic man, who first encroached upon aristocratic
culture and seized authority from it” (96). This position of moral authority was premised
on a distinct loss of political authority. Women’s education in this era was dispersed,
variable, and usually limited to the upper classes. As explained in chapter two, criticism
often centered on the content of women’s education more than its availability. Conduct
literature offered educational reading material as to what a propertied young man’s
parents would deem valuable in their son’s wife. The content of women’s education was
designed to be enough to resist manipulation by “signs of wealth and position” but, in a
patriarchal order, would ideally stop short of inspiring her towards competitive desires
and worldly ambitions that belonged by “natural principle” exclusively to men.
Women’s activity in periodical culture of the eighteenth century sprang partially
in response to the proliferation of conduct literature, Women accessed opportunities for
rhetorical feminism wherever they could, actively writing themselves in from the margins
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– literally, as they did in commonplacing, and figuratively – using, interpreting, and
composing reading material to fashion their own lives, rather than being passively
defined by what they read (Thompson). As we will see, some eighteenth century
periodicals circulated the discourse of rhetorical misogyny. To see misogyny as rhetorical
is not to deny that it has had insidious effects: misogynous representations have promoted
and indeed continue to promote and normalize the oppression of women.
Women’s identity was textually defined in opposition to the economic and
political characterizations of men. Conduct writing that was specifically interested in
defining women marked a turning point in the societal understanding and constructions of
power. Of this period, Kathryn Shevelow writes that, “the idea that the difference
between women and men is one of degree gave way to the idea that the difference is one
of kind” (11). Constructions of gender, generated by literature and public rhetoric,
through sheer force of repetition, came to seem natural. By the mid eighteenth century,
conduct books for women outnumbered those addressed to aristocratic men. The ideals
put forth through ever-expanding networks of readership for conduct books passed into
the domain of common sense, and provided a reference point for other types of writing,
including novels. “Richardson’s protracted depiction of household in Pamela is
supplanted by Austen’s minimalist description because the rules governing sexual
relations laid out in the conduct books could be taken for granted” (Armstrong 100).
Conduct literature sparked networks of discussion not only on the ideology of class but
also in the belief that the imagined split between public and private spheres was in fact
real, not just discursive, and that the exclusion of women from networks of power was
natural.
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Representing women in terms of love, romance, marriage, children and the
household was not new, but in the 18th century, these depictions took on a dominant
literary representation. Despite a lack of widespread access to education and a
determined effort to restrict women to a private sphere, as Paula McDowell illustrates in
The Women of Grub Street, women nonetheless participated in robust ways in burgeoning
literary production. Networks of women took part in the process as periodical readers ,
subscribers, writers, contributors, correspondents, editors and distributors. Containment
of such women was a logical response, so at once, women found themselves both
enfranchised and restricted. The networks of circulation instituted by periodicals led to
the rapid spread of ideas beyond walls of taverns and coffeehouses. The imagined
communities of women who stayed at home and perfected housewifery, creating a
virtuous, peaceful domicile, were set up in opposition to depictions of public men who
were participating in the economic, political and religious spheres.
Yet these assumptions and bifurcated spheres are just that – imagined
communities. Or as Erin Mackie argues, they were communities that existed discursively,
not necessary in reality. A two-sphere model of public and private spheres is not
supported in periodicals that make visible how men were deeply interested in the private
sphere. A transmission of normative gender prescriptions forms a central focus for both
the Tatler and the Spectator. In 1709, Richard Steele named his paper “the Tatler,”
referring to gossip, or prattle, “working to transform an idle and feminized activity into a
productive agent” (Mackie 49-50). Later, women periodicalists would appropriate the
term as well, taking on masculine personas, which offered a higher level of authority.
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Literary and rhetorical constructions of women as subjects in the early eighteenth
century did not emerge from a single causality: they had to be assembled from multiple
sources. In “Haywood’s Thinking Machines,” Joseph Drury suggests that agency is
distributed among constructions of the female subject, as the ideology of domesticity
begins to take hold and be replicated in discourse. We can address questions of identity
more effectively with a networked, intersectional approach, where commonplace books,
conduct books, periodicals, letters, prayers and romance collide. The Athenian Mercury
and its offshoot, The Ladies Mercury, both contribute to what Clery calls a “feminization
” of discourse (Clery 26) as early as the 1690s. I will discuss later in the chapter how I
believe that later in the century, Haywood’s periodical writing capitalizes on this nascent
domestic authority afforded to women and how Haywood expands the female domestic
project with her use of rhetorical feminism.
Periodical Networks
The term “periodicals” suggests a classification and a unity of form that is not
fixed, but shifting as the genre develops. The Rambler, The Spectator, The Female
Spectator and The Parrot are easily identifiable periodicals, though their range of
influence differed, given The Parrot’s short print run. Essay periodicals predated
magazines by a generation and the “single-sheet, single-topic format aimed to focus
readers’ attention in express opposition to what these essayists believed was a culture of
distraction fostered by miscellaneous serial media” (Squibbs 151). Intersecting
networks of “high” and “low” writing collide at the essay periodical, which Richard
Squibbs claims was quite weighted with “a sense of the momentousness of the present.”
Just as the proliferation of conduct books constituted a readership, the act of readers
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coming together to consume a periodical could be considered the constitution of a
“public,” which was thought to be necessary to support Enlightenment thought (Gies).
Everyday life was worth attending to, and that attention was reflected in discourse.
Essay periodicals could be considered installments in the encyclopedia of the times, and
as such, many periodicalists fully expected their products to be bound and preserved for
posterity (Powell, Squibbs). The term “periodicals” suggests a classification and a
unity of form that is not fixed, but shifting as the genre develops.
Many periodicals have been recovered in their bound form, and for monthly
publications like The Female Spectator, might have been consumed by readers in that
manner as well (Powell 2014). The role of the print marketplace is paramount in the
network operations of this time. Powell believes “the cultural memory of the most
important periodicals was probably more attached to bound volumes and reprints than
the form of the initial run” (2014, 168). Writers and editors did not consider these to be
merely ephemeral texts and that “generating enough of a print run to justify volume
form was a common ambition of periodical authors” (169). Periodicals were in some
sense self-conscious and aware of their potential for posterity; although they intersected
with networks of conduct literature, periodical writers and contributors had the unique
ability to laugh at themselves, which was also worthy of attention.
Like conduct literature, early periodicals were an influential source of dominant
cultural messages about normative standards of behavior. Using an eidolon, or persona, a
periodical writer could mask his or her identity, writing in the character of a woman if he
were a man, and vice versa. Eidolons created some separation between the views of the
writer and those of their periodical, and also helped create a cohesive textual body out of
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a collection of essays (Squibbs). Papers offered what seemed to be neutral ground for
public debate about private issues, and they assumed a moral and cultural authority that
took novels some time to achieve.
In 1690, John Dunton assembled a panel of men to assemble The Athenian
Society for the purpose of publishing a journal Dunton termed The Athenian Mercury.
This assemblage functioned as a network, creating affiliative ties between the members
of the panel, and letting its readers know that it was a collective. Taking its title from
scripture’s Acts of the Apostles (“For all the Athenians, and strangers which were there,
spent their time in nothing else, but either to tell or to hear of some new thing”) the
publication was one of the longest-running of its time, appearing on Tuesdays and
Saturdays until 1696 (Clery 26). Interactivity was a key feature of The Athenian Mercury,
which invited reader queries by mail. The Athenian Society would meet to discuss the
question and form consensus on advice, which would then be printed in the subsequent
issue. Integral to this network were coffeehouses, where patrons gathered to discuss the
merits of the latest advice column. The Mercury even warned coffeehouses that they
would lose customers if they failed to subscribe, illustrating the loss of potential business
to establishments who excluded themselves from its network. The penny post system of
correspondence, founded in 1680, was also an essential element in the periodical’s
success. Debate over controversial topics was common. In response to a reader question
about “Whether a tender Friendship between two Persons of a different Sex can be
innocent?” the Mercury’s printed response encouraged its readers to engage with each
other across gendered lines and partake in the pleasures of platonic love since “Souls
have no Sexes” (II, 1). Though not espousing a regular tone of equality, The Athenian
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Mercury had, since its inception, welcomed queries from women readers, but Dustin
Stewart argues that shortly after this issue, women’s issues became a standing feature.
This devotion to domestic topics of love, courtship and marriage had not been seen
before in print, and the Mercury attributed it to its successful achievement of “that great
and glorious Project, the Reformation of manners” (VIII:1). Nicola Parsons credits The
Athenian Mercury for not only making space for matters deemed of interest to women,
but in its earnest articulation of female lives and circumstances, as it “forged an
association between women and private matters that would prove enduring” (316). In this
particular case, women’s concerns circulated in the same print discourse and distribution
networks as men’s concerns. Dunton spun off a new publication, The Ladies Mercury, yet
it ran only for four weeks in 1693. While we can’t be sure of the reasons for its limited
run, as with many short-lived periodicals, one can suspect a lack of return on investment.
Parsons posits that the Ladies Mercury did not pose women on equal footing with men, as
the Athenian Mercury had, arguing that the subordinate position to the Athenian Mercury
excluded women’s concerns from the mainstream network of print and thereby reduced
the value of their participation in the public conversation.
The Tatler and The Spectator
A few years later, Richard Steele introduced his periodical, the Tatler, which was
published from 1709 to 1711, with Steele’s eidolon, Isaac Bickerstaff, as the title
character. The Female Tatler began its print run a few months later, with its own eidolon
of Phoebe Crackenthorpe. Crackenthorpe is a rhetorical subject, but her female speech
and domestic interests are not objects of conversation as was suggested in the Athenian
Mercury, but instead were objects of ridicule. Described as a “gossipy and moralizing
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periodical” (Powell 63) The Female Tatler is among the first to ascribe prattling gossip to
a feminine voice, featuring a misogyny absent in the Athenian Mercury.
The Spectator, Steele’s subsequent collaboration with Joseph Addison, became a
towering influence, and set as one of its goals the moral reform of a woman’s life, “all the
becoming duties of virginity, marriage and widowhood” (Book 4). Lady Mary Wortley
Montagu would later write that “for all its apparent gentility, The Spectator was a
participant in the common desire to hobble femininity, in positions of public authority”
(Powell 148). Even when Mr. Spectator seems to be praising women, describing
extraordinary women with a “more elevated life and conversation,” the goal of that
elevation was to make them more attractive to men. They “inspire a kind of Awe and
Respect, as well as Love, into their Male-Beholders.” (Book 10).
Mr. Spectator shows a strong dislike for cosmetics, as he views them as a
deception. According to conventions of misogyny, an ongoing problem of female identity
is its unpredictability and instability (Manne). Beauty is to be a reflection of a woman’s
inner worth, and so it is dangerous to think that might be artificially constructed. Yet
women readers are advised not to contradict their “natural weakness .. for appearance”
(Spectator 15, 1:67). Mr. Spectator reinforces the idea that a woman’s “strongest passion
is for her own Beauty” (Spect 33, 1:139). In Spectator 154, a reader’s letter complains
about receiving little respect until he began a course of aesthetic improvement: then, “in
due Process of Time I was a very pretty Rake among the Men, and a very pretty Fellow
among the Women” (521). In his previous, natural character, he was “always looked
upon by both sexes as a precise unfashioned Fellow of no Life or Spirit” (520).
Fashioning a subject was a process of assembly.
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The eidolons of the Tatler and Spectator, Isaac Bickerstaff and Mr. Spectator,
generally advocate for women’s modesty and retirement from the public world. They
promote a program of women’s education that cultivates attention to their domestic and
familial obligations and internal beauty A fascination with closets and dressing rooms is
evident in the hoop-petticoat trial in the Tatler, where Bickerstaff is frustrated with
fashion trend of the giant skirt that masked women’s bodies: “I cannot but be troubled to
see so many well shaped innocent virgins bloated up, and waddling up and down like bigbellied Women” (2:6-7). Spectator 15 would later cite at length the ways in which their
natural female weaknesses makes women dupes of fashion, just as likely to fall in love
with “every embroidered coat that comes her way” or to be seduced by “a pair of fringed
gloves” (491-92). Women were the incarnation of the vanities criticized by the paper, as
evidenced by the hoop-petticoat satires in Tatler 116 and Spectator 127. At once, these
satires “blur the definite distinctions between substantive and superficial ornament” and
encourage men “to look but prevents them from seeing a truth that might be spoken by
the body, and in so doing, creates public unrest in the form of a curiosity that cannot be
pursued within the realm of modest behavior” (Lubey 78-79). Spectator 66 addresses
“Steele on Female Education,” claiming that “the general Mistake among use in the
educating our Children, is, That in our Daughters we take Care of their Persons and
neglect their Minds; in our Sons, we are so intent upon adorning their Minds, that we
wholly neglect their Bodies” (Mackie 1998, 503). Steele blames poor parenting for the
“present numerous Race of Coquets” and considers that “the Management of a young
Lady’s Person is not to be overlooked, but the Erudition of her Mind is much more to be
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regarded” and that perhaps, there is a “Middle Way” where women can “make the Mind
and Body improve together” (504).
Unmarried men and women of a certain age – at the time, age 30 and up – were
often a topic of conversation in periodicals. Frances Brooke, in the Old Maid, proposes a
celibacy tax to fund a foundling hospital. Her plan is somewhat satirical, but makes the
point that those without children are still responsible for caring for society’s young.
Celibate men would be taxed higher, one shilling on the pound, and sixpence for women,
since single women were generally poorer than men, and since men’s “celibacy must be
voluntary, which must be allowed is not always the case with us . . . Those of either sex
whose celibacy is not their fault, I am satisfied will continue in this way to the good of
the public” (76-77). Celibates were acknowledged and not exiled to their own echo
chamber; they were expected to fully participate in society, even if their celibacy was
involuntary. For women, spinsterhood, with its implied celibacy, had the double-edged
sword of liberation, even authority, along with financial precarity: quite an enticing set of
conditions for a woman to turn to professional writing.
In opposition to the typically masculine essay periodical, Eve Bannet names other
publications as “women-championing.” Such texts need not be authored or edited by
women, but they do provide a range of educational content for everything from dress to
beauty, marriage and love, to the details of Britain’s engagement of war in Flanders
(Bannet 43). Within these periodicals, including the Free Thinker and the Ladies Journal,
learning was not oriented exclusively to make women more attractive to men, although
they did stop short of advocating real educational reform. Periodicals gave rise to printed
reviews of books and theater. Women were sometimes the reviewers, sparking questions
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about who was authorized to speak in such instances: was a woman an approved arbiter
of taste in eighteenth century England?
Eliza Haywood answered that question with The Female Spectator, published
monthly, more than a generation after the Tatler and Spectator, as it pushed at the
boundaries of the established periodical. There is clear anxiety throughout the issues with
regard to women’s place, which is understood to be as a companion to her husband and
as a “moderator of his fiercer passions.” Shevelow notes that while the voice of The
Female Spectator never questioned that a woman’s place is in the home, Haywood
succeeded in positioning her eidolon as a moral and intellectual authority precisely
because of that experience with domesticity. A savvy and successful author and
entrepreneur, by the 1740s, Haywood knew how to market and sell her writing. She
understood the value of being included in the circulating periodical networks38 , as well
as the cost of being excluded from them. With The Female Spectator, Haywood made a
statement of vigorous protest against the exclusion of women from the networks
instituted by the masculinist Tatler and Spectator premised on reading, literacy and
access.
The next section of this chapter will provide an examination of Eliza Haywood
as a case study in network analysis and rhetorical feminism, Haywood’s agenda in the
Female Spectator is not straightforward, since rhetorical feminism often lacks the
privilege to be direct. Approaching her periodicals using network analysis allows for
attention to competing and contrasting influences on her work. Networks help us
understand The Female Spectator as not singularly conservative or progressive; but as a
38

See chapter one of this dissertation, where the concept of exclusion from networks is more fully
discussed.
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periodical which both extended the project of domestication begun in male-authored
periodicals and one which simultaneously resisted that same agenda. Working within
an inescapable patriarchal system, The Female Spectator, like its author, is
complicated. Untangling Haywood’s relationships from her career as an actress,
playwright, Patriot and possible supporter of radicals provides a wealth of associations
to trace. The voices in The Female Spectator, as well as those in The Parrot, can
perhaps bring us closer to the reality of lived experience of women in England in the
1740s. Because women’s speech alone is often seen as insurrectionist (Traister39), the
very existence of Haywood’s periodicals can be considered rhetorical feminism.
Unlike its predecessors The Ladies Mercury and The Female Tatler, Haywood’s
The Female Spectator was not a spinoff from Spectator editors Addison and Steele, but
an original product of Haywood’s rich imagination. Haywood had worked as an actress in
Dublin, had written and produced plays, poems, and was the bestselling author of Love in
Excess and Fantomina, among dozens of other works. The sales of Love in Excess, which
went to print multiple times in the years after its initial publication, rivaled those of
novels by Daniel Defoe (King 25). Haywood enjoyed extensive networks of her own
contacts, and I believe she purposely appropriated the title of Addison and Steele’s
publication to capitalize on their networks of familiarity as well. Much more like The
Athenian Mercury than The Ladies Mercury, and quite unlike The Female Tatler, The
Female Spectator was an enterprise that championed its women readership. Fiction was a
particularly useful tool for women writers under repressive conditions, as it could
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See Traister, Rebecca. Good and Mad: The Revolutionary Power of Women’s Anger. New York: Simon
& Schuster, 2018. Although her argument does not specifically extend to eighteenth century England,
Traister explores women’s collective anger as a transformative political engine.
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imagine alternate outcomes not possible in real life. The narrative style that Haywood
employed to subversive effect in her novels was also evident in her periodical work and
constitutes a rhetorical feminism. For examples of this, we shall turn first to Haywood’s
Female Spectator, then to her later periodical, The Parrot.
Haywood employs several discursive strategies which constitute rhetorical
feminism. Haywood appropriates her title from Addison and Steele’s publication. Powell
reminds us that the “female” in The Female Spectator refers to the persona, or eidolon of
the periodical, not the reader. Like Mr. Spectator, Haywood’s persona introduces herself,
but she purposefully separates her identity from his feminine ideals – she identifies as
neither beautiful, youthful, nor vain. She admits to having been frivolous, having
committed all the social sins denounced in moral essays, and declares that she has
reformed. She turns the conventional image of the didactic writer on its head: she uses
hindsight rather than foresight. (Shevelow 170).
Issues of the Female Spectator contained anecdotes, often addressing domestic
situations. It followed the popular form of letters to create the impression of readers’
direct participation. One story tells of a young woman who married at age 14, fell in love
with another, got pregnant by her affair, suffered a broken marriage and then, exile. In
another, a version of “helicopter” parents wish to protect their daughter from life’s
cruelty, only to have the girl fall prey to an adventurer, who robs and leaves her. Readers
see, through rhetorical storytelling, that men can be cruel and women need to be educated
before getting married – the age of 14 was too young. These were messages not
necessarily circulating in other periodicals. Haywood is not glorifying the institution of
marriage, although by returning to it often, she acknowledges its influence. It becomes
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clear that men determine women’s lives, and the only hope a woman had, was to choose
wisely, if she had any choice at all.
A letter in Book 15 asks the Female Spectator why she has not paid more
attention to the foibles of men, to which her answer is, “I had not a sufficient Idea of my
own Capacity, to imagine, that any Things offered by a Female … would have so much
Weight as the Men, as is requisite to make the Change in their Conduct and Oeconomy,
which, I cannot help acknowledging, a great many of them stand in very great need of.”
Haywood recognizes and articulates that women in this period were not authorized a
voice, despite noticing that men’s behavior needed reforming. She manages to do this,
while still maintaining her objective in publishing the periodical, which is to please, and
of course, to sell copies.
Haywood’s Female Spectator is most political in volumes eight and nine,
published toward the end of 1744, and is the site where Haywood invents her own
“quidnunc,” the character of Curioso Politico. This device has the double effect of
forcing the Female Spectator to discuss politics, and also has the benefit of making the
dimwitted male contributor far less savvy than the female voice of the periodical.
Kathryn King notes the clever way Curioso Politico criticizes the magazine for not
having enough political commentary, yet his rhetoric reveals that he has no real grasp of
the political machinery of the time, and that in fact it was Haywood’s “aim to mock the
preening self-importance of the self-infatuated male political animal” (King 120). In a
reversal of assumed gendered norms, Haywood skillfully inserts “letters to the editor,”
likely more often than not creations of fiction, to support her magazine’s political agenda.
She institutes new networks of discussion via the character of Curioso Politico, allowing
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her rhetoric to spur discussion in the public sphere. Haywood takes the opportunity to, at
least briefly, educate her female readership on military actions, taxation, and foreign
policy, even though women would generally be excluded from larger conversations about
these topics. Powell says Haywood’s periodicals are “at the center of a cultural matrix
addressing important larger questions.” (2012, 76) Catherine Ingrassia maintains that the
maxim articulated in The Female Spectator is that “private actions shape the public
good” (2018, 186). Since as we know, each copy of a periodical had the potential to be
seen by dozens of readers, from the cities to the outskirts, the networks created and
sustained by periodical content and distribution created and influenced the idea of public
opinion.
The eidolon of the Female Spectator disguises her political rhetoric within stories
and conversations with potential suitors. Purportedly, a letter to the editor from a female
reader complains about a potential mate who bores her with talk of the military: “some
grave Reflections on that uncertain Element, - the unhappy Fate of Brave Admiral
Balchen – and the loss of the Navy and the whole Nation had of him (Book 8, 286). The
letter writer, Bellemonte, writes that this talk is not for her and that she is not interested,
“as if I had any thing to do with the Admiral, the Navy or the Nation.” Haywood is
assuring her women readers that they are indeed linked to these military events and
maneuvers, that their agency depends upon establishing and maintaining connections
with current events, policies, leaders and questions about governance. This explicit
statement of exclusion is an example of what I consider Haywood’s indirect feminist
rhetoric, rendering into texts women’s consciousness of their exteriority to political and
militaristic matters. Rhetorical feminism here instructs readers not to be passive, even
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though elsewhere in society, women are instructed to do just that. Instead, Haywood
asserts, women could be participants in these significant conversations with men. Later in
Book Eight, Haywood writes that although she is aware of military action, she will leave
the details to other publications, for they “come not within the Province of a Female
Spectator – such as Armies marching – battles fought – Towns destroyed – Rivers
cross’d, and the like – I should think it ill became me to take up my own, or Reader’s
Time, with such Accounts as are every Day to be found in the Public papers” (295). By
raising ethical questions around military actions, Heywood takes on a much larger project
of domesticity and women’s arrangements in society.
Using a tactic of rhetorical feminism, silence, Haywood turns down the volume
on politics for the remainder of the Female Spectator’s run, which also raises questions
about the possibility she was financially incentivized to do so (King). Yet her political
interest returns as makes some very overt choices on details to include in her next
periodical, The Parrot, which was interested in the Jacobite rebels on trial and executed at
the time of its 1745 publication. Haywood lists their names and gruesome details of their
murders. “They suffered the Death of Traitors, their Hearts and Bowels burnt by the
Common Hangman, and I hear their Heads are to be set up as a Memento on the Gates of
London, Manchester and Carlisle (I, 191-2). Mary Ann Schofield dismisses The Parrot as
little more than the news of the day and says the periodical was “doomed” since it lacked
“the moral seriousness and sententiousness of The Female Spectator” (111). Lived
experience and situatedness are critical elements of rhetorical feminism. The political
topicality of the issues and themes raised in The Female Spectator are enduring.
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The Parrot
Although The Parrot belongs squarely in its political moment, it validates the
lived experience of those who experienced the Jacobite revolution and sympathized with
the rebels. Such acknowledgement of lived experience is another facet of rhetorical
feminism. In The Parrot, Haywood has perhaps reformed her distaste of the quidnunc,
who has little else to do but echo what he has heard elsewhere. Because of its limited
scope and fairly short print run, it is possible that The Parrot has been prematurely
dismissed. Showcasing human and nonhuman elements of Haywood’s network which
extend beyond symbolism, this periodical can be a rich site of exploration. The parrot can
be interpreted as a figure who distributes personhood, since with it, speaking and acting
no longer belonged to an exclusively human domain. The nonhuman parrot imitates
human speech, but also has agency, and whether intentionally or not, sets actions in
motion that have consequences. Heather Keenleyside claims that eighteenth century
writers in particular were interested in including animals in writing across philosophy and
literature. The use of animals in fables, in particular, is relevant for the morals and
lessons they can impart, reminiscent of conduct literature. It is also notable that the
increase in personification of animals rose alongside the idea of subject formation in
post-Civil War England. Keenleyside claims that their presence suggests “that we best
apprehend the specificity of animal life – including potentially, our own--by way of
conspicuously figurative uses of language, generic literary forms, or recognizable
rhetorical conventions” (2). The metaphor of personification in one sense turns animals
into humans, but also can reflect the possibility for women to turn into actual people, not
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just discursive constructions, who possess thoughts, opinions, and historical-cultural
memories beyond their location in the traditional domestic sphere.
With her choice of eidolon, Haywood invoked a long tradition of parrots in
literature, sparking comparisons between that particular history and women’s speech.
Parrots were long used as “reporters” or spies in the household, nonhuman actors who
possessed speech, and could embarrass their masters with reports of observed
unfaithfulness. In a mid-eighteenth century fictional travel narrative, the narrator
discovers parrots, explaining that “the only Fault I could find with them, was that they
were too talkative, like Women, constantly asking impertinent Questions” (McDermott,
qtd. in Powell, 2008). Haywood, like her parrot, used indirect rhetorical language to ask
the impertinent questions that she could not ask directly.
The Parrot was explicitly political, treasonous even, sympathetic as it was to
Jacobite rebels in 1745. It was also linked to female authorship as it touted on its opening
page that it was presented by the same women who produced The Female Spectator.
Haywood makes plain that the parrot, the eidolon of this periodical is “owned” by a man.
We may interpret this in two possible ways: a performed silence, as related to rhetorical
feminism, or an outage in the network. Perhaps a woman is unable to even own a part of
the domestic space to which she had been ascribed. The mimetic parroting, or imitating
of discourse is a nod to women’s speech, which was since at least the Tatler denigrated as
idle gossip. Yet since the parrot is granted access to explicitly political rhetoric in this
periodical, Haywood makes plain that the domestic sphere contains various species,
suggesting that domestic interests may extend beyond the private domicile. The
eighteenth century housed more than one perspective, more than one way of being: this is
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a multispecies domestic sphere. Haywood makes clear the networks of home, news,
politics and national interest are varied and multiple.
Further, Powell locates a parrot tradition in the eighteenth century, where parrots
were often associated with “racial others and women who speak out or write improperly”
(Powell 2008, 64). This tradition includes Crusoe’s parrot as well as a host of parrots
across Asian and Middle Eastern literature. Powell explains the presence of the parrot as
a comic subgenre of the Oriental tale. The parrot is both protective and unforgiving: in
one eighteenth-century story, Tuti the parrot distracts his mistress from loneliness while
her husband is away, telling stories to prevent her from unfaithfulness. In another, parrots
are killed by unfaithful wives to prevent the spilling of their secrets; and in another, a
jealous husband installs a parrot in the home to guard over his possibly unfaithful wife.
The figure of the parrot does not bear easy interpretation, but it complicates both
the private sphere of the home and the public sphere of political interest. One one hand,
the parrot, like other household pets, is a faithful companion in an imagined domestic
idyll – a space of luxury with products of empire (Clery). Parrots and dogs were part of
bourgeois women’s household networks. In some cases, husbands were threatened by the
affection their wives showed to pets, as is exemplified by the brutal beating of the pet
squirrel in Haywood’s Betsy Thoughtless. The wife and the nonhuman animals are in
some sense, mere objects, property. On another hand, there is agency, as the parrot, who
possesses the power of speech, is a teller of tales, perhaps an agent of insurrection.
By linking the tradition of the parrot with the Jacobite uprising of 1745, Haywood
uses the parrot as a strategy of rhetorical feminism, speaking truth to power despite the
danger of such speech acts. The parrot is a threat to sovereignty ad is linked with rhetoric,
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sex, gender, empire, and finally, race. Rhetorical feminism attends to those marked as
“other,” which can extend to questions of race. The narrator of The Parrot laments his
color, green, and reflects on how his complexion affects his relationship with the world:
The Colour I brought into the World with me, and shall never change, it
seems, is an Exception against me; -- some People will have it that a
Negro might as well set up for a Beauty, as a green Parrot for a good
Speaker; -- Preposterous Assertion! As if the Completion (complexion)
of the Body had any Influence over the Faculties of the Mind; yet meerly
on this Score they resolve, right or wrong, to condemn all I say
beforehand -- How I could laugh now, if I took half as much Pleasure
ridiculing the Follies of Mankind, as you do in those of each other! (II)
The parrot’s color might be an indirect commentary on the ridiculousness of racist
judgment, or it might be a nod to the color green of the oak bough, which was a symbol
of support for the exiled Stuarts (Carnell). Or it might conveniently serve both ends.
Before she was a prolific author, Haywood spent time in Dublin as an actress. Rachel
Carnell believes that during an impressionable time in her life, Haywood could have
returned from Ireland with some sympathies for Catholics, many of whom were
supporters of James II. Jacobites were a marginalized political faction with little support
in the press, given the dangerous nature of their support. Haywood’s inclusion of Jacobite
rebels in her periodical places them squarely in her network.
Haywood’s inventive style, particularly on display in The Parrot worked to both
constitute the genre of periodicals, but was so unconventional as to push the boundaries
of an already irregular genre . Further, The Parrot may even offer an alternative to our
well-worn conceptions of the public and private spheres. Perhaps The Parrot (or, the
character of the parrot) asks how we can live with others in a newly urban environment,
demanding civility when we have been trained to expect living more isolated lives, each
in his or her own cage, or habitat. As Keenleyside suggests, any successful model of
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living with others cannot be met only by figures of harmony or sympathy, but by figures
of paradox and contradiction: networks capable of housing opposition and discord, able
to collide and intersect with other possibilities, without coming apart.
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Coda
Rhetoric and various forms of imaginative writing from Margaret Fell Fox, Mary
Astell, and Eliza Haywood constitute rhetorical feminism, which is recognizable when
we go beyond the durable and ubiquitous public sphere theory of Jürgen Habermas.
Rather than bracketing difference, network theory more closely represents the
cacophonous and intersecting public sphere of urban eighteenth century England. Taking
a networked approach to the “lifeworld,” as Bruno Latour terms it instead, reveals
instances of rhetorical feminism which have not surfaced in the gendered Habermasian
construct of public and private spheres. Habermas and Latour are social theorists, and it is
productive to put them in conversation and think with them both as we consider the role
of women over the long eighteenth century. A model of the public sphere which in fact
depends upon the rhetorical participation of women and does not confine them to the
private sphere is more flexible, less rigid and static a conception than the one defined by
Habermas. One might say it more accurately reflects what Frances Ferguson refers to as
“actually existing” democracies.
Network analysis allows us to look across difference and, importantly, in more
than two directions at once. Beyond looking backwards and forwards or for the
traditional model of rise and decline, we can examine the asymmetrical power dynamics
and divisions which have been sedimented over time. Latour’s approach to the public
sphere is attractive yet it may also be messy, confusing, and unfamiliar. In a feminist
context, we can notice influences and pressures from multiple points of contact, with
intersecting actors instead of single causation. The construction and understanding of
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feminism in “waves” is problematic as one “wave” never fully displaces another and it
perpetuates the old familiar traditional progress narrative of advance and decline.
Feminism’s history is more complicated than the narrative that “the odds were stacked
against her” yet “nevertheless she persisted.”
Rhetorical feminism is a tactic used by women writers to write themselves in to
one of the modes of existence. The term “rhetorical” can be considered as both a
descriptor, and also as a qualifier. Rhetorical feminism does not necessarily call for an
upending of patriarchal systems, but does advance the standing of women, or at least
some women. Rhetorical feminism uses alternative delivery systems – as I define in this
project letters, periodicals, petitions, prophecies, pamphlets – although more research
could consider propaganda, polemic, novels, dramas, and poetry. These forms are apart
from the traditional canonical definition of rhetoric, or “a good man speaking well” yet
they intersect with lived experience, which is at the cornerstone of women’s writing in
this period. Rhetorical feminism recognizes such lived experience, and also utilizes
silence – for example, in the anticipation of being moved to speak in Quaker meetings, or
an intentional turning down of the volume on political partisanship in The Female
Spectator.
Margaret Fell Fox and Mary Astell wrote extensively in religious and
philosophical networks, and Eliza Haywood, a multimedia mogul in her day, created
networks of discourse that spanned any imagined realms of public and private. Using
themes of particular concern to women, including education, marriage, authorship,
women writers in this study used rhetorical feminism to renegotiate some of the terms of
various patriarchal systems in their period, and succeeded in materially advancing the
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societal standing of women. Cheryl Glenn’s rhetorical feminism centers on women
writing themselves in from the margins of society, and the participation of women in this
project across various movements, including Quakerism, is linked to smaller affinity
groups that included advocacy for prisoners, addressing poverty, and later, abolition.
Writing provided women a role in public life. As women’s writing became more
recognized and celebrated, question around women’s agency and the nature of their
human rights was also raised. Mary Wollstonecraft would go on to address these issues in
her 1772 work, Vindication of the Rights of Women. Yet that text is a product of its
moment, as many readers might be surprised to learn of the virtuous reforms
Wollstonecraft calls for, including chastity. Overlapping in networks with Wollstonecraft
and just outside the scope of this dissertation is a clear network of women writers and
activists who similarly practiced rhetorical feminism.
Women writers, including those examined in this project, created the conditions
under which the Bluestocking Circle could flourish. The term bluestocking refers to the
wearing of blue worsted stockings, rather than the more formal white silk, but would
come to be synonymous with women actively advocating for themselves in the public
sphere, and by 1800, the name Bluestocking came to define women writers and
intellectuals in general, whether they had been part of the early movement or not.
Founding Bluestockings Elizabeth Vesey, Frances Boscawen, and Elizabeth Montagu
were wealthy women who began to informally socialize and nurture the kind of
intellectual community of women that Mary Astell had envisioned. As a group of mostly
but not exclusively women, they first began meeting in the 1750s. Montagu’s sister,
Sarah Scott, used Astell’s vision as inspiration for her work Millennium Hall, (1762) the
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story of a utopian women’s community, set apart from the larger society, where women
engaged with arts, education, and charity. Conversation and connections made at
Bluestocking meetings would extend through networks of correspondence and patronage,
and often engaged with a range of social and philanthropic activities. Women’s
participation as thinkers, writers, and artists expanded and was something of an anomaly
among other men-only organizations such as Freemasons.
Affinity groups show us how network study is more than mathematical, or
computational, since networks are unifying. They ask readers how far can one can push
the limits of a concept and yet still recognize it. Network study in the humanities shows
the importance of the relationships between writers, texts, and audiences. Networks can
show us how texts can reflect society’s capacity to house opposition and discord, as
networks collide and intersect with other possibilities, without entirely coming apart.
Rhetorical feminism encourages us to look anew at women’s writing in this period and
earlier, continuing the call for more scholarship and more critical editions of womenauthored texts from the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. Using rhetorical feminism
informed by network analysis can help us understand what appear to be contradictions
from controversial writers who do not necessarily fit neatly into our expectations, and
they might also help us comprehend the origins of some of the contemporary fissures in
feminist and gender studies.
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